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A CHECKLIST OF LANGUAGES AND PRESENT-DAY VILLAGES OF 
CENTRAL AND SOUTH-EAST MAINLAND PAPUA 
T.E . DUTTON 
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1.0. I N TRODU C T I O N 
Thi s  l i s t  provide s an a lphab et i zed cro s s-referenced l i s t  of 
languages and pre s ent- day v i l lages o f  the C e ntral and Northern D i s tricts 
of papua l t ogether with those of neighb ouri ng part s of the Mi lne Bay 
and Morob e D i s tricts where language s ,  or parts of languages re lated t o  
those i n  the C entral and Northern D i s tricts are t o  b e  found 2 - s e e  map . 
It i s  a codi fied s urvey of the pres ent s t ate of l ingui s t ic know ledge 
of the mainland " t a i l "  of Papua which i t  is hoped w i l l  prove u s eful 
1 
I s h all a s s ume thr oughout t h i s  paper that r e ad e r s  a r e  fami l i ar w i th 
the admi n i s t r a t i v e  s i tuat i o n i n  t h e  Ter r i t or y  of Papua and N ew Gui n e a . 
2 I n  the M i lne Bay D i s t ri c t  t h i s  i n c ludes  the Baniara, Milne Bay and 
Samarai (exc ept for Woodlark I s land c e n s u s  d iv i s i o n  (22) ) Sub-D i s t r i c t s  
and i n  the M o r ob e D i s t r i c t  o nly t h e  M o r ob e  C o a s t  (18 ) and t h e  Low e r  
War i a  a n d  Mor ob e  South C o a s t  (19 ) c e n s u s  d i v i s i o n s  o f  t h e  Lae Sub­
D i s t r i c t . The a r e a  s urveyed h e r e  adjoi n s  and ove r l ap s in s ome c a s e s  
t h o s e a r e a s  s urveyed b y  Hooley a n d  Mc Elhanon (197 0 ) a n d  F r ankl i n  
( f o r t h c omi ng) . 
1 
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t o  r e s e arch workers in Papua not only in i t s e l f  but also as a 
s upplement ary index to those currently avai lab le l and as a guide t o  
t h e  grouping o f  t h e  numerous alt ernat ive name s that have appeared i n  
earlier l inguis t ic l i t erature . Later i t  i s  p lanned t o  pub l i s h  revi s e d  
l i s t s  containing information n o t  current ly avai lab le together w i th 
name s o f  old vi l lage s , trib e s  e t c .  not included here . 
2.0. NAMES 
Three types are included : pre s e nt-day v i l lage name s ,  pre s ent-day 
language name s , and earlier pub l i shed names .  
2.1. PRES ENT-VAY V I L LAGE NAMES 
The s e  are t aken from the Department of Dis trict Admi nistrat i on ' s  
Villag e Vi�ecto�y (1968) although s ome of them do not refer t o  
v i l lages i n  the usual s ense b u t  rather t o  census points ( where the 
i nhab i t ants of s everal hamlets or v i l lages in a ne i ghb ourhood are 
count ed ) or to s e t t lement s of p lantation lab oure rs or of farmers . 2 In 
general no details are availab le of the lingui s t ic comp o s i t ion of 
t h e s e  latter " v i l lage s"  and this has b een s t ated wherever app licab le 
throughout this checkli s t .  The pract ice has also been adopted o f  
conforming t o  the spel lings in t h e  Villag e Vi�ecto�y3 even though many 
of them could b e  improved upon . 4 This is felt to b e  nece s s ary in the 
i nt e r e s t s  of cons i s tency and to avoid the unnece s s ary proli ferat ion of 
names which , unfor tunat ely , i s  alre ady a l l  too common . It has the 
advantage also that later more comp lete l i s t i ngs can b e  developed from 
t h e s e  s p e llings as des ired . 
2.2. PRESENT-VA Y LANGUAGE NAMES 
The s e  are t aken from my own and other recent s tudi e s  of languages of 
C entral and S outh-East mainland Papu a .  Seventy- three languages are 
re ferred to i n  thi s  check l i s t , twenty-five o f  which are Aus trone s ian 
1 
See b i b l iogr aphy under A� Eth�og�aphic Bibli o g�aphy 0 6  N ew Gui�ea ( 19 6 8 ) ,  
R e e v e s  and Dud l ey ( 1 9 6 9 ) ,  and Ma� i �  N ew Guinea.  
2
For examp le, Pol i golo, A r e h e  Se t t l ement Block, Eas t Ambogo S e t t l ement 
Block e t c . 
3 Exc e pt t h at ' h a s  b e e n  con s i s t ently u s e d  to r e p r e s e nt g lo t t a l  s top 
wh e r e  s p e l l i n g s  i n  the Villag e Vi� e cto�y fluctuate b e t we e n  that and 
hyp h e n s . 
4 
For examp le,  there i s  fluctuation b e tween l e t t e r s  l i k e  I and r on the 
one h a n d  and v and w on t h e  other wh i c h repre s e n t  the s ame soun d s ,  an d s ome 
l e t t e r s  h ave obv iou s l y  b e c ome t r a n s po s e d  dur i n g  various r e t rans c r i p t ions, 
e . g ., Maranomu h a s  b e come Maranoum . 
3 
( s ymb o li zed AN ) ;  forty-six Non-Aus trone s i an ( s ymb o li zed NAN ) , and tw o -
Mai s in and Doga - unc las s i fied ( i . e . , have not y e t  b een shown to b e l ong 
to one or the other of the two gene t i c  types j us t  given ) . One , Muluh a ,  
is now ext inct . 
2.21. N O N - AUSTRONES I AN LANGUAGES 
The s e  b e l ong t o  eight families ( ind i c ated by words ending in -an, 
e . g . , Koiarian ) wh i c h  occup y  most of the mountainous int erior of the 
tai l of Papua . The numb er and defini t i on of c ons t i t uent languages of 
the s e  fami lies i s  now fairly comp l e t e  except for the det erminat i on of 
s ome memb er languages of the Yareban and Binande rean Fami l i e s  and s ome 
b oundary details ( in terms of pre sent-day vi l lages ) of Goi lalan 
language s .  A comp l e t e  language l i s t  with avai lab le popu lat i on figures 
is given in sub-s e c t i on 2.23. b e low . Note that Mawai ( Wi l s on (1968: 
68» i s  treated as a dialect of Z IA and Guhu- Samane as a Binanderean 
language after Hooley and McElhanon (1970:1075-76). 
2.22. AUSTRONES I AN LANGUAG ES 
Th e s e  are t o  be found mai nly around t he coas t from Cape Pos s e s s i on 
eas twards . They have b een we l l  known for a long t ime though they have 
never b e e n  s urvey ed in the s ame way that NAN languages have . C on­
s e quent ly we do not yet have full de tails of their exact number , s i z e , 
and internal c omp o s i t ion . For the purp o s e s  of this paper there fore I 
have attempted to overc ome this deficiency by c lass ify ing and de fining 
them on the b a s i s  of earlier p ub li shed acc ounts cros s - ch e cked against 
s ome le x i c o s t a t i s t i cal evidence from avai lab le short word l i s t s  and 
agains t informat i on kind ly supp lied t o  me b y  mi s s i onaries familiar with 
the lingui s t i c  s i tuat i on in the Mi lne Bay area through Rev . Fr . K .  
Twomey , C atholi c Mi s s i on ,  Trobriand I s land . The result i s  that i n  the 
Mi lne Bay area the numb e r  of dis t inct languages h as b een c onsiderab ly 
reduced , so that what have formerly been regarded as ind ividual 
languages are now regarded as dialects of s ingle language s wh i ch share 
up t o  around 60% b a s i c  vocabulary with each other . �hus the Suau 
language is here regarded as s t re t ch ing from Gadai su in Orangerie Bay 
in the we s t  �o Simagai and Sauagauaga in the e as t  and as c ons i s t ing o f  
many diale c t s  corre s ponding t o  such previou s ly s ugge s t ed " languages " 
as Bonarua , Dahuni , Dai omoni , Daui , Mugula , Logea and Sarib a .  
Simi larly Keh e lala i s  s e e n  here as con s i s ting o f  the forme r " language s " 
Tavara , East C ap e ,  Maiwara , Daru l oi a ,  and Bas i laki ( or Boh i lai ) ,  and 
Wedau of Wedau proper , Taup ot a ,  Topura and Awalama . In the we s t , 
around Kairuku of the C entral D i s t ri c t , the s i t ua t i on has always been 
4 
much c le arer . The only c hange whi c h  has b e e n  made i s  to group Bus h  
Mekeo and Kov i ol w i t h  Mekeo as dialects o f  Mekeo on the b as i s  of a 
short w ord l i s t  c o l l e c ted in Kovi o  and Mekeo b y  Rev . B. Brown in the 
1 9 6 0 ' s .  The s e  show approximat ely 85% c orres pondence in bas i c  ( non­
cultural ) vocabulary and b e c au s e  Bush Mekeo is geographic ally ,.·10ser 
t o  Mekeo than Kovi o  is i t  is as sume d that Bush Mekeo i s  probably a l s o  
s imi larly dialectally r e l a t e d  t o  Meke o . Of c ours e  this i s  s omething 
that needs ver i f i cat i on ( as do other decis ions j us t  d i s cus s ed ) and i f  
t h i s  pub l i c a t i on s erves t o  s t imulate inve s t igation o f  the s e  cas e s  then 
i t  w i l l  have been worthwhi le . Meanwhi le we do know that all the AN 
languages are c l o s e l y  r e lated and Capell ( 19 4 3 )  has sugge s t e d  that they 
fall into d i s t ingui shab l e  group s .  In this che cklist I have used 
C ap e l l ' s  groups ( s ymb o lized by capital roman nume rals I-VIII )  to 
corr e s p ond roughly t o  fami l i e s  among the NAN language s. 
A comp l e t e  list o f  AN languages with avai lab le p opulat ion figur e s  
fol l ow s . 
2 . 23 .  LANGUAGE L IST W I T H  POPULAT ION F I GU RES 
2 . 23.1 . N A N  L a ngua g es (West to Ea st ) 
Family 
1 .  Goi lalan2 
2 .  Koiarian 
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
6 .  
Language 














3 5 0 0  
6 0 3 6 ?
4 
8 6 1 9  
9 6 1 5  
2 2 6 0 ?  
1176? 
3 7 3 4 ?  
3 0 0 8 ?  
9 9 5  
3 6 8 1 ?  
Source Reference 
Hooley and McElhanon 
( 19 7 0 : 1 0 7 6 ) 
Steinkraus and Penc e 
( 19 6 4 : 1 )  
" " " " " " 
" " " " " " 
Dut t on (19 6 9 : 8;» 
" " " " 
" " " " 
" " " " 
" " " " 
" " " ,. 
3 .  Kwalean 1 .  Humene 4 3 8  Dut ton (1970 : 88 2 ) 
2 .  Kwale 7 1 9  " " " " " 
3 .  Mulaha ( Extinc t ) " " " : 8 89 -90 ) 
l
N o t e  that th i s  h a s  a d i f f e r e n t  r e f e r ent f r om that given i n  Ray ( 19 2 9: 6 9 ) .  
2
Th i s  i s  s om e t i m e s  r eferr e d  t o  a s  the Kun i ma i p a (n ) Fami l y . 
3Th e s e  two langu a g e s  a r e  not i n c luded i n  the c h e c k l i s t  g�ven b e l ow 
t h ough t hey b e l o ng t o  the G o ilalan Family b e c au s e  they are too far 
a f i eld o f  the m a i n  ar ea . For further i n f ormat i o n see Hooley and 
M c Elhanon (1970 ) .  
even 
4
Th i s  f i gure d o e s  not i n c lude s ome v illag e s  i n  the headwater s o f  the 
Bubu R i ve r  in the M o r obe D i s t r i c t .  
5 
Fami ly Language Population Source Reference 
4 .  Manubaran l .  Doromu 8 4 1  Dutton ( 1 9 7 0 : 8 8 2) 
2 .  Mari a  2 1 0 5? " " II II If 
l .  D omu 4 8 2  
2 .  Morawa 7 5 5  
5 .  Mai 1uan Dut t on ( 19 7 1a : 20) 
" " " " " 
3 .  Binahari 7 7 0  " " " " " 
4 .  Bauwaki 3 7 8  " " " " " 
5 .  Magi ( or 4 6 6 2 ?  " " " " " 
Mai lu) 
l .  Daga ( or 5 3 2 6? 
D imuga) 
2 .  Mape na 2 7 4  
3 .  Gwedena 2 1 6 1? 
4 .  Ginuman 7 7 5 
6 .  D agan Dutton ( 19 7 1a : 15) 
" " " " " 
" " " " " 
" " " " " 
( or D ime) 
5 .  Sona 1 6 6 1? 
6 .  Jimaj ima 5 4 2? 
7 .  Maiwa 1 2 9 8? 
" " " " " 
" " " " " 
" " " " " 
8 .  Onj ob 160 " " " " " 
l .  Ab i a  5 7 9? 
2 .  Doriri 3 5 5? 
7 .  Yareban Dutt on ( 19 7 1a : 1 2) 
" " " " " 
3 .  Yareb a 1 6 3 0 ?  
4 .  Bari j i  2 5 6  
" " " " " 
" " " " " 
l .  Guhu- 5 0 0 0  
Samane 
8 .  B inanderean1 Ob tained by sub tracting 
figures i n  Wi l s on ( 19 6 9 : 
6 6 )  from those in Hoo ley 
and McElhanon ( 19 70 : 10 7 5) 
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
6 .  
7 .  
8 .  
9 .  
10 . 
1 l .  
1 2 . 
1 3 .  
1 4 . 
1 5 . 
2.23.2. A N  L a n g u a g e s  
I 1 .  Mekeo 
Suenq 
Yekora 
Z i a  
Bi nandere 










(West t o  
2 .  Ror o ( or Waima) 
3 .  Nara ( or Pokau) 
4 .  Kuni 
1400 
3 0 0  
3 3 0 0  
3 0 0 0  
? 
? 
2 5 0 0 0  
4 2 6 5  
10 0 0 0  
9 0 0  
1 2 8? 
10 5 1  ? 
119 
4 19 4? 
Eas t )  
? 
? 
7 6 2 7  2 5 0+? 
Wi l s on ( 19 6 9 :66 ) 
" " " " " 
" " " " " 
" " " " " 
Dut t on ( 19 6 7) 
Wi ls on ( 19 6 9 : 6 6 )  
" " " " 11 
Dutton ( 19 7 1a:3 3) 
Dutton ( 19 7 1a : 3 4 )  
Dutton ( 19 7 1a : 3 5 )  
Du t t on ( 19 71a : 3 5 - 3 6 )  
Bluhme ( 19 7 0 : 8 6 7 )  
Steinkraus and Penc e 
( 19 6 4:1) 
1 
Called B i nandere Stock i n  Hooley and Mc Elhanon ( 1970:1975-76 ) .  
2
Th i s  f i gure i s  only for Kuni v i l la g e s  i n  t h e  Goi l a l a  Sub-D i s t r i c t  
o f  the Ce ntral D i s t r i c t . 
6 
5 .  Kabadi ( or Gabadi ) ? 
6 .  D oura ? 
I I  7 .  Motu 1 3 0 0 +  Tay l or ( 19 7 0 : 1 )  
8 .  Sinagoro 1 2 0 2 6  Dutt on ( 19 7 0 : 8 8 2 ) 
9 .  Keapara 1 6 4 2 3 ?  " " " " " 
10 . Magori 19 4 ?  Dutton ( 19 7 1a : 9 ;  19 7 1b )  
I I I  ll . Suau ? 
12 . Buhutu ? 
1 3 . Tub e tub e ? 
IV 1 4 .  Nuakata ? 
VI 1 5 . Wagawaga ? 
16 . Kehe lala ( or ? 
Basi lak i ) 
V I I  17 . Wedau 1 2 2 8+? Dut t on ( 19 7 1a : 3 2 )  
1 8 .  Dawawa 16 2 7 ?  " " " " " 
19 . Boianaki ( o r  1 1 7 5  " " " " " 
Galavi ) 
V I I I  2 0 . Igora 4 49 ?  Dut ton ( 19 7 1a : 3 3 )  
2 l .  Paiwa ( or Gapapaiwa ) 1 3 2 1  " " " 11 " 
2 2 .  Mukawa ( or Are ) 1 2 3 1  " " " " " 
2 3 . Gab ob ora ( or Anuki ) 5 3 2 " " " " " 
2 4 .  Ub ir 9 12 " " " " " 
2 5 . Ari fama-Miniafia 2 1 4 7 ?  Dut t on ( 19 7 1a :  30- 3 1 )  
2.23.3. U n c l  ass ifi  e d  L a n g u a g e s 
Dut t on ( 19 7 1a : 2 9 )  l .  Mai s i n  1 7 7 3 ?  
2 .  D oga ? Dutton ( 1 9 7 1a : 7-8 ) .  Popu lat i on figure s  
inc luded i n  Gab ob ora ( or Anuki ) figures 
given ab ove . 
2.3. EAR L IER PU B L ISHEV NAMES 
The s e  are taken from and are limi ted to those pub l i shed in Ray ( 19 29 ; 
19 3 8 ) and i n  C ape l l  ( 19 4 3 ; 1 9 6 2 ) .  In s ome cas e s  the se names refer t o  
o ld v i l lage s , group s , s e c t i ons o r  " trib e s " , and/or to what were once 
thought to be separate language s .  All are cross-referenced to present­
day language s in the checklist b e low and most are t o  b e  found in An 
E�hnog �aphi c Bib liog�aphy 0 6  New Guinea already referred t o .  
3.0. PRESENTATION 
In this l i s t i ng language and v i l lage name s are alphab e t i zed t ogether 
but d i s t ingui shed b y  s i ze of letter and type o f  i nformati on provided 
for each . Thus language name s are cap i talized and e ach el.try c ontains 
informat ion ab out i t s  c las s ifi cat i o n ,  diale ctal comp o s i t i on , as s oc iated 
names i n  the lingu i s t i c  lit erature , pres ent- day vi l lage s and princ ipal 
re ference s . This informat i on appears alway s in that order separated by 
s emi- c o l ons w i th b rackets around the assoc iated names . For e xamp le, the 
entry :  
ABIA NAN/Yareban ; ? diale c t s ; ( Buari , Doriaidi ( =  D ori-ai -di , 
D oriviata ) ,  Oiwa , Okaudi ) ;  A imara , Arai ' i a ,  Auwaka , Doma , 
Ianu , Kos iwara No . 1 , Kos iwara No . 2 ;  Dutton ( 19 7 1a ) . 
s t ates that : ( i ) ABIA is a Non-Aus tr one s i an language of the Yareb an 
Fami ly ; 
( i i ) i t s  dialectal c omp o s i t ion i s  unknown ; 
( i i i ) it ( or p arts of i t ) h as ( have ) previ ous ly been 
refe rred t o  as  Buar i , Doriaidi ( or Dori-ai-di , 
Doriviat a ) , Oiwa and Okaudi ; 
( iv )  i t  i s  s p oken in the present-day vil lages of A imara , 
Arai ' ia ,  Auwaka , D oma , Ianu , Kos iwara No . 1 , and 
Kos iwara No . 2 ; 
and ( v )  that the most rec ent dis cus s i on of this language i s  
t o  b e  f ound in Dutton ( 19 7 1a ) . 
7 
Aus tr one s ian and Unclas s i fied languages h ave s imi lar entries except 
that f or Aus trone s i an languages the capital roman numerals I-V I I I  
indicate the group t o  whi c h  each b e longs , a s  des cribed i n  s e c t ion 2. 22. 
above. Thus , f or e xamp l e , the e ntry : 
SUAU AN/ I I I  . . .  s tates that SUAU is an Aus trones ian language o f  
Group I I I , e t c . 
F or v i l lages only locati onal and lingui s t i c  informat i on is given . 
The f ormer i s  enclosed in brackets and gives the d i s t r i c t  ( ab b reviated 
acc ording t o  the s ch ema set out i n  the next s e c t i on ) , sub-di s t r i c t  and 
c ensus divi s i on within whi c h  the v i l lage is found , t ogether with t he 
p age reference to the V�!!ag e V��ec�o�y . The l ingui s t i c  informat i on 
cons i s t s  s o le ly of the name of the language ( or language s )  spoken 
therein t ogether , s ome t imes , w i th diale c t a l  i nformat i on if the v i l lage 
b e l ongs to a large language f or which dialects h ave b e e n  s ugges t ed or 
e s t ab l ished . I f  two or more language s are s p oken in a parti cu lar 
vi l lage the s e  w i l l  be e nt ered and s ep arated by a s lash and the v i l lage 
s t arred , as , for examp le : 
* Boteka ( C . D . , Pt . Moresb y ,  We s t  C oas t , 17 ) ;  KO ITA/KOIARI .  
Each s u ch vi l lage i s  then entered under each language , s o  that in the 
e xamp le j us t  give n Boteka wi l l  app e ar in the v i l lage l i s t s  f or b oth 
KO I TA and KOIAR I . Further i nf ormat ion i s  then ob tainab le b y  l ooking 
up the language name e ntry . In addition t o  the above c onvent i ons other 
symb o ls are used t o  d i s t i nguish b e tween vi l lages of vari ous s or t s . 
The s e  h ave b een chosen for their c omb inat orial p os s ib i li t i e s  and are 
lis ted in s e c t i on 4.0. b e l ow . 
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4.0. ABBREV I ATIO N S  AND  SYMBO L S  U SED 
AN Aus trones i an Language 
NAN 
MTN KOIARI 
I - V I I I  
C . D .  
N . D .  
M . B . D .  
M . D .  





Non-Aus tronesian Language 
Mountain Koiari Language 
Groups of AN languages ( after C apell (19 4 3 » 
C entral D i s t r i c t  
Northern D i s tr i c t  
Milne Bay D i s tr i c t  
Morob e  D i s t r i c t  
G u l f  D i s t r i c t  
Languages s o  s eparated a l l  s poken in the v i l lage 
referred to 
Information ques t i on-marked is gues s ed at , unknown , 
unveri f ied , prob ab le 
Vi llage s o  s t arred c ontains s peakers of two or more 
languages 
Vil lage s o  bracketed is now ab andoned 
Same as 
Village s o  itali c i s ed has not b een located on a 
pub l i shed or p repared mapl 
l
Th iS may mean (as far a s  i t s  l i ngui s t i c  c l a s s i f i c at ion i s  conc e r n e d ) 
that i t  f a l l s  w i t h i n  one of the fol low i n g  three c a t e go r i e s: 
(a ) i t  may b e long to one of s everal l anguages  whe r e  t h e r e  are 
s everal w i t h i n  the c e n s u s  d i v i s ion to wh i c h  the v i l l age i s  
s a i d  t o  b e long; 
(b) it mu s t  b e long to a par t i c ular l anguage wh ere it i s  k nown 
that only one l anguage i s  s pok en i n  the c e nsus  d i v i s ion to 
wh i c h the v i llage i s  s a i d  to b e long; 
(c ) i t  i s  known to s peak a p ar t i c u l ar language even though the 
exa c t  pos i t ion of the v i llage is  unknown . 
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5.0. THE CHECKLIST 
Abaro ( C .D . , R igo , Mt . Ob ree, 16 ) ;  BARA l 
ABlA NAN/Yareban ; ? diale c t s ; ( Buari , Doriaidi ( =Dori­
ai-di, Doriviat a ) ,  Oiwa , Okaudi ) ;  A imara , Arai ' i a ,  
Auwaka , D oma , lanu , Kos iwara No . 1 , Kos iwara No . 2 ,  


















A i ga 
Ai gora 
Aij ave i 
Ailala 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Ob ree, 1 6 ) ;  BARA l .  
( N . D . ,  Kok oda , Kokoda, 2 8 ) ;  MTN KOlAR l . 
( M . B . D . , Baniar a ,  Biniguni - C .  Vogel , 2 2 ) ;  PA lWA . 
( C . D . ,  G o i lala , Vetap u, 1 8 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  DOROMU . 
( C . D . ,  Rigo , Mt . Ob ree, 16 ) ;  DOROMU . 
NAN/Bi nanderean ; ? diale c t s ; ( A i ga ) ;  Batari, 
Borugas usu, Deuni a ,  Dewai a ,  Dirou , Gaiari, Hurata ,  
Ki ki nonda , Konininda , Korisat a, Kurereda, Oi tatandi , 
Os ako, Pet ikari , Poho , Sagere, Siai , Usuindari , 
Utukiari , Wi ls on ( 19 6 8 ) ,  D ut t on ( 19 7 l c ) .  
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as p art 
of TAUADE . 
( N . D . ,  Poponde t t a , Managalas e, 2 8 ) ;  MANAGALA S l . 
Same name als o used for the i s o l e c t  of MANAGALAS l  
c e ntred around this v i l lage . 
= Kos i rava , MA lSlN . 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a, Saiho , 2 7 ) ;  OROKAlVA . 
= Kagi ,  MTN KOlAR l . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Koiari, 16 ) ;  KOlAR l . 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a , Wari a, 27 ) ;  ZlA ( Mawai dialect ) .  
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , Tavara, 2 1 ) ;  KEHELALA . 
( N . D . , Pop onde tta , Soh e - Pop onde t t a, 2 7 ) ;  OROKA lVA . 
( N . D . , Popondetta, Mus a ,  2 8 ) ;  YAREBA . 
Alternative s p e l li ng for AEKA . 
Ear li e r  reference t o  l GORA . 
( C . D . ,  Kairuku, Kuni, 17 ) ;  KUNl . 
( N . D . ,  Tufi , C o l li ngwo od Bay, 29 ) ;  MA l S l N . 
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Aimare 
A ins i 
A ins i 
A i one 





Ala ' ala 
ALava 
A l eb agiu 
A lepa 
( N.D., Popondetta, Mus a ,  29 ) ;  ABIA . 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a , Binandere, 2 7 ) ;  BINANDERE. 
( M.D., Lae, Lower Waria and Morob e South Coas t ,  
9 4 ) ;  Z IA. 
= ? ( Re ferred t o  in C apell ( 19 6 2 : 15 8 ) but exact 
location unknown ) .  
( C . D., Kairuku, Mekeo, 17);  MEKEO. 
( D . C., Rigo, Mt. Brown , 15 ) ;  MARIA. 
( N . D., Kokoda , Huj ara ,  2 8 ) ;  HUNJARA. 
Is olect of MANAGALA SI . 
( N . D . ,  Tufi, Dyke A c k land Bay , 2 9 ) ;  YEGA. 
( C . D . ,  Kairuku, Nara, 1 8 ) ;  NARA. 
( C . D., Goi lala, Auga, 1 8 ) ;  TAUADE ?  
( C . D . ,  Rigo, Rigo , 16 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Tub ulamo diale c t ) .  
( C . D., Rigo, Ormond , 1 5 ) ;  SINAGORO (?Alepa dialect ) .  
Same name a l s o  u s e d  for t h e  ? dialect of SINAGORO 
c entred around this vil lage. 
A lewai ( C.D., Rigo, Rigo , 16 ) ;  KEAPARA ( Hula d i ale c t ) .  
A l oalo (M.B.D . ,  Samarai , Suau C oas t , 2 1 ) ;  SUAU. 
A loIa ( N.D., Kokoda, Kokoda, 2 8 ) ; MTN KOIAR I .  
Aloma Dialect of KEAPARA . 
A l omarupu ( C.D., Rigo, Rigo , 16 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Babagarupu d i alect ) .  
A luguni ( C . D . ,  Ab au, Marshall Lagoon , 1 5 ) ;  KEAPARA ( Keapara 
d ialect ) .  
Amas eba ( or Suku ) Ear l i er reference to what i s  now re garded as part of 
MTN KOIAR I . 
Amau 
AMBASI 
Amb a s i  
Amb eni 
Amb o 
( C .D., Ab au, C loudy Bay , 1 5 ) ;  BAUWAKI . 
NAN!Binanderean ; ? dialect s ;  ( Tain-Daware ) ;  Amb as i , 
Bekab ara , Devatutu , Jinena , Jitami , Kainde , Katuna , 
Koir a , Momonga , Oure, Todinas i ,  Wilson ( 19 6 8 ) ,  
Dut t on ( 19 7 1c ) .  
( N.D., Popondet t a , North C oast , 2 7 ) ;  AMBASI. 
( N.D. , Kokoda, Huj ara , 2 8 ) ;  HUNJARA. 
Earlier reference to what is now regarded as part 
of TAUADE . 






Ani ' ab a 










AOM I E  
Apaeva 
Apanaip i  
Apekoma 
Apekove 





( C . D . , Kairuku , Bush Meke o ,  17); MEKEO ( Bush Meke o 
diale c t ) . 
( C . D . , G o i lala , Upper Kunimip a ,  19); KUN IMA IPA . 
( C . D . , G o i lala , Karuama , 19); KUNIMA IPA . 
( M . D . , Lae , Morob e Nort h Coas t ,  94); SUENA . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Mekeo , 1 7 ) ;  MEKEO. 
? dialect of MAR IA. 
Kani ' ab a , MARIA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Arivara , 18 ) ;  TAUADE? 
(N . D .  , Tufi , C .  Ne l s on , 29) ; KORAFE . 
( C . D .  , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 15); DOROMU ( D oromu 
( C . D .  , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 15); MAR IA . 
( M .  D .  , Lae , Morob e North Coas t , 94) ; YEKORA . 
d i a le c t ) . 
( M . B . D .  , Samarai , Samarai I s . , 21); TUBETUBE . 
( N . D . , Popondetta , Oro Bay , 2 8 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
( N . D . , Tuf i , C .  Ne l s on , 29 ) ;  KORAFE . 
An ear l i er s p e l l i ng for ONJOB . 
A l te rnat i ve name for GABABORA . 
NAN!Koiarian ; 2 diale c t s  - Z uwadza , A s afa ; 
( Wowonga ( =Wawanga ) ,  Upper Managalas i ) ;  A s ap a ,  
D iapa , G ora , G orab una , Kero , Managub e ,  Namanai a; 
Dutton (1969). 
( C . D . , Ab au , C loudy Bay , 15); BINAHAR I .  
( C . D . , Kairuku , Bush Mekeo , 17); MEKEO ( Bush Mekeo 
diale c t ? ) . 
Ear li e r  reference t o  what is now regarded as part 
of TAUADE . 
Ear li er reference t o  what is now regarded as par t  
of KUN I . 
( N . D . , Popond e t t a , Mus a ,  2 8 ) ;  ABIA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 15); DOROMU ( D oromu diale c t ) .  
( C . D . , Ab au , Amazon Bay , 15); DAGA . 
A l ternat ive name for MUKAWA . 
1 2  





Ariome (Auga ) 




Aromai t s i  
(Arua ' id i ) 
Arua ' idu No . 2  
A s afa 
A s apa 
Asiba 
A s imba 





Auwaiab a ' iwa 
Auwaka 
(N . D . ,  Popondet ta, Popondet ta, 2 7 ) ;  ? mixture ; 
no details ava i lab le. 
(C . D., Rigo, Maria, 1 5 ) ;  SINAGORO (Kub uli dialec t ) .  
Dialec t o f  ARIFAMA-MIN IAF IA. 
AN/VI I I ;  4 di alec t s  - Arifama, Miniafia, Oy an, 
Lakwa ; (Oyan, Oiun ) ; Bai ' ata, Berubona No . 1, 
Berub ona No.2, Fonib aru, Founa, Gebara, G i gor i, 
G iriwa, I t onomata, It oto, Iub adi, J i kuataia, 
Kabubu, Kat okat o, Kuruaku, Lako, Leaga, Mamodab i la, 
Managa, Maras a, Natukwaba, Oreres an , Simumu, 
Tumar i, U t ukwafu, * Uwe ; Dutton (19 7 1a ) . 
(C . D . ,  Goi lala, Auga, 1 8 ) ;  TAUADE. 
(C . D., Goilala, Loloipa, 19 ) ;  KUNIMA IPA? 
(C . D . ,  Goi lala, Auga, 1 8 ) ;  TAUADE ?  
(M . B . D . ,  Baniara, Goodenough Bay Inland, 2 2 ) ;  
GWEDENA . 
(C . D . ,  Ab au, Amazon Bay, 15 ) ;  MAG I .  
(C . D . ,  Goi la la, Auga, 1 8 ) ;  TAUADE. 
= Ior omakomana. 
(C . D., Rigo, Mt. Brown, 15 ) ;  SINAGORO (Wiga dialec t ) .  
D ialec t o f  AOMIE . 
(N . D., Kokoda, Huj ara, 2 8 ) ;  AOMIE. 
Earlier reference to what is now regarded as part 
of FUYUGE. 
(N.D., Kokoda, Kokoda, 2 8 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
(N . D . ,  Kokoda, Huj ara, 2 8 ) ;  HUNJARA. 
(M . B.D . ,  Baniara, Goodenough Bay Coas tal, 2 2 ) ;  
GWEDENA . 
(M . B . D., Samarai, Suau C oast, 21 ) ;  SUAU. 
(M.D . ,  Lae, Lower Waria and Morobe South C oast, 
(9 4 ) ;  Z IA. 
(N . D., Pop ondet ta, North C oa s t, 2 7 ) ;  NOTU. 
(C . D., Pt . Moresby, Mt. Koiari, 16); MTN KOlARI. 
(N . D . ,  Popondett a, Mus a, 2 8 ) ;  ABIA. 
Avakaro 






















Bad i l oh o  
Badubadu 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a ,  Mus a ,  2 8 ) ; YAREBA. 
( C . D . , G o i lala , D i lava , 1 8 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
l s o l e c t  of MANAGALASl. 
( C . D .  , Kairuku , Waima-Kivor i ,  17 ) ; RORO . 
( C  .D . , Kairuku , Waima- Kivori , 17 ) ; RORO. 
( N .  D .  , Poponde t t a ,  Waria , 2 7 ) ;  GUHU- SAMANE. 
Dut ton ( l9 7 1c )  . 
Earlier re ference to what i s  now regarded as p art 
of BAUWAKl . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Di lava , 1 8 ) ;  FUYU GE. 
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( M . B . D . ,  Milne Bay , North East Coas t , 2 1 ) ;  WED AU 
( Awalama dialect ? ) . A l s o  s p e lled Awa lama i n  ear l i er 
report s .  
( N. D . , Pop onde t t a ,  Mus a ,  2 8 ) ;  DORlRl . 
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Saiho , 2 7 ) ;  OROKA lVA . 
? dialect of WEDAU . 
( N . D . , Popondet ta , Managalas e ,  2 8 ) ;  MANAGALA S l. 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Wawonga , 2 8 ) ;  MTN KO lARl. 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  SlNAGORO ( Saroa dialec t ) . 
Same name also used for ? dialect of KEAPARA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  KEAPARA ( Bab aga Dialect ) .  
( C . D . , Riga , Riga , 16 ) ;  S lNAGORO ( Bab agarupu 
dialect ) .  Same name a l s o  used f or dialect o f  
S lNAGORO . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Ormond , 1 5 ) ;  SlNAGORO ( Kwaiba dialect ) .  
( C . D. , Kairuku , Bus h  Mekeo , 17 ) ;  MEKEO (Bu s h  Mekeo 
dialec t ? ) .  
( N. D . , Popondet t a ,  Oro Bay , 2 8 ) ;  NOTU ? 
( C . D. , Kairuku , Ror o , 1 7 ) ;  RORO . 
( N . D . , Tuf i , Dyke Ackland Bay , 2 9 ) ;  MAlSlN. 
( C . D. , Rigo , Mt. Obree , 16 ) ;  DOROMU ( Koriko diale c t ) .  
( C .D. , Pt . Moresb y , Vanapa R. , 17 ) ;  MTN KO lARl. 
( C . D . , Abau , C l oudy Bay , 1 5 ) ;  MORAWA . 








Baib a i s iga 
baidana ( Di lava ) 
Baidana ( Auga ) 






Bamb i t i  
Banapa 
Banderi 
Bap i ti 
BARA l 
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s on , 29 ) ;  KORAFE . 
( C . D . , Pt . Mor e sby , Mt . Koiar i , 16 ) ;  MTN KO lAR l . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Ormond , 1 5 ) ;  SlNAGORO ( Oruone dialect ) .  
Earlier re ference t o  what i s  now regarded as part 
of DAGA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mar i a ,  1 5 ) ;  SlNAG ORO ( Kubul i diale c t ) .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Ormond , 1 5 ) ; S lNAGORO (A lepa diale c t ) .  
( M . B . D . , Baniar a ,  Biniguni-C . Voge l ,  2 2) ;  MA lWA . 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Suau Coas t , 2 1 ) ;  SUAU . 
( C . D . , G o i lala , D i lava , 18 ) ;  FUYUGE? 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Auga , 1 8 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne ls on ,  29 ) ;  AR lFAMA-M lNlAFlA . 
( M . B . D . , Bani ara , Biniguni-C . Voge l ,  2 2 ) ;  MUKAWA . 
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  North Coas t ,  2 7 ) ;  NOTU . 
Ear li e r  reference t o  what i s  now regarded as part 
o f  BARA I .  
Dialect o f  SlNAGORO . 
( C . D . , Ab au , C loudy Bay , 15 ) ;  BlNAHAR I .  
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne ls o n ,  29 ) ;  KORAFE . 
( M . B . D . , Baniar a ,  Bini guni-C . Voge l ,  2 2 ) ;  PA l WA . 
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a , Oro Bay , 2 8 ) ;  MANAGALAS l .  
( C . D . , Goi lala , Kat aip a ,  1 8 ) ;  TAUADE? 
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s on , 29 ) ;  KORAFE . 
NAN/Koi ari an ; 9 ?  dialects  - Emo River , Kokora , 
Manoa , Mogoni , Laroni , Pit oni , Tab u ,  Barai, 
.Ni gubaib a ,  (Uala ) , ( Seramina ) l ; ( Balatana , Kufia 
( =Ufia ) ,  Li limub e , Malulub e s , Mandoho ( =TaiJama) , 
Manoa , Mimai , Mogoni , Mua-Mandoho ( =Umwat e) ,  
Nigub aib a , Pir imi , Pit oni , Serami na , Tama (=Tahama ) ,  
Wowonga ( =Wawanga ) ;  Ab aro , Ab owana , Barai , Boro , 
Dodi , Doe , D orob isoro , Ej aro , Emo ( River ) ,  Guranomu , 
Huavo lo , laure , Ib aradoku , Idagi go lo, Igonamo , 
l
U a l a  and Seram i n a  d i al e c t s  a r e  now app a r e nt ly extinct (Dutton 19 6 9 : 7 1 ) .  
Barai 
Barakau 















BAUWA K I  
Bauwame 
Bawaki 
lSee al s o  D OG ORO . 
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Imidiru , Ipo iduburu , Itogama , Kaura , Kiara , Kokora , 
Kuai , Meiadob u , M imai , Oidob i , Sagamai s a ,  S omor e , 
Suwar i , Tab u ,  Tahama , Ufia , *Uj i l o , Umb oworo , Umwat e ,  
Waifanoumu , Wau s a ;  Dutton ( 19 6 9 ) .  
Dialect of BARA I . 
( C . D . ,  P t . Moresb y , Boat le s s  Bay , 1 7 ) ;  MOTU . 
( C . D . , Abau , C l oudy Bay , 1 5 ) ;  MAG I .  
( N . D . , Poponde t t a ,  Binandere , 2 7 ) ;  BINANDERE . 
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Saiho , 2 7 ) ;  OROKAIVA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Ob re e , 16 ) ;  DOROMU ( Kok i la diale c t ) .  
NAN/Yareb an ; ? diale c t s ; ( Kororo ) ;  Biriri , G ewoi a ,  
Manana , Samaga No . 1 ,  Samaga N o . 2 ,  Toma ; Dutton 
( 19 7 1a ) . 
( N . D . , Poponde tta , Oro Bay , 2 8 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as part 
o f  BAUWAKI . 
NAN/Binanderean ; s everal ? dialects , as y e t  unnamed ; 
( Saroal , Totore ) ;  D ove , Emb e s sa , Foru No . 1 , F oru No . 2 ,  
G omb ara , Gugumu , Guruguru , Kakasa ,  * Karai s a ,  Kar i s o a ,  
Kinj ak i , Korala , Ove s a ,  Sanada , Sariri , Songadi , 
Taruma;  Dut ton ( 1 9 7 1a ) . 
( C . D . , Pt . More s b y , We s t  C oas t ,  1 7 ) ;  KO ITA . 
( N . D . , Pop ondetta , Oro Bay , 2 8 ) ;  OROKA IVA ?  
A lternat ive name f or KEHELALA . 
( N . D . , Pop ondet t a ,  Nor th C oas t , 27 ) ;  AEKA . 
( N . D . , Popondetta , Binandere , 2 7 ) ;  BINANDERE . 
( M . D . , Lae , Lower Waria and Morob e South Coas t ,  
9 4 ) ;  Z IA .  
( C . D . , G o i lala , D i lava , 1 8 ) ; FUYUGE . 
NAN/Mai luan ; ? diale c t s ; ( Av i ni , Barua,  Bawaki , 
Keveri , Velave la ) ; Amau , Eiau , Mori ; Dut t on ( 19 7 1a ) . 
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne ls on ,  29 ) ;  KORAFE . 







Be kab ari 
Bekoiana 
Be lavi s t a  
Bemb eri 
Bendoroda 
Bent ley I .  
Beporo 
Be rave8 a  
Bere ina 
Berep o  ( or 
Periho ) 
Berub ona No . 1  
Berub ona No . 2  
Be s e o  
Bib i ra No . 1  
Bibira No . 2  
B i age ( or Biag i ) 
B iaru 
Blb l t an 




( N . D . , P op onde t t a , Oro Bay , 2 8 ) ; NOTU . 
( N . D . , P op ondet ta , Oro Bay , 2 8 ) ;  MANAGALA S I . 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Samarai Is . ,  2 1 ) ;  KEHELALA . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Mekeo , 1 7 ) ;  MEKEO . 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a ,  Sohe-Popondet ta, 27); OROKAIVA. 
(N . D . , Poponde t t a ,  North Coas t ,  27); AMBASI. 
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s on , 29 ) ;  KORAFE .  
( C . D . , G oi lala , Auga , 1 8 ) ; FUYUGE . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , B iniguni- C .  Voge l ,  2 2 ) ;  MA PENA . 
( N . D . , Tuf i , Dyke Ackland Bay , 29 ) ;  DOGORO . 
= TUBETUBE . 
( N . D . , P op ondet t a ,  North Coas t ,  2 7); YEG A . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Chirima , 19 ) ;  FUYUGE .  
( C . D . , Kairuku , R or o , 1 7 ) ;  RORO . Same name a l s o  
u s e d  f or dialect o f  RORO . 
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as p art 
o f  OROKA IVA . 
( N .  D .  , Tufi , C .  Ne l s o n ,  29 ) ; ARIFAMA-MINIAFIA . 
( N .  D .  , Tufi , C .  Ne l s o n ,  2 9 ) ; ARIFAHA-MINIAFIA . 
( C . D .  , Kairuku , Meke o , 1 7 ) ;  MEKEO . 
( N . D .  , Pop onde t t a , Mus a ,  29 ) ; YAREBA . 
( N .  D .  , Pop onde t t a , Mus a ,  29 ) ; YAREBA . 
Ear li er reference to what i s  now regarded as p art 
o f  MTN KO IAR I . 
Ear li e r  reference to what i s  now regarded as part 
o f  KUNIMA I PA . 
( M . B . D . ,  Baniara , D ag a ,  2 2 ) ;  DAGA . 
( M . B . D . ,  Baniara , G o odenough Bay Inland , 2 2 ) ;  
GWEDENA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mari a ,  15 ) ;  S I NAGORO ( Buaga d i a le c t ) .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 1 6 ) ;  S INAGORO ( Kwab ida dialect ) .  











B i s iatana 
Biwa 









Boh i lai ( or 
B ohira ' i )  
Bohira ' i  
Bohutu 
Boianai 
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( M . B . D . , Baniara , Daga , 2 2 ) ;  DAGA . 
NAN/Mai luan; 2 diale c t s  - Neme , Ma; ( Neme , Nemea 
( =Neme ' a » ; Apaeva ,  Bam , Darava No . 2 ,  Doma , Segili , 
O i o; Dutton ( 19 7 1a ) . 
NAN/Bi nanderean; ? diale c t s ; ( Gi umu ) ;  Ains i ,  Barara , 
Boke , Bovera , Dabari , Deboin , Ewore , Gugumi , 
laudari , lwai a ,  Karude , Kotaure , Kurered a ,  Mambatutu , 
Manau , Ma taira , Ni ndewari , Onomb atutu , Pogadumo , 
S i a ,  Tab ara , Taire , Tautut u ,  Tavi , Tub i ,  Wadi , 
Wagadari , Wai'e; Wi ls on ( 19 6 8 ) ,  Dut t on ( 19 7 1 c ) .  
( N . D . ,  Pop onde t ta ,  North Coas t , 2 7 ) ;  BlNANDERE . 
( C . D . , Pt . More s b y , Vanapa R . , 1 7 ) ;  MTN KO lAR l . 
( C . D ,  Rigo , Mar i a ,  1 5 ) ;  SlNAGORO ( Vora diale c t ) .  
( M . B . D . ,  Baniara , Bini guni- C .  Voge l ,  2 2 ) ;  MAlWA . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Roro , 1 7 ) ;  RORO . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Daga , 2 2 ) ;  DAGA . 
( N . D . , Popondetta , Monagalas e ,  2 8 ) ; BARlJ l .  
( C . D . , Pt . More s b y , Mt . Koiari , 16 ) ;  MTN KOlARl . 
(M . B . D . , M i lne Bay , North Eas t Coast , 2 1 ) ;  KEHELALA . 
( C . D . , G o i lala ,  Upper Kunimaip a ,  19 ) ;  KUNlMA l PA . 
( C . D . ,  Rigo , Mt . Brown , 15 ) ;  SlNAGORO ( Wi ga diale c t ) .  
( M . B . D . , Milne Bay , Tavara , 2 1 ) ; KEHELALA ? 
( C . D . , Pt . Mores b y , Soger i , 1 6 ) ;  KO lARl . 
( C . D . , Pt . Mor e sb y , Mt . Koiari , 1 6 ) ;  MTN KOlARl .  
( C . D . , Pt . More sb y ,  We s t  Coas t , 17 ) ;  MOTU/KOlTA . 
( C . D . , Go ilala , Chirima , 19 ) ;  FUYUG E .  
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Binguni-C . Vogel , 2 2 ) ;  MUKAWA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Maria , 1 5 ) ;  SlNAGORO ( Kub uli diale ct ) .  
= Bas i laki , alternat ive name for and ? d iale c t  o f  
KEHELALA . 
Bas i lak i , alternat ive name for KEHELALA . 
Bahutu , BUHUTU . 
Alt ernat ive s pelling for BO lANAKl . 










Boli ( or Bor i ) 


















AN/VI I ;  ? dialect s ;  ( Boianai ( = Boniki ) ,  Galavi 
( =Gayavi » ; Radava , Uga , Vidia,  Wadob una ; Cape l l  
( 19 4 3 ) ,  Dut t on ( 19 7 la) . 
( C . D . , Pt . Mor e sb y ,  Vanapa R . , 1 7 ) ;  MTN KOIAR I . 
( N . D . , Pop ondetta , Binandere , 2 7 ) ;  B INANDERE . 
Diale c t  of S INAGORO . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 1 6 ) ;  S INAGORO ( Boku diale ct ) .  
( C . D . , Ab au , Mar shall Lagoo n ,  1 5 ) ;  S INAGORO ( Oruone 
d iale ct ) . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Maria , 1 5 ) ;  S INAGORO ( Oruone diale c t ) .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Boku dialec t ) .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 15 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Ikega diale ct ) .  
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as part 
of YAREBA . 
( C . D . , Goilala , P i l itu , 1 8 ) ;  TAUADE? 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 1 5 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Wi ga dialect ) .  
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Suau C oas t , 2 1 ) ; SUAU . I s land of 
same name also known as Dahuni . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Balawaia dial e c t ) .  
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Suau Coas t , 2 1 ) ;  SUAU . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Daga , 2 2 ) ;  DAGA . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Goodenough Bay Inland , 2 2 ) ;  GWEDENA . 
Alt ernat ive s p e l ling for BOIANAKI . 
( C . D . , Ab au , Amazon Bay , 1 5 ) ;  DAGA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 1 6 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Kwab ida diale ct ) .  
( N . D . , Pop ondetta , Oro Bay , 2 8 ) ;  MANAGALA S I . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Koiar i , 1 6 ) ;  KOIAR I . 
( C . D . , Abau , Amazon Bay , 15 ) ;  MAG I .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 1 6 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Tab oro diale ct ) .  
= Boli , YAREBA . 
( C . D . , Pt . Moresb y , Mt . Koiari , 1 6 ) ;  MTN KOIAR I . 
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Oro Bay , 2 8 ) ;  NOTU ? 














Brierly I .  









Bula ' a  
* Bulidob uru 
( M . B . D . ,  Samarai , Suau C oas t , 2 1 ) ;  BUHUTU . 
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Oro Bay , 2 8 ) ;  NOTU . 
( M . B . D . , Vaniara , B iniguni-C . Voge l , 2 2 ) ;  MAIWA . 
( N . D . , P opondetta , Saih o , 2 7 ) ;  OROKAIVA . 
( C . D . , Ab au , C l oudy Bay , 1 5 ) ;  MAG I . 
( N . D . , Popondetta , Aiga , 2 7 ) ;  AEKA . 
( M . D . , Lae , Morob e North Coas t ,  9 4 ) ;  SUENA . 
19 
( C . D . , Pt . More s b y , We s t  C oas t ,  1 7 ) ;  KOITA/KO IAR I . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Huj ara , 2 8 ) ;  HUNJARA . 
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , Tavara , 2 1 ) ; KEHELALA ( Tavara 
diale c t ? ) . 
Ear lier reference to what i s  now regarded as part 
of MTN KO IAR I . 
( N . D . , P opondetta , Binandere , 2 7 ) ;  BINANDERE . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , G oode nough Bay In land , 2 2 ) ;  SONA . 
Earlier reference to what i s  now regarded as part of 
SUAU . 
Ear l i er reference t o  what i s  now regarded as part 
of SUAU . 
( N . D . , Popondetta , Managalas e ,  2 8 ) ;  MANAGALAS I .  
Diale c t  o f  SINAGORO . 
Ear lier reference to what is now re garded as part 
of Ab ia . 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a ,  Managalas e ,  2 8 ) ;  MANAGALASI .  
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , Tavara , 2 1 ) ;  KEHELALA (Tavara 
diale c t ? ) .  
( C . D . , Kairuku , Kuni , 1 7 ) ;  KUN I .  
AN/I I I ; ? dialec t s ' ( Bohutu , Sagarai ) ;  Boroai , 
Ipouli , Iwame , Lei le iafa , M i la , Oiamamania , 
Sias iada , Watub u ;  Cape l l  ( 19 4 3 ;  19 62 ) ,  Dutt on ( 19 7 1e ) .  
( M . B . D . ,  Samarai , Samara I s . ,  2 1 ) ;  KEHELALA ? 
= Hu la , KEAPARA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 15 ) ;  MAR I A .  


















Dak ' Z awaul'O 
D amwap a ( or Pem ) 
D anawan 




( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 1 5 ) ;  MARIA. 
( N . D . , Popondetta , Oro Bay , 28 ) ;  NOTU . 
( C . D . , Abau , Mars hall Lagoon , 15 ) ;  KEAPARA ( Maopa 
dialect ) . 
( C . D . , G o i lala , Loloipa , 19 ) ;  KUNIMA IPA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Koi ari , 16 ) ;  KWALE . 
( N . D . , Pop ondet ta , Oro Bay , 28 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
? diale c t  of MEKEO . 
Earlier re ference to what is now regarded as p art 
of FUYUGE . 
9 n . d . , P op onde t t a , Binandere , 27 ) ;  BINANDERE . 
( M . B . D . , Boni ara , Bini guni-C . Vogel , 22 ) ;  PAIWA . 
( C . D . , Pt . Moresby , Bootles s Bay , 17); KOIARI . 
NAN/Dagan; ? diale c t s ;  ( Bago i , Dimuga , Liba , Magena , 
Udama , Nawp ( =Nop » ; Arau , Bibitan , Biman , Birat , 
Bonenau , Bonua , D anawan , Dei ga� , Deria , Dogon , 
Doveta , Eviauwa , Gaburu , Gwadede , Gwagut , Igup , 
Ioiok , Kakai a ,  Keria , Komania No . 1 ,  Komania No . 2 ,  
Modaulo , Nepe s i ,  Nora , Nunumai-Bilaga , Topu , Uni; 
Dut t on ( 19 7 1a ) .  
( C . D . , Pt . Moresby , Boot le s s  Bay , 17 ) ;  KOIARI . 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Suau C oas t , 21 ) ;  SUAU ( Dahuni 
diale c t ? ) .  A l t ernative name for Bonabona I . .  
(M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , Ealaba , 21 ) ;  WAGAWAGA . 
? dialect of SUAU . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 16 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Ikega dialect ) .  
( C . D . ,  Goi lala , Karuama , 19 ) ;  KUNIMA I PA? 
Earli er reference t o  what is now regarded as part 
of JIMAJIMA . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Daga , 22 ) ;  DAGA . 
( C . D . , Abau , Cloudy Bay , 15 ) ;  BINAHARI . 
( C.D . , Abau, Amazon Bay , 15 ) ;  MAG I . 
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a , Managalas e ,  28 ) ;  MANAGALAS I .  











D e igam 
Delena 
D er ebai 
Deria 
Deunia 
Devadeva No . 1  










D i lava 
D imadima 
Earlier reference to what i s  now regarded as part 
o f  KEHELALA . 
? dialect of SUAU . 
2 1  
AN/VI I ;  ? diale c t s ; ( ? ) ;  Didia , Gadov i s u , Kiwarai , 
Manubada , Pova , Wanama ; Dut t on ( 19 7 1a ) . 
( M . B . D . , M i lne Bay , Ealab a ,  2 1 ) ;  WAGAWAGA . 
( M.B . D . , Samarai , Samarai I s . ,  2 1 ) ;  TUBETUBE . 
( N . D . , P opondetta , Managalas e ,  2 8 ) ;  MANAGALAS I .  
( C . D . , Abau , Amazon Bay , 1 5 ) ;  MAGORI . 
Earlier reference t o  what is now re garded as part 
of TAUAD E . 
( C . D . , R i go , Rigo , 16 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Tab oro diale c t ) 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a ,  Binande re , 2 7 ) ;  BINANDERE . 
( C . D . , Abau , Amazon Bay , 1 5 ) ;  DAGA . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Roro , 1 7 ) ;  RORO . 
( C . D . , Abau , Amazon Bay , 1 5 ) ;  MAG I . 
( C . D . , Abau , Amazon Bay , 1 5 ) ;  DAGA 
( N . D . , Popondetta , Aiga , 2 7 ) ;  AEKA . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Kuni , 1 7 ) ;  KUNI . 
( C.D . , Kairuku , Kuni , 1 7 ) ;  KUNI . 
( C . D . ,  Rigo , Mar i a ,  1 5 ) ;  SINA GORO ( Buaga diale c t ) .  
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  North Coas t ,  2 7 ) ;  AMBA S I . 
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a ,  A i ga ,  2 7 ) ;  AEKA . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Huj ara ,  2 8 ) ;  AOMIE . 
Earlier reference to what i s  now regarded as part 
of YAREBA . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Goodenough Bay Inland , 2 2 ) ;  DAWAWA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 15 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Buaga diale c t ) .  
D i ale ct o f  MARIA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Auga , 1 8 ) ;  TAUADE? 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Kuni , 1 7 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
An earlier s p e l ling of J IMAJIMA . 
2 2  
D ime 
D imuga 
D i or o  
Dirigolol 
Diri komana 
D i r inomu 
D i rou 
D i umana 
D i vari 
D iv i nai 
Alt ernat ive name for G INUMAN . 
Ear l i e r  reference t o  what i s  now regarded as part 
of DAGA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala, Ivane , 1 8 ) ;  TAUAD E . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mar i a ,  1 5 ) ;  S I NAGORO ( I kega diale c t ) 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 16 ) ;  SINAGORO ( I kega diale ct ) .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  KWALE ( Kwalean ) Kwal e  dial e c t ) .  
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  A iga , 2 7 ) ;  AEKA . Taken t o  refer 
to s ame name shown in Cap e l l  ( 19 6 2: map fac ing p . 1 4 2 ) .  
( C . D . , Kairuku , Nara , 1 8 ) ;  NARA . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Go ode nough Bay C oas tal , 2 2 ) ;  WEDAU . 
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , Tavara,  2 1 ) ;  KEHELALA ( Tavara 
diale ct ? ) .  
Divi nikoiari ( N . D . , P op onde t t a ,  Sohe-Pop ondetta , 2 7 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
D ob odura (or Earlier reference to what is now regarded as part 
Dobuduru, Jauw a )  of OROKAIVA . 
Dobuduru ( N . D . , Popondetta , Oro Bay , 2 8 ) ;  OROKAIVA . 
Dob uduru ( N . D . , Popondetta,  Poponde t t a ,  2 8 ) ;  OROKA IVA? 
Dodi ( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Obree , 16 ) ;  BARA I .  
Doe ( C . D . , Pt . Mores b y , Sogeri , 16 ) ;  BARA I .  
DOGA Unc las s i fied ; ? diale c t s ; ( ? ) ;  not s p oken i n  any 
vi l lages l i s ted in the Village Vi�e cto�y ( 19 6 8 ) 
th ough said to b e  s p oken in the v i l lages of Guru , 
Gerageras ina, Magabara , Karuas i and Borer ora ; 






( C . D . , Abau , Amazon Bay , 1 5 ) ;  DAGA . 
NAN/Binanderean ; ? diale c t s ; ( saroa2 ) ;  Bendoroda , 
Seb aga; Dutton ( 19 7 la ) .  
( C . D . , Abau , Mar s hall Lagoon , 1 5 ) ;  D OMU . 
( N . D . , Pop onde tta,  Musa ,  2 8 ) ;  ABIA . 
( C . D . , Abau , C l oudy Bay , 15 ) ;  BINAHAR I . 
l
Now same as D i r ik omana . 
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Dub anat eb oa 
Dubi 
Duckat eau I .  
( C . D . , Ab au , C loudy Bay , 1 5 ) ;  MAG I .  
( N . D . , P opondet t a ,  Mus a ,  2 8 ) ; YAREBA . 
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a ,  Oro Bay , 28 ) ;  NOTU . 
2 3  
(M . B . D . , Baniara , G oode nough Bay Inland , 2 2 ) ;  SONA . 
NAN/Mai luan ; ? diale c t s ; ( D om ,  Merani ( =G obudo ) ) ;  
Dom , Merani , Tutub u ;  Dutton ( 19 7 1a ) . 
( M . D . , Lae , Lower Wari a  and Morobe S outh Coas t , 9 4 ) ;  
Z IA .  
Earlier reference t o  what is now regarded as part of 
ABIA . 
Earlier r e ference t o  what i s  now re garded as p art of 
DORIR I . 
NAN/Yareb an ; ? diale c t s ; ( Moikoiki , Dorib i ) ;  Awala ; 
Dutton ( l9 7 1a ) . 
Doriaidi , ABIA . 
Doriaidi , ABIA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Obree , 16 ) ;  BARA I .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 1 6 ) ;  DOROMU . 
NAN/Manub aran ; 3 diale c t s  - Kok i la , Doromu , Koriko ; 
( Koki la , Koriko ) ;  Aduraika , Amuraika , Aramaika , 
Badaika , Bare ika , Dorom , Erenaika , Iarumenomu , 
Iaudob u ,  Kaikanomu , Lofai ka , Muianomu , Taburoika , 
Tatunoumu , Tomorovanua ; Dut t on ( 19 70 ) .  
Dialect of DOROMU . 
AN/ I ;  ? dialect s ;  ( ? ) ;  D ouramouku , Vas agabi la , 
Ve i a ;  Dut ton ( 19 7 1d ) . 
( C . D . , Pt . Moresby , Vanapa R . , 1 7 ) ;  DOURA . 
( N . D . , Tufi , Dyke Ackland Bay , 29 ) ;  BARUGA . 
( C . D . , Abau , Ama zon Bay , 1 5 ) ;  DAGA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Ormond , 1 5 ) ;  S I NAGORO ( Vora dialect ) .  
( C . D . , Pt . Moresby , Mt . Koiar i , 16 ) ;  MTN KOIARI . 
Earlier reference t o  what is now re garded as part 
of SUAU . 
l
I n clude s E f a i k a, War e i ka, Audu i k a, Gob ur a i k a . 
2 4  
Dufaure I .  = Mugula ( or Mugura ) ,  SUAU . 
Dui anuna ( M . B . D . , Samarai , Samarai I s . ,  2 1 ) ;  KEHELALA . 
East Amb ogo ( N.D . , Poponde t t a , Poponde tta , 2 7 ) ;  ? mixture ; no 
Sett lement Blocks details avai lab le . 


















Emb e s s a  
Emb i  
Emb ogo 
Emo 
Emo ( Ri ver ) 
( M . B . D . ,  Mi lne Bay , N orth Ea st C oast , 2 1) ;  KEHELALA . 
S ome name a l s o  us ed for the ? dialect of KEHELALA 
c entred around this v i llage . 
Ear li e r  r e ference to what i s  now r egarded as part 
of MTN KOlAR l .  
( C . D . , Kairuku , Mekeo , 1 7 ) ;  MEKEO . 
( C . D . , Pt . Moresb y , Vanapa R . ,  1 7 ) ;  MTN KO lAR l . 
( C . D . , Abau , Marshall Lagoon , 1 5 ) ;  KEA PARA ( Maopa 
dialect ) .  
( C . D . , Pt . More sb y ,  Mt . Koiari , 1 6 ) ;  MTN KOlAR l .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 1 6 ) ;  KWALE . 
( N . D . , P opondet t a ,  S ohe-Poponde tta , 2 7 ) ;  OROKAlVA . 
( M . D . ,  Lae , Lower Wari a  and Morob e South Coas t , 9 4 ) ;  
Z lA .  
( C . D . , Ab au , C loudy Bay , 1 5 ) ;  BAUWAKI . 
Earlier reference to what i s  now regarded as p art 
of KOlAR l . 
( M . D . , Lae , Morob e North Coast , 9 4 ) ;  GUHU - SAMANE . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , A iwara , 1 8 ) ; TAUADE. 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Wawonga , 28 ) ;  BARA I .  
( C . D . , Goilala , A iwara , 18 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( C.D . , P t . Moresb y ,  Urb an More s b y , 1 7 ) ;  MOTU . 
( C . D . , G o i l ala , Upper Kunimaipa , 19 ) ;  KUNIMA I PA . 
( C . D . , Pt . More s b y ,  Mt . Koi ari , 1 6 ) ;  MTN KO IAR I . 
( N . D. , Tufi , Dyke A c kland Bay , 2 9 ) ;  BARUGA . 
( N . D . , P opondet ta , Oro Bay , 2 8 ) ; OROKAIVA . 
( N . D . , P opondetta , Oro Bay , 28 ) ;  NOTU . 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a ,  Oro Bay , 28 ) ;  NOTU . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Wawonga , 28 ) ;  BARA I . Same name a l s o  
s ued f o r  the dialect of BARA I c entred around this 






Engine er I .  ( or 
( C . D . , Pt . More s by , Mt . KOiari , 16 ) ;  MTN KOIAR I .  
( C . D . , Pt . Mor e s by , Vanapa R . , 17 ) ;  MTN KOIAR I .  
( C . D . , Goilala , Upp er Kunimai p a ,  19 ) ;  KUNIMA IPA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Vetapu , 18 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Bush Meke o ,  1 7 ) ;  MEKEO . 
? dialect of TUBETUBE . 
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Eve s a  













( C . D . , Pt . Moresby , Mt . Koiari , 16 ) ;  MTN KOIARI .  
( C . D . , Kairuku , Kuni , 1 7 ) ;  KUNI . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Waima- Kivori , 17 ) ;  RORO.  
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Obre e ,  1 6 ) ;  KOROMU . 
( C . D . , Goilala , Kat aipa , 18 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( C . D . , G o i lala , Lol oipa , 19 ) ;  KUNIMA I PA . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Goodenough Bay Inland , 2 2 ) ;  GINUMAN . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Huj ara , 28 ) ;  HUNJARA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Chirima , 19 ) ;  FUYUGE .  
( C . D . , GOi lala , Vetapu , 18 ) ; FUYUGE? 
( C . D . , Abau , Amazon Bay , 15 ) ;  DAGA . ( Same as Evi auwa ) .  
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Daga , 2 2 ) ;  DAGA . 
Alternat ive name for NOTU . 
( M . D . , Lae , Lower Waria and Morobe South Coas t , 9 4 ) ;  
SUENA . 
Earlier re ference to what is now regarded as p art of 
SUAU . 
( N . D . , Popondetta , Binandere , 27 ) ;  B INANDERE . 
( C . D . , Pt . Moresby , Soger i , 16 ) ;  KOIAR I .  
( C . D . , Goi lala , Auga , 18 ) ; FUYUGE . 
Earlier re ference to what is now regarded as part 
of KOIAR I .  
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s on ,  29 ) ;  KORAFE .  
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s on ,  29 ) ;  KORAFE .  
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s on ,  29 ) ;  AR IFAMA-MI NIAF IA . 
2 6  
Foro 
Foru No . 1  






Gab agab una 
GABOBORA 
Gab one 
G ab uru 




( C . D . , Goilala , Chirima , 19 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
( N . D . , Tufi , Dyke A c kland Bay , 29 ) ;  BARUGA . 
( N . D . , Tuf i , Dyke Ackland Bay , 29 ) ;  BARUGA . 
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s o n ,  29 ) ;  AR IFAMA -MIN IAF IA . 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a , North Coas t , 2 7 ) ;  NOTU . 
( C . D . , P t . More sb y , S oger i , 16 ) ;  KOIARI .  
NAN/Goila lan ; ? dialec t s ; ( As ib a ,  Chirima , Gomali , 
Kamb i s a , Karukaru , l Korona , Mafulu , Mamb ule , Neneb a ,  
Ononge ( =Onunge ) ,  Sikub e ,  Sirima , Tauada , Vovoi ) ;  
Aduai , A s imb a ,  Avele , Avole , Baidana ( D i lava ) ,  
Baura , Be lavi s t a ,  Beraves a ,  Bofu , D i lava , Enende , 
Eva ,  Ev e s e ,  Fane , Foro , Gaiva , Garima ( Chirima ) ,  
Garima No . 1 ,  Garima No . 2 ,  Ge napa , Gepua , G i nala , 
Go , Gorowaku , Guroro , Hoianupe nda , I Z a i y ap e , I l ide , 
Inai , Iritumu , It alavavai , Kago , Kamb i s i , Karame , 
Kas e ,  Ki koPi , Kodige , Kofa , Ko k oda , Kone , Kupama , 
Mafulu , Maimani , Mili , Mondo , Omb ol i , Onongge , Oro , 
( Vetapu ) ,  Se i ,  S igufe , Singgo , Si s i ape nda , Songgaku , 
Sumb i , Ta , Tafade , Ts ivi l o , Tura , Urun , V i s i , VUiva , 
Woit ape , Ya loge , Yoriba i ;  Steinkraus and Pence 
( 19 6 4 ) ,  Dut ton ( 19 7 1d ) . 
= Kab adi , KABAD I .  
( M . B . D . ,  Mi lne Bay , Tavar a ,  2 1 ) ; KEHELALA ( Tavara 
dialec t ? ) .  
2 AN/V I I I ; ? dialec t s ; ( Anuki , Pem ) ;  Pem , Tap i o ; 
Dutton ( 19 7 1a ) . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  S INAGORO ( I kolu diale c t ) .  
( C . D . , Ab au , Amazon Bay , 15 ) ;  DAGA . 
( M . B . D . ,  Samarai ,  Suau Coa s t , 2 1 ) ;  MA G I / SUAU .  
( M . B . D . ,  Baniara , Goode nough Bay Coastal , 2 2 ) ;  SONA . 
( M . B . D . ,  Bani ara , Goodenough Bay Inland , 2 2 ) ;  DAWAWA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Upper Kunimaipa , 19 ) ;  KUNIMA IPA . 
1 
Formerly MTN KO lARl - s e e  Dut ton ( 1 9 6 9 : 53 - 5 4 . 
2


















G ap ap aiwa 
Garamokogena 
Garara 
Gar i a  
Garihe 
G arima 
G arima No . 1  
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( N . D . ,  Pop ondetta , A iga , 2 7 ) ;  AEKA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 1 6 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Wiga d i a l e c t ) .  
( C . D . , P t . More s b y , Boot l e s s  Bay , 1 7 ) ;  MOTU . 
NAN!Binanderean ; ? dialec t s ; ( ? ) ;  Iwuj i ,  Nembadi , 
Ora la , Sas aru , Wai ' ie ;  Dut t on ( 19 7 1a) . 
( C . D . , Goilala , Auga , 18) ; FUYUGE .  
( C . D . , Abau , Marshall Lagoon , 1 5 ) ;  KEAPARA (Maopa 
dialect) . 
( M . B . D . , Bani ara , Goode nough Bay C oastal , 2 2) ;  
GWEDENA . 
A l ternative name for BOIANAKI . 
Earlier reference t o  what is now regarded as p art 
o f  J IMAJ IMA . 
= A loma , dialect of KEAPARA . 
( M . B . D . , M i lne Bay , Ealab a ,  2 1 ) ;  WAGAWAGA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 1 6 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Balawaia dial e c t ) .  
( C . D . , Abau , C l oudy Bay , 15 ) ;  MORAWA . 
( C . D . , G o i lala , A iwara , 18) ; TAUADE .  
( N . D . , Tuf i , C o l l i ngw ood Bay , 2 9 ) ;  MA I S I N .  
( C . D . , G o i lala , Uppe r  Kunimaip a ,  19 ) ;  KUNIMA IPA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 1 6 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Ikega diale c t ) .  
A lternative name for PA IWA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Ormond , 1 5 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Omene diale c t ) .  
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a , North Coas t ,  2 7 ) ;  NOTU . 
Dialect o f  KWALE . 
= Gari a ,  KWALE . 
( C . D .  , Goi lala , Chirima , 1 9 )  ; FUYUGE . 
( C  . 0 .  , Goi lala , Auga , 18) ; FUYUGE . 
( C . D. , G o i lala , Auga , 18) ; FUYUGE . 
( C . D .  , Goi lala , A iwara , 18) ; TAUADE .  
( N . D . , Popondet t a , Saiho , 2 7 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , North Eas t Coas t , 2 1 ) ;  WED AU 
















Gere s i  
Gerua 
G e ve ragoro 
Gewoia 
Gew o t o  
Gibar a  
G id o  b ada 
Gigoava 






Girab u  
Girigirita 
( N . D . , Poponde t ta ,  Oro Bay , 28) ; OROKA IVA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 1 6 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Taboro diale c t ) .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 1 6 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Boku diale c t ) .  
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Nels on , 2 9 ) ;  KORAFE .  
( C . D . , Ab au , Marshall Lagoon , 1 5 ) ;  KEAPARA ( Maopa 
diale ct ) . 
= G alavi , alternative name for BOIANAKI . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 1 6 ) ;  KWALE ( Garia diale c t ) .  
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s on ,  2 9 ) ;  AR IFAMA-MINIAF IA .  
Dialect o f  MARIA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 1 6 ) ;  KWALE ( Kwale diale c t ) .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 1 6 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Kwaibo diale c t ) .  
( C . D . , G oi lala , Chirima , 1 9 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
( C . D . , G o i lala , Auga , 18) ; TAUADE? 
( C . D . , Rigo , Ormond , 1 5 ) ;  SINAGORO ( A lepa diale c t ) .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 1 6 ) ;  KWALE ( Garia dial e c t ) .  
( C . D . , Goi lala , Chirima , 19 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Taboro diale c t ) .  
( N . D . , P opondet t a , Managalase , 28) ; BAR IJ I .  
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a , Poponde t t a , 27) ; OROKA IVA ? 
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , Ealaba , 2 1) ;  WAGAWAGA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 1 6 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Saroa diale c t ) .  
( C . D . , Goi lala , Loloipa , 1 9 ) ;  TAUADE? 
( N . D . , Tufi , C o l lingwood Bay , 2 9 ) ;  AR IFAMA-MINIAF IA . 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a , Waria , 2 7 ) ;  GUHU-SAMANE . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Bini guni-C . Voge l ,  2 2 ) ;  MUKAWA . 
( C . D . , Goilala , Vetapu , 18) ; FUYUGE . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 1 6 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Iokolu diale c t ) .  
NAN/Dagan ; ? dialect s ; ( Dime ) ;  Etau , Nakara , 
* Taub adi ; Dutton ( 19 7 1a).  
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16);  KWALE ( Garia diale c t ) .  
( N . D . ,  Poponde t t a , Sohe-Popondet t a ,  27) ; OROKA IVA . 
Giriwa 
Girua Sett lement 
Blocks 
Giumu 
G i vena 
Giwa 
G o  
Goada 
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s on , 2 9 ) ;  AR IFAMA-MINIAF IA . 
( N . D . , Popondetta , Pop onde t t a , 27) ; ? mixture ; 
no detai ls avai lab le . 
Earlier reference to what is now regarded as p art 
o f  BINANDERE . 
( C . D . , Goilala , Upper Kunimai p a ,  1 9 ) ;  KUNIMA I PA . 
(M . B . D . , Baniar a ,  Biniguni-C . Voge l ,  2 2 ) ;  PA IWA . 
( C . D .  , Goi lala , Chirima , 19) ; FUYUGE . 
( C . D .  , Rigo , Mari a ,  15) ; SINAGORO ( Vora diale c t ) . 
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Gob e ( N .  D .  , Popondetta , Waria , 27) ; Z IA ( Mawai diale c t ) . 
G ob e  ( N . D .  , Tufi , Dyke A ckland Bay , 2 9 )  ; NOTU . 
Gob era ( N . D .  , Popondetta , Mus a ,  28) ; YAREBA . 
G obudo = Merani , DOMU . 
Gobuia ( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16); HUMENE ( Lagume diale c t ) .  
G ob ukomana ( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 1 6 ) ;  S I NAGORO ( Boku diale c t ) . 
Goiefu ( or Kue fa , Earlier r e ference t o  what i s  now re garded as p art 
Kue p a ) o f  KUNIMA IPA . 
G o i lala Earlier r e ference t o  what is now regarded as p art 













( C . D . , G oi lala , Lower Kunimaipa , 1 9 ) ;  KUNIMA IPA . 
Ear l i er reference to what i s  now re garded as part 
of FUYUGE . 
( N . D . , Pop onde tta , Oro Bay , 28) ; BARUGA . 
( M . D . , Lae , Lower War ia and Morob e South C oas t ,  
9 4) ;  Z IA .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16) ;  SINAGORO ( Saroa diale c t ) .  
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a ,  North Coas t ,  2 7 ) ;  NOTU . 
( N . D . ,  Pop ondet t a , Managalas e , 28) ; AOMIE . 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a ,  Managalas e ,  28) ; AOMIE . 
( M . D . , Lae , Morob e North Coas t ,  9 4 ) ;  SUENA . 
( C . D . , Pt . Mor e s by , We s t  Coas t ,  17) ; KOITA . 
( C . D . , G o i lala , Chirima , 1 9 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 1 6 ) ;  MARIA . 
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G ov orokomana 
Guari No.1 
Guari No . 2  














Gwaw i l i  
Gwede 
GWEDENA 
( C . D . , Rigo , Ormond , 1 5 ) ;  SINAGORO (Vora dialect ) .  
( C.D. ,  Pt . Moresby , Vanapa R . , 17 ) ;  MTN KOIAR I . 
In e arlier li t erature als o re ferred t o  as Tob iri . 
( M.B.D. , Samarai , Samarai Is . ,  21 ) ;  KEHELALA . 
( C.D. , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  S INAGORO ( Kwaib o  dialect ) .  
( C.D. ,  Rigo , Mar i a ,  1 5 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Vora dialect ) .  
( C . D. ,  Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Boku dialect ) .  
( C . D. ,  Goi lala , Upper Kunimaipa , 19 ) ;  KUNIMA IPA . 
( C . D. ,  Goi lala , Upper Kunimaipa , 19 ) ;  KUNIMA I PA . 
( C.D. ,  Pt . More sb y , S oger i , 16 ) ;  KO IAR I . 
( C.D . , Goilala , Upper Kunimaipa , 19 ) ;  KUNIMA I PA . 
( M.B.D. , Mi lne Bay , North Eas t C oas t , 21 ) ;  KEHELALA . 
( M.D . , Lae , Lower Wari a  and Morob e South Coas t ,  9 4 ) ;  
BINANDERE . 
( N . D . , Tuf i , Dyke Ackland Bay , 2 9 ) ;  BARUGA . 
NAN/Binanderean ; ? dialect s ;  ( Yarani ) ;  Aviha s a , Eipa , 
Gimini , Iariva , Juwera , Kakeipo , Kir a ,  O ib o , Paiewa , 
Sedema , Upupuro ,  Z i nab a ;  Hooley and McElhanon ( 19 7 0 ) ,  
Dutton ( 19 7 1c ) .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brow n ,  15 ) ;  MARIA . 
( C .D. , R i go , Rigo , 16 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Ik o lu dialect ) .  
( C .D . , Rigo , Mr . Obree , 16 ) ;  BARA I . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Auga , 1 8 ) ; FUYUGE . 
( N.D . , Tuf i , Dyke Ackland Bay , 29 ) ;  BARUGA . 
( C . D . , Pt . Mores b y , Sogeri , 16 ) ;  KOIAR I . 
( M . B . D. ,  Baniara , Daga , 22 ) ;  DAGA . 
( M.B.D . , Baniar a ,  Daga , 2 2 ) ; DAGA . 
( M . B . D . ,  Mi lne Bay , Ealab a ,  2 1 ) ;  WAGAWAGA . 
Ear l i er reference to what 1 s  now regarded as part 
of GWEDENA . 
NAN/D agan ; 2 dialects - no name s give n ;  ( Gwede , 
Gwo1den ,  Gwo1ru , Kanamara , Ma1kara , Tev 1 , Umanakaina ) ; 
Aritapu , Augwana , B1d1e s i ,  Bonenepi , G aiwonaki , 
Ikara , Kanaturu , Radarada , Siris iri , Taramugu , 
*Taub ad 1 ; Dutton ( 19 7 1a ) .  
Gwoiden 
















Haul'ami l' i  
Hay ter 1 .  
Heath 1 .  
Hereparu 
Himai ' i a 
Hi s iu 
* Hoh odae 
Hoh ol'i ta 
Hoh o t a  
Hoi anure nda 
Hoj aki 
Hoj avo Lamb o 
Ear li e r  s p e l ling of GWEDENA . 
Ear lier re ferenc e t o  what i s  now re garded as p art 
of MAPENA . 
Ear lier re ference t o  what i s  now re garded as part 
of GWEDENA . 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Samarai I s . ,  2 1 ) ;  KEHELALA . 
Earlier re ference t o  what is now regarded as p art 
of MTN KOIAR I . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Kokoda , 28 ) ;  MTN KOIAR I . 
( C . D . , Pt . More sby , Mt . Koi ari , 16 ) ;  MTN KO IAR I .  
( N . D . ,  Kokoda , Hu j ara , 28 ) ;  HUNJARA . 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Samarai Is . ,  2 1 ) ;  KEHELALA . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Huj ara ,  28 ) ;  HUNJARA . 
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a , Saiho , 27 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
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( N . D . , Pop onde tta , S ohe- Popondetta , 27 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
( R . D . ,  Popondet ta , Oro Bay , 28 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a , Oro Bay , 28 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a , Saih o ,  28 ) ;  OROKAIVA . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Huj ara , 28 ) ;  HUNJARA . 
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a , Oro Bay , 28 ) ;  OROKAIVA . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Waima- Kivori , 17 ) ;  RORO? 
Sarib a ,  ? dialect o f  SUAU . 
Logea ( or R oge a ) , ? dialect of SUAU . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Waima , Ki vori , 1 7 ) ;  RORO . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 16 ) ;  MARIA . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Kab adi , 17 ) ;  KABAD I . 
( C . D . , Pt . More sby , Urb an Moresb y , 17 ) ;  MOTU/KO ITA . 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a ,  Saih o , 2 8 ) ; OROKA IVA ? 
( N . D . , Pop onde tta , Pop onde t t a ,  27 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
( C . D . , G o i lal a ,  Ve tapu , 18 ) ;  FUYUGE? 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Huj ara , 28) ; HUNJARA . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Huj ara , 28 ) ;  HUNJARA . 














( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 1 6 ) ;  MARIA . 
( C . D . , Pt . Moresb y , Vanapa R . , 1 7 ) ;  MTN KOIARI . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Ob ree , 1 6 ) ;  BARA I .  
Ear l ier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as part 
of MTN KO IAR I .  
( M . B . D . , M i lne Bay , North Eas t Coas t ,  2 1 ) ; KEHELALA . 
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Sohe-Popondet t a ,  2 7 ) ;  OROKAIVA . 
( N . D . , P opondet t a ,  S ohe-Popondet ta , 2 7 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 1 6 ) ;  KEAPARA ( Hula dialect ) .  
NAN/Kwalean ; 2 dialects - Lagume , Humene ; ( Lakumi 
( =Lagume ) ,  Manukolu ) ;  Gob ui a ,  Iove i ,  Lagume , 
Lonidairi , Manugoro ,  Sabuia ; Dut t on ( 19 7 0 ) .  Same 
name also u s ed for one of the two dial e c t s  of HUMENE . 
( N . D . , P op ondet t a ,  Sohe- Poponde t t a , 2 7 ) ;  OROKAIVA . 
NAN/Binanderean ; ? d i ale c t s ? ( ? ) ;  Aj eka , Amb eni 
A s i s i , Bothu , Evasusu , Haki , Hamara , Hanj iri , 
Hoj aki , Hoj avohamb o ,  Ilimo , Kamondo , * Kanandara , 
Kepara , Kokoda , Mauj e t a ,  Omb i susu , Papaki , Pirive , 
Saga , Sairop e , S engi , Sirorat a ,  S i s ire t a ,  S orap e , 
Waj u ;  W i l s on ( 19 68 ) , Dut t on ( 19 6 7 ; 1 9 6 9 ; 19 7 1c ) .  
( N . D . , Pop ondet t a , Aiga , 2 7 ) ;  AEKA . 
( N . D . , Popond e t t a ,  Pop onde t t a , 27 ) ;  OROKAIVA . 







Iapoa No . 1  
I ap o a  No . 2  
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne lson , 2 9 ) ;  KORAFE . 
Dialect of MULAHA now extinct . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Kuni , 1 7 ) ;  KUNI .  
( C . D . , Pt . Moresb y , Soger i , 17 ) ;  KO IARI . 
( M . B . D . , Milne Bay , Tavara , 2 1 ) ;  KEHELALA ( Tavara 
dialec t ? ) .  
( C . D . , Abau , Marshall Lagoon , 1 5 ) ;  ABIA . 
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , North East C o as t ,  2 1 ) ;  WEDAU 
( Taup o t a  dialec t ? ) .  
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , North Eas t Coas t , 2 1 ) ;  WEDAU 



























I l ai 
I Za i Zava 
I Za i y ape 
I lamaroro 
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( M . B . D . , Baniara , Biniguni-C . Vogel , 22 ) ;  J IMAJ IMA . 
( N . D . , Popondetta , War i a ,  27 ) ;  GUHU- SAMANE . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 1 6 ) ;  DOROMU . 
Ear lier reference to what i s  now regarded as part 
of KOIAR I . 
( N . D . , P op ondet t a , Binandere , 27 ) ;  BINANDERE . 
( C . D . , Rigo , KOirari , 1 6 ) ;  HUMENE ( Lagume dialect ) .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Maria , 1 5 ) ;  MARIA ( Mar ia dialect ) .  
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Mus a ,  28 ) ;  BARAI . 
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Managalas e ,  28 ) ;  MANAGALASI . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Ob re e , 16 ) ;  BARA I .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Obre e , 16 ) ;  BARA I .  
( C . D . , G oi lala , Auga , 18 ) ;  TAUADE? 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Kuni , 1 7 ) ;  KUN I . 
( C . D . , G o i la l a ,  Auga , 18 ) ;  TAUADE? 
( N . D . , Pop onde tta , Waria , 27 ) ;  Z IA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Obree , 16 ) ;  BARA I . 
AN/V I I I ;  ? dialec t s ; ( A igora , Miait opa , Sinaki ) ;  
Kwab unaki , Mai naua ; C ap e l l  ( 19 4 3 ) ,  Dut t on ( 19 7 1a ) . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Karuama , 19 ) ;  KUNIMA I PA . 
( C . D . , G oi lala , Auga , 18 ) ;  TAUADE? 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brow n ,  16 ) ;  MARIA? 
( C . D . , Ab au , Ama zon Bay , 1 5 ) ;  DAGA . 
( M . B . D . , Bani ara , Goodenough Bay In land , 22 ) ;  GWEDENA . 
D i alect of S INAGORO . 
Dialect of SINAG ORO . 
= Ikolu , S INAGORO . 
( C . D .  , Ab au , Amazon Bay , 15 ) ; MAG I .  
( C . D .  , G oi lala , Aiwara , 18 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( C .  D .  , Kairuku , Kuni , 1 7 ) ; KUN I ?  . 
( C .  D .  , Goi lala , Vetapu , 18 ) ;  FUYUGE? . 
( N . D .  , Tu fi , C .  Ne l s on ,  29 ) ; KORAF E .  
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I lide 
I L imava 
I limo 
I limorupu 


























lI n c ludes Kob at i k a  
( C . D . , Goi lala , D i l awa , 18 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
( C . D . , G o i lala , Loloip a ,  19 ) ;  TAUADE? 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Huj ara , 2 8 ) ; HUNJARA . 
( C . D . , Ab au , Marshall Lagoon , 1 5 ) ;  KEAPARA ( A l oma 
diale c t ) . 
( M.B . D . , Samarai , Suau Coas t , 2 1 ) ;  SUAU . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Ormond , 15 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Omene Dialect ) .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Obre e , 16 ) ;  BARA I .  
Dialect of MAR IA . 
( C .  D .  , Rigo , Rigo , 1 6 ) ; SINAGORO ( Kwabi da dialec t )  . 
( C .  D .  , Kairuku , Meke o ,  17 ) ;  MEKEO . 
( C . D .  , Goi lala , Di lawa , 18 ) ; FUYUGE . 
( C . D .  , Kairuku , Meke o , 17 ) ; MEKEO . 
( C  . D .  , Kairuku , Bush Meke o , 1 7 ) ; MEKEO . 
( C  . D . , Kairuku , Kuni , 1 7 ) ; KUN I ?  . 
( C . D .  , Kairuku , Mekeo , 17 ) ; MEKEO . 
( C . D .  , Kairuku , Meke o , 17 ) ; MEKEO . 
( C  . D .  , Kairuku , Meke o , 1 7 ) ; MEKEO . 
( C . D .  , Kairuku , Mekeo , 17 ) ;  MEKEO . 
( C . D .  , Goilala , Karuama , 19 ) ; KUNIMA I PA . 
( N . D . , P op onde t t a ,  Poponde t t a , 2 7 ) ;  OROKAIVA . 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Suau Coas t , 2 1 ) ;  SUAU . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Bush Meke o ,  17 ) ;  MEKEO . 
( C . D . , Abau , Amazon Bay , 1 5 ) ;  DAGA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 1 5 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Wiga dialect ) .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Koiari , 16 ) ;  HUMENE ( Lagume dialect ) .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Obre e ,  16 ) ;  BARA I .  
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , Buhutu , 2 1 ) ;  BUHUTU . 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Suau Coas t , 2 1 ) ;  SUAU . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Ve tapu , 18 ) ;  FUYUG E .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  KEAPARA ( Hula diale ct ) 
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I s aveni Sett lement ( N . D . , Popondet ta , Pop ondet t a ,  2 7 ) ;  ? mixture ; no 
Blocks 













Iu ' ai ' iu 
Iumu 
Ive i yava 
Ivirupu 










Jegas a-Sarau ( or 
J e ga s i Sarahu) 
details avai lable . 
( N . D . , Pop ond e t t a ,  Saih o ,  28 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Suau Coas t , 2 1 ) ;  SUAU . 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Suau Coas t , 2 1 ) ; SUAU . 
( N . D . , Popondett a , Popondetta , 27 ) ;  OROKAIVA . 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Suau C oas t , 2 1 ) ; SUAU . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Kokoda , 28 ) ;  MTN KO IAR I .  
( C . D . , G o i l ala , A iwara , 18 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( C . D . , G oi lala , Vetapu , 18 ) ;  FUYUGE? 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a ,  Managalas e ,  28 ) ;  BARA I . 
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s on , 29 ) ;  AR IFAMA-MINIAF IA . 
( N . D . , Tufi , C o l lingwood Bay , 29 ) ;  ARIFAMA-MINIAF IA . 
Earlier reference to what i s  now regarded as part 
of MTN KOIAR I . 
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s on , 2 9 ) ;  ARIFAMA-MINIAFIA . 
( N . D . , Tufi , C o l l i ngwood Bay , 29 ) ;  MA ISIN . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Kuni , 1 7 ) ;  KUN I . 
( C . D . , G o i la l a ,  A iwara , 18 ) ;  TAUAD E . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Lower Kunimaip a ,  19 ) ;  KUNIMA I PA . 
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a , North Coas t , 27 ) ;  BINANDERE . 
( M . B . D . , M i lne Bay , Buhut u ,  2 1 ) ;  BUHUTU . 
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Sohe- Popondetta , 2 7 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
Earlier reference to what i s  now regarded as p art 
of MTN KOIAR I . 
( N . D . , P op ondet t a ,  Oro Bay , 2 5 ) ;  GA INA . 
( N . D . ,  Pop ondet t a , S ohe-Pop onde t t a , 2 7 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
= D obodura , OROKA IVA . 
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s o n ,  29 ) ;  KORAFE . 
( N . D . , P op onde t t a , Sohe-Popondet t a , 2 7 ) ;  OROKA IVA ? 
( N . D . , Popondett a ,  P op onde t t a , 2 7 ) ;  OROKAIVA . 
Ear lier reference to what is now regarded as part 
of OROKA IVA . 
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Je subaibua 
J i kuataia 
J IMAJ lMA 
J imuni 
J i nena 














Kakand e t t a  
Kakasa 
Kakeipo 
Kak i akomana 
Kalakadab u 
Kal o 
l I n c l udes Kob a t i k a  
( C.D . , Kairuku , Meke o , 1 7 ) ;  MEKEO. 
( N.D . , Tuf i , C .  Nelson , 2 9 ) ;  ARIFAMA-MINIAFIA. 
NAN/Dagan ; ? dialec t s ; ( Damwap a ( = Pem ) , D imadima , 
Galeva ) ;  Iarame , Mapona , Midino , Wakwapu ;  Dutton 
( 19 7 1a ) . 
I s o l e c t  of MANAGALASI. 
( N.D. , P op onde t t a ,  North Coast , 2 7 ) ;  AMBASI. 
( N . D . , P op onde t t a , North Coast , 2 7 ) ;  AMBA S I . 
( N.D. , Popond e t t a ,  Waria , 2 7 ) ;  GUHU-SAMANE. 
AN/I ; ? dialec t s ; ( Gab adi ) ;  Hi s iu ,  Keveona , 
Kopuana , Magab aira , Pinu , Ukaukana ; Capell ( 19 4 3 ;  
1 9 6 2 ) ,  Dutton 1 9 7 1d ) .  
( N.D . , Tuf i , C .  Ne l s o n ,  29 ) ;  AR IFAMA-M INIAF IA . 
( N.D. , Tufi , C .  Ne l s o n ,  29 ) ;  KORAFE .  
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded a s  p art 
of MTN KO IAR I . 
( C . D. ,  Go i lala , Chirima , 19 ) ;  FUYUG E . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Nara , 18 ) ;  NARA. 
( C.D . , Rigo , Mt . Obree , 16 ) ;  DOROMU ( Koriko dialect ) .  
( C . D. ,  Pt . Moresb y ,  S oger i , 16 ) ;  KO lAR I .  
( C . D . , Goilala , Auga , 18 ) ;  TAUADE? 
( N . D. ,  P opond e t t a ,  North Coas t ,  2 7 ) ;  AMBA S I .  
( C.D. , Rigo , Mari a ,  1 5 ) ;  S INAGORO ( Kub u l i  dialect ) .  
( M.B.D . , Baniar a ,  D oga , 2 2 ) ;  DAGA . 
( N.D . , Poponde tta , Poponde t t a ,  2 7 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
( N.D. ,  Tufi , Dyke Ackland Bay , 2 9 ) ;  BARUGA. 
( N . D. ,  Poponde tt a ,  War i a ,  2 7 ) ;  GUHU-SAMANE. 
( C . D . , Rigo , Maria , 1 5 ) ;  MAR IA ( Amo t a  diale c t ) .  
( C . D . , Pt . Mores b y , Soger i , 1 7 ) ;  KOIAR I .  
( C . D. ,  R igo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  KEAPARA ( Kalo diale ct ) .  
Same name also used for the dialect o f  KEAPARA 
c entred in th,is v i l lage. 
Kama li 
. Kambisa 















Kap a te i ya 
Karagautu 
Karaikomana 
* Kara i s a  
Karaiworo l 
Karame ( D i lava ) 
Karame 
Karawa 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  KEAPARA ( Bab aga dialect ) .  
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as p art 
of FUYUGE . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Vetapu , 18 ) ;  FU YUGE . 
( C . D . ,  Goi lala , Koitaip a ,  18 ) ;  TAUAD E .  
( N . D . , Kokoda , Huj ara , 2 8 ) ; HUNJARA . 
Ear li e r  reference to what i s  now re garded as p art 
of GWEDENA . 
Earlier reference t o  what is now r egarded as p ar t  
of MAR IA . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Kokoda , 28 ) ;  HUNJARA/MTN KOIAR I . 
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( N . D . , Pop onde tta , S ohe-Popondet t a ,  2 7 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
( M . B . D . , Bani ara , Goodenough Bay I nland , 2 2 ) ;  GWEDENA . 
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s o n ,  28 ) ;  MTN KOIARI . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Kokoda , 28 ) ;  MTN KOIARI . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , A iwara , 18 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  MOTU . 
( C . D . , Ab au , Marshall Lagoon , 15 ) ;  KEAPARA ( Kapari 
dialect ) .  Same name a l s o  used for the diale c t  of 
KEAPARA c e ntred in this v i l lage . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  KEAPARA ( Hula dialect ) .  
( N . D . , Tuf i , C .  Ne l s o n ,  29 ) ;  KORAFE .  
( C . D . , G o i lala , Karuama , 19 ) ;  KUNIMA IPA? 
( M . B . D . , Bani ara , Goodenough Bay I nland , 2 2 ) ;  SONA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Boku dialect ) .  
( N . D . , Tufi , Dyke Ackland Bay , 2 9 ) ;  MA I S I N/BARUGA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brow n ,  1 5 ) ;  MARIA . 
( C . D . , Goilal a ,  D i l ava , 18 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Auga , 18 ) ; TAUADE? 
( C . D . , Ab au , Marshall Lagoon , 1 5 ) ;  KEAPARA ( Ke apara 
dialect ) .  
l
N ow i n c luded w i t h Himai ' i a .  
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Karekadob u 
Kar i ar i t s i  
Karikari 
Karira 






Karus i a  
Kase 





Kawawok i  
Keab ada 




( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Tab oro dialect ) .  
( C . D . , Goilala , Kataipa , 19 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s o n ,  29 ) ;  KORAFE . 
I s o l e c t  of MANAGALASI . 
( N . D . , Tufi , Dyke A ckland Bay , 29 ) ;  BARUGA . 
= Kal o ,  KEAPARA . 
( C . D . , G o i lala , Karuama , 19 ) ;  KUNIMA IPA . 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a , Binandere , 27 ) ;  BINANDERE.  
( N . D . , Kokoda , Kokod a ,  28 ) ;  FUYUGE/MTN KOIAR I . l 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Katai p a , 19 ) ;  TAUADE .  
( C . D . , G oi lala , Karuama , 19 ) ;  KUNIMA I PA . 
( C . D . , G o i lala , Ve tap u ,  18 ) ;  FUYUG E .  
( N . D. , Tufi , C .  Ne l s o n ,  29 ) ;  KORAFE . 
( C . D . , G o i lala , Kataip a ,  19 ) ;  TAUADE.  
( C . D . , Tufi , C .  Nelson , 29 ) ;  ARIFAMA-MINIAFIA? 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a , North C o as t ,  27 ) ;  AMBAS I .  
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a , Managalas e , 28 ) ;  MANAGALA S I . 
( N . D . , Popondett a ,  Managalas e ,  28 ) ;  MANAGALA S I . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Roro , 1 7 ) ;  RORO . 
( C . D . , Ab au , Marshall Lagoon , 15 ) ;  uncerta i n ,  may 
be SINAGORO ( Vora diale c t ) and/or MARIA . 
= Keakoro , KEA PARA . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Kuni , 1 7 ) ;  KUN I .  
AN/I I ;  9 ?  diale c t s  - Hu la , Bab aga? , Kalo , Keap ara , 
A l oma , Maop a ,  Wanige l a ,  Kapari ? ,  Lalaura ; ( Galoma 
( =Aroma ) ,  Bula ' a  ( =Hula ) ,  Karo , Keakalo ( =Ke akoro ) ,  
Kerepunu ) ;  A lewai , A luguni , Bab aga ( Hula ) ,  Buru , 
Egalauna , G a1 vakala , Gavuone , Hul a ,  I l imorup u ,  
Iruone , Irupar a ,  Kalo , Kamali ,  Kapari , Kaparoko , 
Karawa , Keago lo2 , Keapar a ,  Ke lekapana , Ke lerakwa , 
l S e e  Dut t o n  ( 19 6 9 : 5 3- 5 4 ) for d i s cus s i on .  
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Kwapeupa ,  Lalaura , Makirupu , Maopa No . 1 , Maop a  No . 2 ,  
Par amana , Pe lagai , Viriolo , Waiori , Wairavanua , 
Wani gela , Wapagai , Waro ; C ap e l l  ( 1 9 4 3 ; 19 62 ) , 
Dutton ( 19 7 0 ) .  
( C . D . , Abau , Marshall Lago on , 1 5 ) ;  KEAPARA ( eapara 
d ialect ) .  Same name a l s o  used for the dialect of 
KEAPARA c entred around this vil lage . 
AN/VI ; 5 ?  dialects as y e t  unstudied but probably 
inc lud ing Bohilai , Eas t Cape , Maiwara , Tavara , 
Keh e lala ; ( Ba s i laki ( =Bohira ' i ,  Bohi lai ) ,  Daru loia , 
East Cape , Keherara , Maiwara , Tavara , Tawala ) ;  
Ahioma , Bedauna , Biwa , Boboua , Bou , Bubuleta , 
Buari I . , D ivinai , Duiauna , Eas t Cap e , G abagabuna , 
Gotqi , Guga , Habani, Hamama , Huhuna , Ianianini , 
Keia , Kitai I . ,  Lelehudi , Maiwara North , Maiwara 
South , Mu tiuwa , Naura , Nigila , P o l o tona , Rabe , 
Ronana , Sekuku I . , Tanubuibuina , Tegerauna , 
Wagahuhu , Waiema , Walalaia , Watunou ; C apell ( 19 4 3 ) ,  
Dut t on ( 19 7 le ) .  
= Kehe lala , KEHELALA . 
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , North Eas t Coas t ,  21 ) ;  KEHELALA . 
( C . D . , Abau , Marshall Lagoon , 15 ) ;  KEAPARA ( Maopa 
diale c t ) . 
( C . D . , Abau , Mars hall Lagoon , 1 5 ) ;  KEAPARA ( Maopa 
dialect ) .  
( C  . D .  , Goi lala , Lower Kunimaipa , 19 ) ; KUNIMA IPA . 
( C .  D .  , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ; SINAGORO ( Balawaia dialect ) .  
( C  . D .  , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ; S l NAGORO ( Saroa diale c t ) .  
( C  . D .  , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 1 5 ) ; SlNAGORO ( Wigo 
( N . D .  , Poponde t t a , Or o Bay , 28 ) ; OROKA lVA . 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a , Saiho , 28 ) ;  OROKA lVA ? 
( N . D . , Kok oda , Kokoda , 28 ) ;  HUNJARA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Kataipa , 19 ) ;  TAUADE . 
dialect ) .  
( C . D . , Pt . Moresby , Vanapa R . , 17 ) ;  MTN KOlARl . 
( C . D . , Pt . More s b y , Boot l e s s  Bay , 1 7 ) ;  KOlARl . 
l
I n c l ude s V i l iupa ( o r V i l i r upu ) .  
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Kerep unu 
Ke r i a  
Keru 
Ke t agoru 
Keveona 
Keveri 
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Ki o r o ta 
Kipore 
Kira 
Ki r i  
Kiriai 
Kiru 
Kitai Is . 





Kobi o  
= Keapara , KEAPARA . 
( C . D . , Abau , Ama zon Bay , 1 5 ) ;  DAGA . 
( N . D . , Poponde tt a ,  Managalas e ,  28 ) ;  AOMIE . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Maria , 1 5 ) ;  S INAGORO ( Buaga di a le c t ) .  
( C . D . , Kairuku , Kab adi , 1 7 ) ;  KABAD I .  
Earlier re ference t o  what is now regarded as part 
of BAUWAKI . 
( N . D . , Tufi , C o l l ingwood Bay , 29 ) ;  UBIR . 
( N . D . , Pop ond e t t a ,  Managalas e ,  28 ) ;  BARA I .  
( C . D . ,  Pt . Moresb y , We s t  C oas t ,  1 7 ) ;  KO ITA . 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a , Aiga , 2 7 ) ;  AEKA ?  
( N . D . , Tuf i , C .  Ne l s on , 29 ) ;  KORAFE . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Chirima , 19 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
( C . D . , Pt . Moresb y , Urb an Moresby , 1 7 ) ;  KOITA . 
( C . D . , Pt . Moresb y , Urb an Moresb y ,  1 7 ) ;  KO ITA . 
( C . D . , G Oi lala , Aiwar a ,  18 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( C . D . , G oi lala , A iwara , 18 ) ;  TAUADE .  
( N . D . , Tufi , Dyke Ack land Bay , 29 ) ;  BARUGA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Aiwara , 1 8 ) ; TAUADE . 
( N . D . , P opondet t a ,  Saiho , 28 ) ;  OROKA IVA ? 
( N . D . , Popond e t t a ,  S ohe-Pop onde t t a , 2 7 ) ;  OROKA IVA ?  
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Waria , 2 7 ) ;  GUHU-SAMANE . 
( C . D . ,  GOi lala , Auga , 18 ) ; TAUADE? 
( C . D . , Goi lala , A iwar a ,  18 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Maria , 1 5 ) ;  S INAGORO ( Vora dialect ) .  
( M . B.D . , Samarai , Samarai Is . ,  21 ) ;  KEHELALA . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Waima- Kivori , 1 7 ) ;  RORO . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Waima- Kivori , 1 7 ) ;  RORO . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Goodenough B ay Inland , 2 2 ) ;  DAWAWA . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Kuni , 1 7 ) ;  KUN I ?  
( C . D . , Rigo , Maria , 1 5 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Tubu lamo diale c t ) .  
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( M . D . , Lae , Lower Wari a  and Morob e South C o as t , 9 4 ) ;  
Z lA .  
( C� D . , Pt . More sb y , We s t  Coas t ,  1 7 ) ;  KOlTA . 
( C . D . ,  Goi lala , D i lawa , 18 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  KWALE . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Chirima , 19 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Bini guni-C . Voge l ,  2 2 ) ;  PA lWA . 
NAN/Koiarian ; 2 dialects - Eas tern , We s t ern ; 
( Eikiri , Fave le , larumi , Maiar i , Sogeri ) ;  Agitana , 
Boda , Boreberi , * Boteka , Dabunari , D agoda , Fakonama , 
Ful imut i ,  Gub abegai , Gurumunumu , lanab ewai , 
Kailakinumu , Kalakadab u ,  Kerekadi , Lab uka , * Luburu , 
Mai ana , Manuri numu , Mes ime , Ogotana , Seme , Senunu , 
Serepewat e i , Vaiagai , Vaivai , V e s i logo , Wahonodada ; 
Dutton ( 19 6 9 ) .  
( C  . D .  , G o i l ala , Lower Kunimaipa , 1 9 ) ; KUNlMA lPA . 
( C  . D .  , Goi lala , Lower Kunimaipa , 19 ) ; KUNlMA lPA . 
( C . D .  , G o i lala , Loloipa , 19 ) ; KUNlMA l P A .  
( N .  D .  , Poponde t t a , Saiho , 28 ) ; OROKA lVA . 
( N  . D .  , Popondett a ,  North Coas t ,  27 ) ;  AMBASl . 
NAN/Ko iarian ; no dialect s ;  ( Koi tapu ) ; Baruni , 
Boera , * Boteka , Gorohu , Hohodae , Kido , Kilakila 
No . 1 , Ki laki la No . 2 ,  Koderika , Korob os e a , Pap a ,  
R oku ; Dut t on ( 19 6 9 ) .  
Earlier s p e l li ng of KOlTA . 
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s on , 29 ) ;  KORAF E .  
Dialect o f  DOROMU . 
= HUNJARA . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Kokoda , 28 ) ;  HUNJARA . 
( C . D . , G o i lala , Vetapu , 18 ) ;  FUYUGE? 
( N . D . , Popondet ta , Managalas e ,  28 ) ;  BARA l .  Same 
name also used for the dialect of BARA l c entred 
around this v i l l age . 
l
A l l  Ko i t a  v i l l a g e s  a r e  a l s o  fluent i n  MOTU . 
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Kokorogoro 
Komabun 
Komania No . l l 
Komania No . 2 2 
Komb u San gar a 
Komu 

















( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  S INAGORO ( Taboro dialect ) .  
( N . D . , Tufi , C o l lingw ood Bay , 29 ) ;  UBIR . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Daga , 2 2 ) ;  DAGA . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , D aga , 2 2 ) ;  DAGA . 
Earlier reference t o  wh at is now regarded as p art 
of OROKA IVA . 
( C . D . , Goilala,  Lower Kunimaipa , 1 9 ) ;  KUNIMA IPA . 
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne lson , 29 ) ;  KORAFE .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Ormond , 15 ) ;  SINAGORO (Vora dialect ) .  
( M . B . D . , Samar ai , Suau Coas t ,  2 1 ) ; SONA . 
( C . D . , Goilala , Auga , 18 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
( N.D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s o n ,  2 9 ) ;  KORAFE . 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a , Aiga , 2 7 ) ;  AEKA . 
( C .  D .  , Kairuku , Kabadi , 17 ) ;  KABAD I ?  . 
( C  . D .  , Goilala , Auga , 18 ) ; TAUADE? . 
( N .  D .  , Pop onde t t a , Oro Bay , 2 8 ) ;  NOTU . 
( C . D .  , Goilala , Aiwara , 18 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( C .  D .  , Goi lala , Aiwara , 18 ) ; TAUADE .  
NAN/Binanderean ; 2 dialects - Yega ( or Mokorua ) ,  
Korafe ; ( Korafi , Kwarafe ) ;  Amuioan , Angorogo , 
Baga , Bamb it i , Barab ara , Bauwame , Bekoiana , Foduma , 
F ofoma , Gavida , Iagi rua ,  Ilamaroro , Jeb o ,  Kab uni , 
Kanawet o ,  Kaparuru , Karikari , Kas iaw a ,  Kiki t a , 
Koj e ,  Konabu ,  Konedob u ,  Koruwe , Kuririka , Kwapulina , 
Kwave , Oro t oab a ,  Rab adi , Rukap a ,  Sinei , Siu , 
Tainabuna , Teniaru , Tufi , Tumi na ; Dut t on ( 19 7 1a ) . 
Alt e rnat ive ( earlier ) spelling of KORAF E .  
( C  . D .  , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ; S INAGORO ( Boku diale c t ) .  
( N . D .  , Tufi , Dyke A ckland Bay , 29 ) ; BARUGA . 
( C .  D .  , Rigo , Ormond , 1 5 ) ; SINAGORO ( Kwai b o  diale c t ) . 
( N . D .  , Tufi , C o l l i ngwood Bay , 29 ) ; ONJOB . 
l
N ow c al le d  Pai awa . 
2
N ow c a l l e d  Gaunan i . 
Koriko 
Kori sata 










Koru ' oro 
Kos i p i  
Kos i rava 
Kos iwara No . 1  
Kos iwara No . 2  
Kotaure 
Kotoi 




Dialect o f  D OROMU . 
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a ,  Aiga , 27 ) ;  AEKA . 
( C . D . , Pt . Moresb y ,  Urb an Mor e sb y , 1 7 ) ;  KOITA . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Kokoda , 28 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
Ear l ier reference to what i s  now re garded as part 
of FUYUGE . 
( N . D . , Popondet t a , Saiho , 28 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a , Saiho , 27 ) ;  OROKAIVA . 
Ear l i er reference t o  what is now regarded as p art 
of BARIJI . 
( C . D . , Goilala , Karuama , 19 ) ;  KUNIMA I PA . 
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( C . D . , Rigo , Maria , 1 5 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Kubuli dialect ) .  
( C . D . , G o i lala , Ivane , 18 ) ;  TAUADE .  
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s o n ,  29 ) ;  KORAFE . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Maria , 1 5 ) ;  MARIA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Auga , 18 ) ;  TAUADE .  
Dialect of MA ISIN . 
( N . D . , Popondetta , Mus a ,  28 ) ;  ABIA . 
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Mus a ,  28 ) ;  ABIA . 
( N . D . , Popondet t a , B inandere , 27 ) ;  BINANDERE . 
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as part 
of MTN KOIAR I . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Kokoda , 28 ) ;  MTN KO IARI . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Wawonga ; 28 ) ;  MTN KO IARI . Not t o  
b e  c onfused w i t h  the same name u s ed for a ? 
dialect of MEKEO and the earlier reference in Ray 
( 19 29 : 6 9 )  to what is now regarded as p art of 
KUNIMA I PA . This k ind of mul tiple reference results 
from the fact that Kovio is a c ommon name for 
Mt . Yule . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Boku dialect ) .  
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Managalas e ,  28 ) ;  BARA I .  
l I nc luded with Tah ama . 
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Kub iri 
Kub u l i  
Kue fa 
Kuepa 
Kufia ( or Ufi a )  
Ku l e l e  
Ku tumutu 
KUN I  
Kunima 




Dialect of U BIR . 
D i alect of SINAGORO . 
Kuepa , KUNIMA I PA . 
Kuefa , KUNIMA IPA . 
Earlier reference to what i s  now re garded as p art 
o f  BARA I .  
( C . D . , Abau , Ama zon Bay , 1 5 ) ;  MAG I .  
( C . D . , G o i lala , Kataipa ,  19 ) ;  TAUADE ? 
AN/ I ;  ? dialec t s ; ( Rapeka ( =Lapeka ) ,  Apekove ) ;  
Aij ave i ,  Bubuni , De vadeva , Epa , Iaifa , Ido ido , 
I t a i tava , Inaumaka , Iumu , Keakamana , Koaka , 
Lap eka , Madiu , Maima i , Niane
l
, Va t e  No . 1 ,  
Va t e  No . 2 ,  Va t e  No . 3 ,  Va t e  N o . 4 ,  Youka ; Capell 
( 19 4 3 ;  1 9 6 2 ) ,  Dut t on ( 19 7 1d ) . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Kataipa , 19 ) ;  TAUADE . 
NAN/Goi lalan ; ? dialec ts ; ( Biaru , Goiefu ( = Auefa , 
Kuepa ) ,  KOVi o 2 , Loloipa 3 , Oro Lop iko , S i ni ) ;  Amena , 
Amenu , Ariome ( Loloipa ) ,  Bizoa , Buruai , Dak ' t awauro , 
Eli , Enau-Gagave , Erume lavava , Gagave , Gani awai , 
Givena , Goi tapu , Guari No . 1 , Guari No . 2 , Guburu , 
Iguai , Inaworena , Ivirupu , Kap a t e iva , Karuama , 
Karus i a ,  Ke liv i , Koifa No . 1 ,  Koifa No . 2 , Kiololavava , 
Komu , Koru , Kwapa , Lam i naipa ( Pi l i tu ) , Lapau l o , 
Lob udo n ,  Lop i z o , Lup i l a ,  Nairilavav a ,  Ne teme , 
O livi , Omu No . 1 ,  Omu No . 2 ,  Perumeva , Pomutu , 
Porama t i o , Tonamena , Tororo , Torura , U t ama tu , 
Umuw i tu , Uni No . 1 ,  Uni No . 2 ,  Z ai l ap u , Zaka upa , 
Zhake , Zhamora , Zhevenai , Zheviyami ; S t e i nkraus 
and Pence ( 19 6 4 ) ,  Dutton ( 19 7 1d ) .  
( C . D . , Goilala , Loloipa , 1 9 ) ;  TAUADE ? 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Ve t ap u ,  18 ) ;  FUYUGE? 
( N . D . , Popondett a ,  Aiga , 2 7 ) ;  AEKA . 
1 I f  f ormer ly N i a i v e  then KU N I / TAUDE ( S t e i n kraus and Penc e ( 19 6 4 : 1 ) ) .  
2
That i s , that ment i o ned b y  Ray ( 19 2 9 : 6 9 ) .  S e e  al s o  MEKEO . 
3
























( N . D . , Poponde tt a ,  North C oas t ,  2 7 ) ;  B INANDERE . 
( N . D . , Tu fi , C .  Ne lson , 2 9 ) ;  KORAFE .  
( N . D . , Poponde t t a , North Coas t , 2 7 ) ;  NOTU . 
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( N . D . , Tuf i , Dyke Ac kland Bay , 29 ) ;  AR IFAMA-MINIAF IA . 
? dialect of SINAGORO . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara ,  Goodenough Bay Coastal , 2 2 ) ; IGORA . 
( M . B . D . , Bani ara , Biniguni-C . Voge l , 2 2 ) ;  UBIR . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Ormond , 1 5 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Kwaibo dialect ) .  
Same name also used for the dialect of SINAGORO 
c entred around this v i l lage . 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Suau Coas t , 2 1 ) ;  IGORA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , R i go , 16 ) ;  KWALE . Same name a l s o  used 
for the dialect o f  KWALE centred around this v i l lage . 
NAN/Kwalean ; 2 dialects - Garia , Kwale ; ( Garia 
( =Garihe » ; Busalamaga , Dirinomu , Eho , Gea ,  Gegofi , 
Gere s i ,  Girabu , Kodogere , Kwale , Medene , S i s igolo , 
Tabunomu , Was ira ; Dut t on ( 19 7 0 ) .  
( C . D . , G o i lala , Karuama , 19 ) ;  KUNIMA IPA? 
( C . D . ,  Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Saroa dial e c t ) .  
( C . D . , Abau , Marshall Lagoon , 15 ) ;  KEAPARA ( Maopa 
dialect ) .  
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s o n ,  2 9 ) ;  KORAF E .  
Alt ernat ive ( e ar l i er ) spe lli ng o f  KORAF E . 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Samarai I s . , 2 1 ) ; TUBETUBE? 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a , Managalas e ,  28 ) ;  MANAGALA S I . 
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as part 
of MAIWA . 
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s o n ,  29 ) ;  KORAFE . 
( N . D . , Popondet ta , Managalas e ,  28 ) ;  MANAGALASI . 
( C . D . , Abau , Amazon Bay , 15 ) ;  MAGORI/MAG I ?  
( C . D . , Pt . More sby , Boot le s s  Bay , 1 7 ) ;  KO IARI . 
l
L i s t e d  as MAG I  i n  Dut t o n  ( 19 7 la : 4 2 )  but lat e r  sugg e s t ed t o  b e  
pr obab ly MAG ORI a nd / o r  MAG I  i n  Dut t o n  ( 1 9 7 lb ) .  
2
A l s o  s pe l l e d  Rabuka . 
























Lauwa ( or Lawa ) 
Lava l 
( C .D . , Rigo , Ko iari , 16 ) ;  HUMENE . Same name a l s o  
u s e d  f o r  t h e  d i a l e c t  of HUMENE c entred around this 
vil lage. 
( M.B . D . , Samarai , Suau C oas t ,  2 1 ) ;  SUAU . 
( C. D. ,  G o i lala , Aiwar a ,  1 8 ) ;  TAUADE .  
( N . D. ,  Tufi , C o l l ingwood Bay , 2 9 ) ;  AR IFAMA-MINIAFIA. 
= Lagume , HUMENE . 
Dialect of ARIFAMA-MINIAF IA. 
A l t ernative s p e l ling for NARA. 
( C . D . , Ab au , Marshall Lagoon , 15 ) ;  KEAPARA . Same 
name also used for the dialect of KEAPARA c entred 
around this village . 
( C . D . , Abau , Amaz on Bay , 15 ) ;  MAG I. 
( C . D . , Ab au , Ama zon Bay , 15 ) ;  MAG I .  
( M.B.D . ,  Mi lne Bay , Ealab a ,  2 1 ) ;  WAGAWAGA. 
( C . D . , Goi lala , P i l itu , 18 ) ;  TAUADE ?  
( C . D. ,  Goi lala , Aiwara , 18 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( C . D. ,  Goilala , Pili t u ,  18 ) ;  KUNIMA I PA . 
( C. D . , Goi lala , Pilitu , 18 ) ;  TAUADE .  
( C . D. ,  Goi lala , Upper Kunimaipa , 19 ) ;  KUNIMA IPA. 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Kuni , 1 7 ) ;  KUN I. 
( C.D . , Goi lala , P i l itu , 1 8 ) ;  TAUADE .  
Dialect o f  BARA I .  
( C . D . , Abau , Ama z on Bay , 15 ) ;  ? MAGORI , s e e  
Dut ton ( 19 7 1b ) .  
( C .D. , Pt . More sby , Mt . Koiari , 16 ) ;  MTN KOIAR I . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  SINA GORO ( Boku dialect ) .  
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as part 
of MORAWA. 
Ear l i er reference to what is now regarded as 
prob ab ly part of MAGOR I . 
Earlier reference t o  what is now regarded as part 















L i l1mub e 
L i l 1 0a 









I n c lud e s  Lauga i t a . 
2
I n c l ud e s  Baukomana . 
( C . D . , Goilala , Auga , 18 ) ;  TAUADE ?  
( C . D . , G o i lala , Kataipa , 18 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( C . D . , G o i lala , Ivane , 18 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , North Eas t Coas t , 2 1 ) ;  WEDAU 
( Taup ota dialec t ? ) .  
= Lauw a " MAGOR I .  
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( N . D . , Tufi , C o l l i ngwood Bay , 29 ) ;  AR IFAMA-M INIAFIA . 
( C . D . , Pt . Moresb y ,  We s t  C oas t , 1 7 ) ;  MOTU/KO ITA . 
( C . D . , R i go , Mari a ,  15 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Tubu lamo dialect ) .  
( C . D . , G o i lala , Auga , 18 ) ; TAUADE ?  
( N . D . , Popond e t t a ,  Oro Bay , 28 ) ;  NOTU? 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Suau Coas t , 2 1 ) ;  BUHUTU . 
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , Tavara , 2 1 ) ;  KEHELALA ( Tavara 
di alec t ? ) .  
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as p art 
of DAGA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , R i go , 16 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Boku dialect ) .  
Ear l i er re ference t o  what i s  now regarded as part 
of BARA I . 
( N . D . , Tuf i , C .  Ne ls on ,  29 ) ;  MA I S I N . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mari a ,  1 5 ) ;  MARIA . 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Samarai I s . ,  2 1 ) ;  SUAU ( Dai omoni 
d i ale c t ? ) .  
( C . D . , Goilala , Upper Kunimaipa , 19 ) ;  KUNIMA I PA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Ob re e , 16 ) ;  DOROMU . 
( M . B . D . ,  Samarai ,  Samarai Is . ,  2 1 ) ;  SUAU ( Logea 
dialect ) .  Same name also u s ed for the ? dialect 
of SUAU c ent red ab out this v i llage . 
= Heath I . , SUAU . 
( C . D . , G o i lala , Aiwara , 18 ) ;  TAUADE .  
( C . D . , G o i lala , A iwara , 18 ) ;  TAUADE . 
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Loloipa 
Lonidairi 





Lumio t o  
Lup i l a  
Ma 
Madi logo 






MAG I  
Magori l 





Earlier referenc e t o  what i s  now regarded as 
part-TAUADE and p art-KUNIMA IPA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Koiari , 16 ) ;  HUMENE. 
( C . D. ,  Goi lala , Karuama , 19 ) ;  KUNIMA IPA. 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Ivane , 1 8 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , P i li tu , 18 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( C . D . , Abau , Ama z on Bay , 15 ) ;  MAG I .  
( C . D . , Pt . Moresb y , Soger i ,  16 ) ;  MTN KOIARI/KOIAR I . 
( C .D . , G o i lala , Aiwar a ,  1 8 ) ;  TAUADE .  
( C . D. ,  G oi lala , Upper Kunimaipa , 19 ) ;  KUNIMA IPA . 
Dialect of B INAHARI . 
( C . D . , Pt . Moresb y , Mt . Koiari , 16 ) ;  MTN KO IARI . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Kuni , 1 7 ) ;  KUNI? 
( N . D . , Tufi , Dyke Ackland Bay , 29 ) ;  NOTU . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Auga , 1 8 ) ;  FUYUGE. 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Kab adi , 1 7 ) ;  KABAD I .  
( C . D . , Ab au , C loudy Bay , 15 ) ;  MAG I. 
Earlier re ference t o  what i s  now re garded as p art 
of DAGA . 
NAN/Mai luan ; ? dialec t s ; ( Mai lu ) ;  Aroana , Baramata 
No . 4 ,  Boreb o ,  Boru , Dagob o ,  Darava , Derebai , 
D omar a ,  Eunoro Is . ,  * G adai s u ,  I lai , Koraut o ,  
Ku le le , Laluoro , Loup om , Magaub o ,  Mai lu , Oibada , 
Onioni , Oraoro , Sab i lob o ,  Selai , Tanob ada , Topu , 
Wowo l o ;  Dutton ( 19 7 1a ) . 
( C.D. , Ab au , Amazon Bay , 15 ) ;  MAGOR I. 
AN/ I I ? ;  ? dialects ( Lauwa ( =Lawa ) ) ;  D eb a ,  Laua? , 
Magor i ; Dutton ( 19 7 1a ; 19 7 1b ) .  
( C . D . , Ab au , Marshall Lago on , 15 ) ;  MARIA . 
( M . D . , Lae , Morob e North C o as t ,  9 4 ) ;  SUENA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Koiari , 16 ) ;  KOIAR I . 
Ear lier reference to what i s  now regarded as part 
of KO IARI .  
l
I n c l ude s o l d  s e c t i on s  o f  Poi  and Mago r i : new v i l l a g e  l o c at e d  at 






















Earlier reference to what i s  now re garded as p art 
o f  GWEDENA . 
"( C . D . , Ab au , Ama z on Bay , 15 ) ;  MAG I . Same name 
als o us ed as alt ernat ive name f or MAG I . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Kuni , 1 7 ) ;  KUN I . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Chi rima , 19 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
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(M . B . D . ,  Bani ara , Goodenough Bay Inland , 2 2 ) ;  IGORA . 
( C . D . , GDi lala , Aiwara , 1 8 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Bush Meke o , 17 ) ;  MEKEO . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mari a ,  15 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Vora dialect ) .  
Unc las s i fied ; 2 diale c t s  - U i aku , Kos irava ; 
( Agai amb o swamp dwe l ler s ) ;  Ai lala , Badaide 2 , 
Gangi j a ,  I u ' ai ' iu ,  * Karai s a ,  Li li oa ,  Marua , 
Moiav i , Momoi ogo , S i nap a ,  Sinapara , U i aku , *Uwe ; 
Dut t on ( 19 7 1a ) . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Ivane , 1 8 ) ; TAUADE . 
= Motu name for the RORO . 
NAN/Dagan ; 4 ?  dialects - no name s give n ;  ( Kwat ewa , 
Mane ao ,  Moib iri , Pue , Pumani ) ;  Baiawa , Biniguni , 
Borovia , Monari , Pumani , Wapon ; Dut t on ( 19 7 1a ) . 
? diale c t  of KEHELALA . 
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , Tavara , 2 1 ) ;  KEHELALA ( Tavara 
diale c t ? ) . 
( M . B . D . ,  Mi lne Bay , Tavar a ,  2 1 ) ;  KEHELALA ( Tavara 
diale c t ? ) . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  KEAPARA ( Bab aga dialect ) .  
( C . D . , G o i lala , Aiwara , 1 8 ) ;  TAUADE . 
Earlier reference to what i s  now re garded as p art 
of BARA I .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Ormond , 15 ) ;  S INAGORO ( Kwaibo dialect ) .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Mari a ,  15 ) ;  S I NAGORO ( Wiga di ale c t ) .  
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a , Bi nandere , 2 7 ) ;  B INANDERE . 
l
Al s o  l i s te d  wrongly i n  Gooden ough Bay C o as tal  c e n s us d i v i s i on o f  s ame 
p age of the Village Vi�eczo�y . 
2
L i s te d  as B e d a i de i n  Dut t o n  ( 1 9 7 l a ) .  
5 0  
Mamb ule 
Mamodab i lal 
Manae o 
Managa 














Maopa No . 1  
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as p art 
o f  FUYUGE . 
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s o n ,  29 ) ;  AR lFAMA-MlNlAF lA . 
Earlier reference t o  what is now regarded as p ar t  
of MA lWA . 
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s on , 29 ) ;  AR lFAMA-M lNlAF lA . 
NAN/Koi ari an ; ? dialects but 1 1  i s o l e c t s 2 -
A kab ara ,  Numb a , Minj ori , Aver i , Me s ar i , Nami , 
Afore , Wakue , Ok o ,  Karira , J imuni ; ( Averi , J imuni , 
Managalas i ,  M inj ori , Nami no , Ondoro , Suamb e ) ;  
Afore , Awore , Bander i , Beamatu , Bomohouj i ,  Boreara , 
Bua , Buarore , Darek i , Dea , lawobo 3 , Kaura , 
Kawawoki , Kwarue , Kwena , Nat anga , Niniure , Numb a , 
Ondoro , Semar i , S i la , Silimb o ,  Siurani , Tabueni , 
Togofu , Uoive ; Dutton ( 19 6 9 ) .  
( N . D . , Kokoda , Waw onga , 2 8 ) ;  AOMlE . 
( N . D . , Popond e t t a ,  Managalas e ,  2 8 ) ;  BARlJ l .  
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a , B inandere , 2 7 ) ;  B lNANDERE . 
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as part 
of BARA I .  
Dialect of BARA l .  
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Goodenough Bay Coas t al , 2 2 ) ;  
DAWAWA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 1 6 ) ;  HUMENE . 
Ear l i er reference to what i s  now regarded as p ar t  
o f  HUMENE . 
( C . D . , Pt . Moresb y , Wes t  Coas t , 1 7 ) ;  MOTU . 
( C . D . , Pt . Moresb y ,  Mt . KOiar i , 16 ) ;  MTN KOlARl . 
( C . D . , Pt . More s b y , Sogeri , 16 ) ;  KO lAR l . 
Dialect of KEAPARA . 
( C . D . , Ab au , Marshall Lagoo n ,  1 5 ) ;  KEAPARA ( Maopa 
diale c t ) .  
l
Now l o c at e d  at Maras a .  
2
S e e  D u t t o n  ( 1 9 6 9 : 6 5 ) .  
3M ay n o t  b e  MANAGALAS I .  
Maopa No . 2  
MAPENA 
Mapona 
Maranomu No . 1  
Maranomu No . 2  
Maras a 





Mat s i alavava 






( C . D . , Ab au , Marshall Lagoon , 1 5 ) ;  KEAPARA ( Maopa 
diale c t ) . 
NAN/Dagan ; ? diale c t s ; ( Gwoira ) ;  Bemb eri , Ruab a ; 
Dut t on ( 19 7 1a ) . 
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( M . B . D .  , Bani ara ,  Biniguni-C . Voge l ,  2 2 ) ; J IMAJ IMA . 
( C . D .  , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 1 5 ) ; MARIA . 
( C .  D .  , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 15 ) ; MARIA . 
( N  . D .  , Tllf i , C .  Nels o n ,  29 ) ; AR IFAMA-MINIAF IA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mar i a , 1 5 ) ;  MAR IA . Same name als o 
used for the dialect of MARIA c entred around this 
vi llage . 
NAN/Manub aran ; 7 dialects - Didi garu , Maria ,  G eb i , 
Oib u ( ? ) ,  Amota ( ? ) , Imi la , Uderi ; ( Ani ' ab a  ( = Kani ' ab a ) , 
G eb i ,  Imi la ,  Orai ' iu ( =Ora i i gu , Orai ibu ) ) ;  Airiauka , 
1 Amuram , Bige a ,  Bu lidob uru , G orugoro , Guna i a ,  
Himai ' ia ,  Homenomu , laura , Ig ui a ,  Kakiakomana , 
Karaiworo , Koru ' oro , Li ' ib a ,  Mai agolo , Maranomu No . 1 ,  
Maranomu No . 2 , Mari a ,  Nenemak omana , Oari ' i a ,  Sanoum , 
Senemaka , Tabuakomana , Uwai a ,  Wab ura i ka ; Dut ton ( 19 7 0 ) .  
( N . D . , Tufi , C o l lingwood Bay , 29 ) ;  MA I S I N .  
( N . D . , Popond e t t a ,  B i nandere , 27 ) ;  B INANDERE . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  S INAGORO ( Tubu lamo dialect ) .  
( C . D . , Goi lala , Katai p e , 1 8 ) ;  TAUAD E . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Huj ara , 2 8 ) ;  HUNJARA . 
F ormerly re garded as a s e p arate language b ut now 
known to b e  a dialect of ZIA ( Ho o ley and McElh anon 
( 19 70 : 10 6 5 ) ) .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Koi ar i , 16 ) ;  KWALE . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Ob re e , 16 ) ;  BARA I . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mari a ,  1 5 ) ;  SINA GORO ( Tubulamo dialect ) .  
AN/ I ;  3 ?  dialects - as y e t  uns tudied b y  prob ab ly 
Mekeo , Bus h  Meke o , Kov i o ; ( Kovi o 3 ) ;  Aipeana , 
l
Now i n c luded w i t h Maran omu N o . 2 .  
2
Al s o  s p e l l e d  M e d an i . 
3
Th i s  i s  n o t  the s ame as that l i s t e d  under KU N IMAIPA . I t  i s  s p o k e n  
i n  the two v i l l a g e s  o f  U r u l a o  and Okovae i n  t h e  Gulf D i s t r i c t . 






Me s ar i  
Mes ime 
Miaitop a  
Midino 














Moingg i l i  
Ame i ak a ,  Amoamo , Apanaipi , Bab anongo , B e ip a ,  
Be s e o ,  Eb o ,  Enge fa , Imounga , Inauaia ,  Inaukina , 
Inawae , Inawasui , Inawauni , Inawi , Ioi , J e s ub aibua , 
Mai p a ,  Oriopetana , Piung a ,  Rarai ; C ape l l  ( 19 4 3 ;  
1 9 6 2 ) ,  Dut ton 1 9 7 1d ) . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mari a ,  1 5 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Kub uli dialect ) .  
( M . B . D . , . Bani ara , Biniguni - C . Voge l ,  2 2 ) ;  PA IWA . 
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a , Oro Bay , 28 ) ;  NOTU . 
( C . D . , Abau , C loudy Bay , 15 ) ;  DOMU . A l s o  referred 
to as Gobudo i n  e arlier literature . 
= Morok a ,  MTN KOIAR I . 
I s o l e c t  of MANAGALA S I . 
( C . D . , Pt . Moresb y , Sogeri , 16 ) ;  KOIAR I . 
Ear lier reference to what i s  now regarded as p art 
of IGORA . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Biniguni - C . V oge l , 2 2 ) ;  J IMAJ IMA . 
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , Buhutu , 2 1 ) ;  BUHUTU . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , C hirima , 19 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Obree , 16 ) ;  BARA I .  
( C . D . , Goi lala , Ivane , 1 8 ) ; TAUADE . 
D i alect o f  AR IFAMA-MINIAF IA . 
I s o l e c t  of MANAGALAS I .  
( M . D . , Lae , Morobe North Coas t ,  9 4 ) ; SUENA . 
( C . D . , Ab au , Amazon Bay , 1 5 ) ;  DAGA . 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Suau Coas t , 2 1 ) ;  SUAU . 
Dialect o f  BARA I .  
( N . D . , Tuf i , Dyke Ackland Bay , 2 9 ) ;  MA I S I N . 
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as p art 
of MA IWA . 
Earlier refere nc e t o  what i s  now regarded as p art 
o f  DORIRI . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Auga , 18 ) ;  TAUADE ?  
( C . D . , Goi lala , A iwara , 18 ) ;  TAUADE .  
Molegoro ( =  


















( C . D . , Rigo , Ormond , 15 ) ;  S I NAGORO ( A lepa dialect ) .  
( N . D . , Tufi , Dyke A c kland Bay , 2 9 ) ;  MA I S IN . 
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a ,  North Coas t ,  2 7 ) ;  AMBA S I . 
( M . B . D . , Baniar a ,  Binigumi - C . Voge l ,  2 2 ) ;  MA IWA . 
( C . D . , G oi lala , Auga , 1 8 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
( N . D . , Poponde t ta , Poponde t t a , 2 7 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
Earlier reference to what is now re garded as part 
of MORAWA . 
Ear li e r  re ference t o  what i s  now regarded as p art 
of MORAWA . 
NAN/Mai luan ; ? diale c t : ( Lauuna , Monoma , Monomor ) ;  
Badub adu , Duramu , Ganai , Si ' ini ; Dut t on ( 19 7 la ) . 
( C . D . , Abau , Marshall Lagoon , 1 5 ) ;  BAUWAKI . 
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a ,  Mus a ,  2 8 ) ;  YAREBA . 
( C . D . , G oi lala , P i l i t u ,  18 ) ;  TAUADE? 
Earlier reference to what i s  now regarded as p art 
of MTN KO lAR l .  
AN/ I I ; 2 ?  diale c t s ; l ( ? ) ,  Barakau , *Boera , Eleva l a ,  
Gai le , Kapakap a ,  Lea le a ,  Manumanu , Pari , Poreb ada , 
Porep orena , Tanob ada , Tat ana , Tupus e le i a , Vab ukori ; 
Tay lor ( 19 7 0 ) ,  C ap e l l  ( 19 4 3 ) ,  Dut t on ( 19 6 9 ) .  
( C . D . , Pt . Mores by , Vanapa R . , 1 7 ) ;  MTN KOIAR I . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Roro , 1 7 ) ;  RORO . 
NAN/ Koiar i an ; 6 diale c t s  - Southern , C entral , 
We s t ern , North ern , Eas t ern , Les s er- Eas tern ; 
( Amaseba ( = Suku ) , Biage ( =Biagi ) ,  Boura , Eb e ,  
G os i s i  ( =Tob iri ) ,  Hagari , Hugu , l s urava , ltu , 
Iworo , Kagi ( =Agi ) ,  Karukaru , Kotoi , Moroka , 
( =Meroka ) ,  Uarib ar i  ( =Vab ari ) ,  Uberi , Wamai , 
Wowonga ( =Wawanga ) ;  Abuar i , AloIa , Auwaiab a ' iwa2 , 
I
TayIor ( 19 1 0 : 1 )  sugg e s t s  two ma i n  d i al e c t s  - Eas t e r n  and We s t e r n  -
w i th p o s s ib l e  o n e  or two o t h e r s  i n  Tatana and Vabukor i .  The Eas t e r n  
d i a l e c t  i s  t o  b e  found i n  Tupus e l e i a , Barakau , G a i l e  a n d  Kapakapa 
w i th t h e  We s t e r n  in th e r ema i n i n g v i l l ag e s . 
2
Li s t e d as V i o r i b a iwa i n  Dut t o n  ( 19 6 9 ) .  
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Mu t i uwa 
Mu zah a  
Nadinumul 
Nafenanomu 
Nagoat eb aka 
Nair1 1avava 
Awoma , Badiloh o ,  Bagi anumu , Biniga , B i s i at ana , 
Bodinumu , Boine , Boridi , Dub i ,  Edeb u ,  Eguru , 
Elo logo , Emoia , Enage , Enivi logo , G os i s i ,  Hagutawa , 
Hai logo , Hori g i , Isurava , Kanga , Kere a ,  Kove lo , 
Kovio , Launumu , Madilogo , Manumu , Motumot u ,  
Nadi numu , Naoro , Pe lai , Samoli , Sava i a ,  Seib a ,  
Teteb i ,  Ub er i , Vadulogo ; Dut t on ( 19 6 9 ) .  
Ear l ie r  reference t o  what i s  now regarded as part 
of BARA I .  
? dialec� of SUAU . 
Mugu l a ,  ? dialect of SUAU . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 15 ) ;  S INAGORO ( Wiga dialect ) .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Obree , 16 ) ;  DOROMU . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Biniguni- C .  Voge l , 2 2 ) ;  MU KAWA .  
AN/V I I I ;  ? dialect s ;  ( Are ) ;  Bako , Bogab oga , 
Gi nada , Mukawa , Wabub u ;  Cap e l l  ( 19 4 3 ) ,  Dutton ( 19 7 1a ) .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 1 5 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Tub ulamo 
diale c t ) . 
NAN/Kwalean ; 2 ?  dialects - Mulaha , Iaibu ; ( Iaib u ,  
Mulaha ( =Mu zaha ) ,  Z areb a ) ; n o  pre s e nt-day v i l lage s ; 
language extinct ( Dutton 1 9 7 0 : 8 8 9 - 9 0 » . 
Dialect of MULAHA now extinc t .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Mar i a ,  1 5 ) ;  S l NAGORO ( Buaga diale c t ) .  
( N . D . , Poponde t t a , Saiho , 2 7 ) ;  OROKAlVA . 
"Mawai term for ( th e ) Guhu- Samane ( language of 
the Mid- Waria River , M . D . ) , " Wi l s on ( 19 6 9 : 6 7 ) . 
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , Tavara , 2 1 ) ; KEHELALA ? ( Tavara 
d i ale c t ? ) . 
= Mulah a ,  MULAHA . 
( C . D . , Pt . Mor e sb y , Mt . Koiar1 , 16 ) ;  MTN KO l AR I .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  S l NAGORO ( Tab oro dialect ) .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Maria , 1 5 ) ;  S l NAGORO ( Buaga dialect ) .  
( C . D . , Goilala , Loloipa , 19 ) ;  KUN lMA IPA . 
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( M . B . D . , Baniar a , Goodenough Bay Coast al , 2 2 ) ;  
G INUMAN . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Wawonga , 2 8 ) ;  AOMIE . 
I s olect of MANAGALASI . 
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as p art 
o f  MANAGALAS I .  
( N . D . , Poponde t t a , Mus a ,  2 8 ) ; YAREBA ? 
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Naoro 
NARA 
( C . D . , P� . More s b y , Mt . Koiar i , 1 6 ) ;  MTN KO IAR I . 
AN/ I ;  ? dialec t s : ( Lala ,  Pokau ) ;  A la ' ala ; Diumana , 
Kaiau , Oroi , Tubu , Vanuamai ; C ap e l l  ( 19 4 3 ;  1 9 6 2 ) ,  
Dut ton ( 19 7 1d ) . 






Nawp ( or Nop ) 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mari a ,  1 5 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Vora Dialect ) .  
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Managalas e ,  2 8 ) ;  MANAGALAS I .  
( N . D . , Tuf i , C .  Ne lson , 2 9 ) ;  AR IFAMA-MINIAF IA . 
( N . D . , Tufi , Collingwood Bay , 29 ) ;  ONJOB . 
( M . B . D . , Milne Bay , Tavara , 2 1 ) ;  KEHELALA ( Tavara 
dialect ) .  
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Suau Coas t , 2 1 ) ;  SUAU . 
Earlier reference to what i s  now regarded as part 
of DAGA . 
Ne leme ( C . D . , Goilala , Lower Kunimaip a ,  19 ) ;  KUN IMA I PA . 
Nelive ( C . D . , Goilala , Loloipa , 19 ) ;  TAUADE . 
Nembadi ( N . D . , Pop ond e t t a ,  Oro Bay , 2 8 ) ;  GA INA . 
Neme Dialect of BINAHARI . 





Nepe s i  
*Niane 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  S INAGORO ? 
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as p art 
of FUYUGE . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mar i a , 1 5 ) ;  MARIA . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Daga , 2 2 ) ;  DAGA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Pi litu , 1 8 ) ;  ? unle s s  formerly 
Ni aive in wh ich case KUNI/TAUADE ( St e inkraus and 
Pence ( 1 9 6 4 : 1 ) ) .  











( M . B . D . ,  Milne Bay , Tavara , 2 1 ) ; KEHELALA ( Tavara 
diale c t ? ) .  
Dialect o f  BARA I .  
( C . D . , Kairuku , Roro , 1 7 ) ;  RORO . 
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Binandere , 2 7 ) ;  B INANDERE . 
( N . D . , Poponde tta , Managalas e ,  2 8 ) ;  MANAGALAS I .  
( C . D . ,  Goilala , Ivane , 1 8 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 1 6 ) ;  S INAGORO ( Kwab ida dialect ) .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 1 6 ) ;  SINA GORO ( Boku dialect ) .  
= Nawp , DAGA . 
( C . D . , Ab au , Ama zon Bay , 1 5 ) ;  DAGA . 
North Sangara ( N . D . , Popondetta , Poponde tta , 2 7 ) ;  ? mi xture ; no 
S e t t lement Blo cks details avai lab le . 
NOTU 
NUAKATA 
Nuakata I s . 
Numb a 
Nunumai-Bilaga 
ob akigolo 3 
Obeia 
Ogotana 
Oiamamani a  
1 
Formerly Rubi . 
NAN/Binanderean; ? dialect s ;  ( Ewage ) ;  Aure , 
2 Babe rada , Bakumb ari , Beama , Boro , Borou , Buna , 
Domb ada , Emb ogo , Emo ,  Fufuda , Garara , Gob e ,  
Gona , Kopure , Kurou , Leibai , Mafuia ,  Mengad i , 
Pongani , Sanananda , Waiwa ; Wi ls on ( 19 6 8 ) ,  Dutton 
( 1 9 7 1 c ) .  
AN/IV ; ? dialect s ;  ( ? ) ;  Iabam- Pah i l e l e  I . , 
Nuakata I . ; Capell ( 19 4 3 ;  1 9 6 2 ) ,  Dut ton ( 19 7 1e ) .  
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , North Eas t Coas t , 2 1 ) ;  NUAKATA . 
( N . D . , Pop ondet t a ,  Managalas e ,  2 8 ) ;  MANAGALA S I . 
Same name als o us ed for the i solect of MANAGALAS I .  
c entred around this v i l lage . 
( C . D . , Ab au , Ama z on Bay , 15 ) ;  DAGA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brown,  16 ) ;  S INAGORO ( Ikega dialect ) .  
( N . D . , Pop onde tta , Mus a ,  2 8 ) ;  YAREBA . 
( C . D . , Pt . Moresb y , Sogeri , 16 ) ;  KO IAR I . 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Suau Coas t ,  2 1 ) ;  BUHUTU . 
2
Th e r e  are  two Boro  v i l l a g e s  shown on m o s t  maps - one o n  the c o a s t , and 
o n e  o n  Emb i Creek i nl an d  o f  Domb ada wh i c h  is  probably O R O KAIVA . 
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O i o  
O i tatand1 
O iwa 
( C . D . , Ab au , Amazon Bay , 15 ) ;  MAGI . 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a , Wari a ,  2 7 ) ;  GUHU- SAMANE . 
? dialect of MAR IA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Obre e , 16 ) ;  BARA I .  
( C . D . , Ab au , C loudy Bay , 15 ) ;  B INAHAR I .  
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a ,  A i ga , 2 7 ) ;  AEKA . 
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as p art 
of ABIA . -
Okaudi ( or Ear lier reference to what is now regarded as part 
Oka ' udi ) of ABA I .  
Ok auk ana ( C . D . , Rigo , Mar i a ,  15 ) ;  S I NAGORO (Vora dialect ) .  
Oke i na = Okena , YEGA . 
Okena ( or Okeina ) Al ternative name for YEGA . 
Oko I s olect of MANAGALASI . 
Olivi ( C . D . , G011al a ,  Karuama , 1 9 ) ;  KUNIMA I PA .  
Omanagoro ( C . D . , Rigo , Mar i a ,  15 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Wiga dialect ) .  
Omb 1s u s u  ( N . D . , Kokoda , Huj ar a , 2 8 ) ; HUNJARA . 
Omb oli ( C . D . , Goi lala , Vetapu , 1 8 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
Omene Dialect of S INAG ORO . 
Omoritulavava ( C . D . , Goi lala , A iwara , 1 8 ) ;  TAUADE . 
Omu No . 1  ( C . D . , Goi lala , Upper Kunimaipa , 19 ) ;  KUNIMA I PA . 
Omu No . 2  ( C . D . , Goi lala , Upper Kunimaipa , 19 ) ;  KUNIMA I PA . 
Ondoro ( N . D . , Popondetta , Managalase , 2 8 ) ;  MANAGALASI . 
One ( C . D . , Goi lala , A iwara , 1 8 ) ;  TAUAD E . 
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Onemago lo ( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 15 ) ;  S I NAGORO ( Wi ga dialect ) .  
Ongoh o ( N . D . , Popondett a ,  Sohe- Popondet ta , 2 7 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
Oni on1 ( C . D . , Ab au , Amazon Bay , 15 ) ;  MAG I . 
Onj o  A n  earlier s p e lling of ONJOB . 
ONJOB NAN/Dagan ; no diale c t s ; ( Anj ob , Onj o ) ; Koreaf , 
Naukwate ; Dut t on ( 19 7 1a ) .  
Onombatutu ( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Binandere , 2 7 ) ;  BINANDERE . 
l
A l s o  c al l e d  Laru n i . 
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Ononge ( or Onunge ) Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded a s  p art 
of FUYUGE . 
Onongge ( C . D . , Goi lala , Vetapu , 1 8 ) ;  FUYUGE .  
Onunge ( or Ononge ) Ear lier reference t o  what i s  now re garded as p art 
of FUYUG E . 
Opore 
Orai ' ia 
Ora1a 
Oraoro 






Orai ' iu ( or 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Pilitu , 1 8 ) ;  TAUADE? 
( C . D . , Rigo , Maria , 15 ) ;  MAR IA . 
( N . D . , �ufi , Dyke Ack land Bay , 29 ) ;  GA INA . 
( C . D . , Ab au , Amazon Bay , 1 5 ) ;  MAG I .  
( N . D . , Tufi , C o l lingwood Bay , 29 ) ;  ARIFAMA-MIN IAF IA . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Mekeo , 17 ) ;  MEKEO . 
( C . D . , Goilala , A iwara , 1 8 ) ;  TAUAD E . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Vetap u ,  1 8 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Kataipa , 19 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Nara , 1 8 ) ;  NARA . 
Earlier reference to what is now regarded as p art 
Ora i i gu , Oraiib u )  of MAR IA . 
OROKA IVA NAN/Binanderean ; many dialects as y e t  unnamed ; 
( D ob odura ( =Dobuduru , Jauwa ) ,  Jegasa- Sarau , 
Kombu Sangara , Periho ( =Berepo ) ,  Was eda ) ;  ( a )  
Sohe Vi Z Zages : Ahor a ;  Beiuru , D ivinikoiari , Bhu , 
Girigirit a ,  Hamb urat a ,  Huhuru , Huj avasusu , Hungiri , 
I s oge , Iwore , Jaj au , Jega , Kanari , Kip ore , Ongoh o ,  
Papoga , Peromb aturu , Seh oro , S iremb i , Togahau , 
Tunana , Urari susu ; ( b ) Was eda Vi Z Zag e s : Agenahamb o , 
Awa la , Baravaturu , Boru , Duve , Garomb i , Hambur ata ,  
Hondarituru , Honorita , Kenda ta , Ki oro ta , Ko ipa , 
Koropata No . 1 , Koropat a No . 2 ,  Mumuni , Popondo t a ,  
Sasemb ata , Singi , Sivepe , Sui , Tot ogot a ,  Tunana , 
Uhi ta , Urari turu , Was e t a  No . 1 ,  Was eta No . 2 ; ( c )  
Popo nde t ta Vi l lag e s : Dob uduru , Gewo t o , H ohota , 
Huv ivi , Inonda , I s uga , Jegarata , Kakandet t a ,  Mongi , 
Sewa , Soputa ; ( d )  Dobuduru Vi l lages : Ango , Bar i s ar i , 
Bas ada , Bus ega , D obuduru , Emb i , Garuro , Hanakiro , 
Hanau , Harigo , Ke ndata , Siremi , Uri o ; Rimoldi ( 19 6 6 ) ,  
Wilson ( 19 6 8 ) ,  Dutton ( 19 7 1c ) .  
Oro Lop iko 
Oropoa 
Orot oab a 
Oruone 
O s ako 
Ouin 
Oure 
Ove s a  
Oyan 












Ear l i er reference to what i s  now regarded as p art 
o f  KUNlMA lPA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Kata ipa , 19 ) ;  TAUADE .  
( N . D . , Tuf i , C .  Ne l s o n ,  2 9 ) ;  KORAFE . 
Diale c t  of S lNAGORO . 
( N . D . , Popond e t t a ,  Aiga , 2 7 ) ;  AEKA . 
= Oyan , AR lFAMA-MlNlAF lA . 
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a , North C o as t , 2 7 ) ;  AMBAS l .  
( N . D . , Tufi , Dyke A c kland Bay , 2 9 ) ;  BARUGA . 
Dialect of AR lFAMA-MlNlAF lA .  
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now r egarded as 
prob ab ly part o f  YAREBA . l 
( M . D . , Lae , Morob e North Coas t , 9 4 ) ;  GUHU- SAMANE . 
A N/V l l l ;  ? diale c t s ; ( Gapapaiwa ) ;  Abuar o , Banap a ,  
D ab or a ,  Giwa , Koiab agira , Manap i ; Capell ( 19 4 3 ) ,  
Dut t on ( 19 7 1a ) . 
( C . D . ,  Pt . Moresb y , We s t  Coas t ,  1 7 ) ;  KO lTA . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Huj ara ,  28 ) ;  HUNJARA . 
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( N . D . , Popond e t t a ,  S oh e - Popondet ta , 27 ) ;  OROKA lVA . 
( C . D . , Abau , Marshall Lagoon , 15 ) ;  KEAPARA ( A loma 
diale c t ) . 
( C . D . ,  Pt . Moresb y ,  Boot l e s s  Bay , 1 7 ) ;  MOTU/KOlTA . 
( C . D . , Abau , Marshall Lagoon , 15 ) ;  KEAPARA ( A loma 
diale c t ) . 
( N . D . , Kokod a ,  Kokoda , 2 8 ) ;  MTN KO lARl . 
( M . B . D . ,  Baniar a ,  Biniguni-C . Voge l ,  2 2 ) ;  i f  
formerly D amwapa then J lMAJ lMA ; otherw i s e  GABOBORA . 
(M . D . , Lae , Lower Wari a  and Morob e South , 9 4 ) ;  Z lA .  
Periho ( or Pereho , Earlier reference t o  what i s  now r egarded as p art 
Berepo 
Pir imi 
of OROKAlVA . 
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as p art 
of BARA l .  
l
S e e  Dut t on ( 19 7 1b ) .  
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P o l i go l o  
Po "L o tona 
P omutu 
P oneya lavava 
P ongadi 
Popai 
Pop ondo ta 
POl'ama "Li o  
* Poreb ada 
* P oreporena 
P oruava 
POl'u e "Lavava 
P o s e i  





( N . D . , Pop onde t t a ,  S oh e - Poponde t t a , 2 7 ) ;  OROKAIVA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Loloip a ,  19 ) ;  KUNIMA I PA . 
( N . D . , P op onde t t a ,  Aiga , 2 7 ) ;  AEKA . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Kab adi , 1 7 ) ;  KABAD I .  
( N . D . , Kokoda , Kokod a ,  2 8 ) ;  HUNJARA . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Roro , 1 7 ) ;  RORO . 
D i alect of BARA I .  
( C . D . , Kairuku , Bus h  Meke o , 1 7 ) ;  MEKEO . 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a , Binandere , 2 7 ) ;  BINANDERE? 
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a , Aiga , 2 7 ) ;  AEKA . 
Alternati ve name for NARA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Ormond , 15 ) ;  ? - p lant at i on v i l lage . 
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , North Eas t  Coas t ,  2 1 ) ;  KEHELALA ? 
( C . D . , GOi lala , Lo loipa , 19 ) ;  KUNIMA I PA . 
( C . D . , G oi lala , A iwara , 1 8 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a ,  Oro Bay , 2 8 ) ;  NOTU . 
( M . D . , Lae , Lower Wari a  and Morobe South Coas t ,  9 4 ) ; 
Z IA .  
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a ,  Saih o ,  2 7 ) ;  OROKA IVA ? 
( C . D . , G oi lala , Karuama , 19 ) ;  KUNIMA I PA .  
( C . D . , Pt . Moresb y , We s t  Coas t ,  1 7 ) ;  MOTU/KOITA . 
( C . D . , Pt . More sby , Urb an More s b y , 1 7 ) ;  MOTU/KO ITA . 
( C . D . , G oi lala , Katai p a ,  19 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( C . D . ,  Goi lala , P i l i t u , 18 ) ;  TAUADE? 
( M . D . , Lae , Morob e North Coas t ,  9 4 ) ;  YEKORA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Ormond , 15 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Omene dialect ) .  
( C . D . , Kalruku , Roro , 1 7 ) ;  ROR O .  
( M . B . D . , Bani ara , G oodenough Bay Inland , 2 2 ) ;  DAWAWA . 
Earlier reference to what i s  now regarded as part 
o f  SONA . 
Ear lier reference t o  what is now regarded as p art 








( M . B . D . ,  Baniar a , ' Biniguni-C . Voge l ,  2 2 ) ;  MA IWA . 
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s on ,  2 9 ) ;  KORAFE . 
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , Tavara , 2 1 ) ;  KEHELALA ( Tavara 
dialec t ? ) .  
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( M . B . D . , Bani ara ,  Goodenough Bay Inland , 2 2 ) ;  GWEDENA . 
( M . B . D . ,  Bani ara ,  Goodenough Bay Coas t al , 2 2 ) ;  
BOIANAKI . 
( N . D . , Tufi , C o llingwood Bay , 29 ) ;  UBIR . 
( C . D . , Kairuk u , Ror o , 1 7 ) ;  RORO . 
Rapeka ( or Lapeka ) Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as p art 
o f  KUNI . 
Rarai 
Riwalirupu 







Sab i lob o 
Sab u i a  
Safia 
Saga 
Sagama i s a  
( C . D . , Kai ruku , Mekeo , 1 7 ) ;  MEKEO . 
( C . D . , Ri go , Ri go , 16 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Bab o garupu diale c t ) .  
( C . D . , Pt . More sb y , We s t  Coas t ,  1 7 ) ;  KOITA . 
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , North Eas t C o as t ,  2 1 ) ;  KEHELALA . 
AN/I ; 3 diale c t s  - We s tern , Eas tern , Bere i na ;  
( Laval , Maiva ( = the Motu name for the RORO ) ,  
Waima ) ;  A i vara-Oreke , Aivara-Waima , Bab i k o , 
Be reina , Bioto , De lena , Ere Ere , Ha urami r i , 
Hereparu , Keab ada , Kivori/Kui , Kivori /Poe , Mou , 
Nikura , Pinup aka , Poukama , Rap a ,  Roroaira-Waima , 
Ts i ri a ;  Bluhme ( 19 7 0 ) ;  Capell ( 19 4 3 ; 1 9 6 2 ) ,  
Dutton ( l9 7 1d ) . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Waima- Kwori , 1 7 ) ;  RORO . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Bini guni-C .  Voge l ,  2 2 ) ; MA PENA . 
Earlier reference ( Ray ( 19 2 9 : 6 8 )  to " vi llages o f  
Kererupu we s t  o f  t h e  middle Wanige la . " S a i d  t oday 
t o  refer to Niuiruka and a s s o ci ated v i l lages of 
S I NAGORO ( Kwab ida diale c t ) but needs che cki ng . 
( N  . D .  , Tufi , C .  Ne lson , 2 9 ) ; KORAF E .  
( C .  D .  , Ab au , Amazon Bay , 15 ) ; MAG I .  
( C .  D .  , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ; HUMENE . 
( N . D .  , Popondet ta , Mus a ,  2 8 )  ; YAREBA . 
( N . D .  , Kokod a ,  Kokoda , 2 8 )  ; HUNJARA . 
( N .  D .  , Popondet t a , Managalase , 2 8 )  ; BARA I . 
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Sagarai 

















Sas emb ata 
Sauas auaga 
Savaia 




Ear l i er reference to what is now re garded a s  p art 
of BUHUTU . 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Suau Coas t ,  2 1 ) ;  SUAU . 
( N . D . , Popondetta , Aiga , 2 7 ) ;  AEKA . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Huj ara , 2 8 ) ;  HUNJARA . 
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a , Managala s e , 2 8 ) ; BAR IJ I . 
( C . D . , Pt . More sb y , Mt . Koi ar i , 16 ) ;  MTN KOIAR I .  
( N . D . , Tuf i , Dyke Ack land Bay , 29 ) ;  BARUGA . 
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a , Oro Bay , 2 8 ) ;  NOTU ? 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a , Poponde t t a ,  2 7 ) ;  ? mi xt ure ; 
no detai ls avai l ab le .  
( C . D . ,  Rigo , Mt . Brown , 15 ) ;  MARIA . 
( M . D . , Lae , Lower Wari a  and Morob e South C o as t ,  
9 4 ) ;  YEKORA . 
? dialect of SUAU . 
( N . D . , Pop ondet t a ,  Oro Bay , 2 8 ) ;  BARUGA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  SINAGORO . Same name also 
u s e d  for the dialect o f  SINAGORO centred around 
this vi l lage . 
Ear l i er reference to what i s  now r egarded as 
p art-BARUGA and part -DOGORO . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Saroa diale c t ) .  
( N . D . , Tufi , Dyke A c kland Bay , 2 9 ) ;  GAINA . 
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Saih o ,  2 7 ) ;  OROKAIVA . 
( M . B . D . , Samara i , Samarai I s . ,  2 1 ) ;  SUAU ( Sarib a 
dialect ) . 
( M . B . D . , Samarai ,  Suau C oas t ,  2 1 ) ;  SUAU . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Kokoda , 2 8 ) ;  MTN KOIARI .  
( M . B . D . ,  Samarai , Suau C o as t ,  2 1 ) ;  SUAU . 
( M . B . D . ,  Samarai , Suau Coas t ,  2 1 ) ;  SUAU . 
( N . D . , Tuf i , Dyke Ackland Bay , 2 9 ) ;  DOGORO . 
1 
Al s o  s p e l l e d  Sanomu . 
2





* Se i b a  















Sias i ada 
Sib alai 
S i b i a  
Sidudu 
S igufe 
S i kube 
3 i la 
Si L i mb o  
::>imagai 
1 
Now Ag i t ana . 
( N . D . , Popondetta , Waria , 2 7 ) ;  GUHU- SAMANE . 
( C . D . , Ab au , C loudy Bay , 15 ) ;  BINAHARI .  
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( N . D . , Poponde t t a , Sohe-Poponde tta , 2 7 ) ;  OROKAIVA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Chi rima , 19 ) ;  FUYUGE .  
( N . D . , Kokoda , Kokoda , 2 8 ) ;  MTN KO IAR I/FUYU G E .  
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Samarai I s . , 2 1 ) ;  KEHELALA ? 
( C . D . , Abau , Ama z on Bay , 15 ) ;  MAG I . 
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a , Managalas e ,  2 8 ) ;  MANAGALASI . 
( C . D .  , Pt . Mores b y , Boot l e s s  Bay , 1 7 ) ;  KOIAR I . 
( C .  D .  , Goilala , Aiwara , 1 8 )  ; TAUADE . 
( C  . D .  , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 16 ) ; MARIA . 
( N  . D .  , Kokoda , Huj ara , 2 8 ) ; HUNJARA . 
( C .  D .  , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ; KO IARI . 
A now apparent ly extinct dialect of BARA I . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Koiari , 16 ) ;  KOIARI . 
( N . D . , Popondett a ,  Popondet t a ,  2 7 ) ;  ? mixture ; no 
detai ls avai lab le . 
( N . D . , Popondetta , Pop onde t t a , 2 7 ) ;  OROKAIVA . 
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Binandere , 2 7 ) ;  BINANDERE . 
( N . D . , Pop ondetta , Ai ga , 2 7 ) ;  AEKA . 
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , Buhutu ,  2 1 ) ;  BUHUTU . 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Suau Coas t ,  2 1 ) ; SUAU . 
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Mus a ,  2 8 ) ;  YAREBA ? 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Samarai Is . ,  2 1 ) ;  SUAU ( Sariba 
diale c t ) .  
( C . D . , Goilala , Vetapu , 18 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
Ear lier reference t o  what is now regarded as part 
of FUYUGE . 
( N  . D .  , Poponde t t a , Managalas e ,  2 8 ) ; MANAGALA S I . 
( N . D .  , Poponde t t a , Managalas e ,  2 8 )  ; MANAGALASI . 
( M . B . D .  , Samarai , Samarai I s . , 2 1 ) ; SUAU ( Sarib a 
dialect ) . 
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Simumu 
Sinaki 
S I NAGORO 
Si nap a 
Si nap ara 
S i naugolo 
S i naugoro 
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s o n ,  29 ) ;  AR IFAMA-MINIAF IA . 
Ear lier reference to what is now regarded as p art 
o f  IGORA . 
A N/ I I ; 1 7 ?  dialects - Ikolu , Balawai a ,  Saroa , 
Kwab ida? , Tab or o , Boku , Ikega , Wiga , Buaga , 
Kub u l i , Tub ulamo ? ,  Omene , Kwaib o ,  Alepa? , Vora , 
Oruone , Babagarupu ;  ( Ikor o ,  Rub i ,  Sinaugolo 
( =S i naugoro ) ) ;  Aleb agi u ,  Alepa , A l omarup u , Aremak a ,  
Arua ' idu ( No . 2 ) , Bab aga , Babagarupu , Babagu , 
Bagibogi , Bagub ara ,  Bagugor o , Bidonagobu , 
Bigairuk a ,  Binigigor o ,  Bob ogoro , Bogaramaka , 
Boku ( komana ) , BOkUku , l Bokukukomana , Bo lakomana , 
Bolenomu , Bomegor o ,  Bonanamo , Bore , Boregaina , 
* Bu li dob u ,  Davekakomana , Daroak omana , Debadegoro , 
De vamana , Didiga , Dirigolo , Dirikomana , Dubanateb oa , 
Gab one , Gaigor o , Gamoga , Gani gi u ,  Garamok ogena , 
Gaunomu , Gavagor o ,  Gemo , Geregage a ,  Gevar agoro , 
G odobada , Ginigolo , Goad a ,  Gob ukomana , Gomore 
( dob u ) , G orugoruna , Goulupu , Goui v o , G ovorokomana , 
Gunugau , Imai ru , Imogo l o ,  Ioromakomana , Kai t eb a ,  
Karaik omana , Karekadob u , Kemab o l o ,  Kemai a ,  
Kemakomana , Ketagoru , Kiru , Kob ar oka , Kokorogoro , 
Konako , Korakomana , Kore , Koruakomana , Koworokomana , 
Kwaib o ,  Kwalimurup u , Laut akomana , Leb ogo lo , 
Lib unakomana , Maipiko , Mamalo , Mamatagoro ,  
Matairuk a ,  Me irob u , Memekakomana , Molegoro , 
Muiamagoro ,  Mukunaroka , Mumuiru , Nafe nanomu , 
Nagoat ehaka , Narokeli , Nemonomu , Niuiruka , 
Nogomaka , Ob ak i golo , Okaukana , Omanagor o , 
Onemagol o ,  Potuna , Riwalirupu , Saroa , Saroak e i  
Sivitatana , Tagana , Taikogena , Tai tukomana , 
Taukomana , Taurub a ,  Tob aroka , Uberegoro , Unuagoro ,  
Vanuavamona , Vorakogena , Wainumu , Wairadob u ,  
Walai , Wib egor o ;  C ap e l l  ( 19 4 3 ;  19 6 2 ) ,  Dutton ( 19 7 0 ) .  
( N. D . ,  Tufi , C o l l ingwood Bay , 29 ) ;  MA I S IN . 
( N . D . , Tuf i , C o l l i ngwood Bay , 29 ) ;  MA I S In . 
Al ternative s p e l ling for SINAGORO . 
Alt ernat ive s p e l li ng for S I NAGORO . 
1










Sisi are nda 
SiSigolo l 
S i s ireta 
Siu 
Siu 
S i ur ani 
Sivepe 
Sivit at ana 
Si ' ini 2 








Als o c al l e d  Ganai . 
2
= new A n i ado . 
( N . D . , Tuf i , C .  Ne l s on ,  2 9 ) ;  KORAFE .  
( C . D . , Goi lala , Chi rima , 19 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
( N . D . , Pop o nde t t a , Saih o ,  2 7 ) ;  OROKAIVA . 
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now re garded as p art 
of KUNIMA IPA . 
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( N . D . , Popondetta , Sohe- Pop onde t t a ,  2 7 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a , Oro Bay , 2 8 ) ;  OROKA IVA ? 
Alt ernative s p e l l i ng for Chirima , FUYUGE . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , G oode nough Bay Coas t al , 2 2 ) ;  
GWEDENA . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Wawonga , 2 8 ) ; HUNJARA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Vetapu , 18 ) ;  FUYUGE? 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  KWALE . 
( N . D . , Kok oda , Huj ara , 2 8 ) ;  HUNJARA . 
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Nels on , 29 ) ;  KORAFE .  
( M . D . , Lae , Lower Wari a  and Morob e South C oas t ,  
9 4 ) ;  Z IA .  
( N . D . , Poponde t t a , Managalas e , 2 8 ) ;  MANAGALA S I . 
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a , Saih o , 2 7 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Tubu lamo diale c t ) .  
( C . D . , Ab au , C l oudy Bay , 15 ) ;  MORAWA . 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Samarai I s . ,  2 1 ) ;  TUBETUBE . 
= Engineer I ,  TUBETUBE . 
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as part 
o f  KOIAR I . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Obree , 16 ) ;  BARA I .  
NAN/Dagan ; ? dialects ; ( Puduwana , Wadewi nda ) ;  
Bowadi , D omb as aina , Gadoa , Karagaut u ,  Kondu , 
Tutuauna , Warawididi ; Dut t on ( 19 7 1a ) . 
( N . D . , Pop o nde t t a ,  Oro Bay , 2 8 ) ;  BARUGA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Ch i rima , 19 ) ;  FUYUG E .  
















Tab u  
Tab uakomana 
Tab ueni 
( C . D . , Goi lala , A iwara , 1 8 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( N . D . , Popondet t a , Poponde t t a , 2 7 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Huj ara , 2 8 ) ;  HUNJARA . 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Suau Coas t ,  2 1 ) ;  SUAU . 
Earlier reference t o  what is now re garded as part 
of MANAG�LAS I .  
AN/ I I I ;  8 ?  dialects  as yet unstudied but prob ab ly 
inc ludi �g Bonaru a ,  Dahuni , D aiomoni , D au i , Loge a ,  
Mugula , Sarib a ,  Suau ; ( Bonab ona I .  ( =Dahuni ) ,  
Bonarua I . ,  Brierly I . , Brumer I . , Daiomoni , 
Dau i , Dufaure I .  ( =Mugu l a ,  Mugura ) ,  Du chateau I . , 
Ewat i aga , Hayt er I .  ( = Sariba ) ,  Heath I .  ( =Loge a ,  
Rogea » ; A l oalo , Aunieri , Baibais iga , Bonab ona , 
Bonaru a ,  Dahuni , Gadai s u ,  Ilo i l o , 1 0 , lpulai , 
l s uai , Isudau , lsui s u ,  Kwaioa , Laimodo , Loani 
( =Daiomoni ) ,  Logea I . , Modewa , Navab u , Saga ' aho , 
Sauas auaga ( = Sarib a ) , Savaia , Savala l a ,  Seas ea ,  
Sibalai , S idudu ( = Sarib a ) , Simagai ( = Sariba ) ,  
Suaib ina , Suau , Wadanda ; Ray ( 19 3 8 ) ,  C ap e l l  ( 19 4 3 ) ,  
Dutton ( 19 7 1e ) .  
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Suau C oast , 2 1 ) ;  SUAU . 
NAN/Binande rean ; ? dialec t s ; ( Tahar i , Yema ) ; 
Amoa , Bosad i , Eware , Gori , Kob i o , Maiama , Mo , 
Wab az e ira ; Wi l s on ( 1 9 6 8 ) ,  Dut ton ( 19 7 1 c ) .  
( N . D . , Popondet t a , Saih o ,  27 ) ;  OROKA lVA . 
= Amaseb a , MTN KO lAR I .  
( C . D . , Goi lala , Vetapu , 1 8 ) ;  FUYUG E .  
( N . D . , Popondet t a , Mu s a , 2 8 ) ; BARA I .  
( C . D . , Goilala , Vetapu , 1 8 ) ;  FU YUGE . 
( N . D . , Popo nde t t a ,  Bi nandere , 2 7 ) ;  BlNANDERE . 
Dialect o f  SlNAGORO . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Ob re e , 16 ) ;  BARA I . Same name 
a l s o  u s ed f or the dialect of BARA I centred around 
this v i l lage . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Maria , 1 5 ) ;  MARIA . 















Tanub uibu ina 
Tapina 









( C . D .  , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ; KWALE . 
( C .  D .  , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 16 ) ; DOROMU . 
( C . D .  , Goi lala , Vetapu , 1 8 ) ;  FU YUGE . 
( C .  D .  , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ; SINAGORO ( Ikolu d i ale ct ) . 
( N . D .  , Popondett a ,  Managalas e ,  2 8 )  ; BARA I . 
Ear l i er reference t o  what is now regarded as part 
o f  SUENA . 
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( C . D . , Rigo , Maria ,  15 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Buaga dialect ) .  
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s o n ,  2 9 ) ;  KORAFE . 
A lt ernat ive ( earl ier ) name for AMBAS I .  
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Binand ere , 2 7 ) ;  BINANDERE . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  S INAGORO ( Boku dialect ) .  
= Tahama , BARA I .  
( C . D . , Pt . More s b y , Urban Moresb y ,  1 7 ) ;  MOTU . 
( C . D . , Ab au , Ama zon Bay , 1 5 ) ;  MAGI . 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Samarai I s . ,  21 ) ;  KEHELALA . 
( C . D . , G o i lala , A iwara , 1 8 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Biniguni-C . Voge l ,  2 2 ) ;  GABOBORA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Ivone , 1 8 ) ;  TAUADE .  
( M . B . D . , Baniar a , Goodenough Bay Coas tal , 2 2 ) ;  
GWEDENA . 
( N . D . , Tufi , Dyke A c kland Bay , 29 ) ;  BARUGA . 
( C . D . ,  Pt . More s b y , We s t  Coas t ,  1 7 ) ;  MOTU/KO ITA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Obree , 16 ) ;  DOROMU . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Kataip a , 19 ) ;  TAUADE . 
Ear l i er r eference to what is now regarded as p art 
o f  FUYUGE . 
NAN/Goi lalan ; ? dialec t s ; ( Afoa , Amb o ,  Apekoma , 
D eb a ,  Goi lala , Loloipa , l Tauat a ) ;  A lava , 2 
Amuganiyawa , Ariome ( Auga ) ,  Aromait s i , Baidana 
l
S e e  al s o  KU N IMA I PA .  
2
E i t h e r  TAUADE o r  FUYUGE . 





J'aupota No . 1  






( Auga ) ,  Bapi t i , Bo tub o tu ,
2 
Digur e nda ,
l 
D i oro , 










Ilai , I t imava ,
2 
I t a , Ive iyava , Ka i tape ,
l 
Kame , Kanitatalavava , 
Karame ( Auga ) , l Kar iar it s i , Karuma , Kataip a ,  





Kopur i lavava , Koputaiv i ,  Koruava , 
, 2 
Kos ip i , Ku tumu tu , Kunima , Kupova , Laitate , 
Lami na ,
2 
Laminaipa , Lamoro , Laramai t e , Lavavai , 
Lavavai - ( Auga ) , 1 Lavavai ( Ivane ) ,  Le dana , 1 Loleava , 
Lolepe , Lot uava , Lotuava ( Ivane ) ,  Lumi o t o , Maini , 
Mai tu , Malava , Mat s ialavava , Minaru , Moingg i t i  
1 2 ( Auga ) , Moinggi l i  ( Aiwara ) ,  Moroa , Nelive , 
Niane ,
3 
Ni onopu , Omoritu lavava , One , op ore ,
l 
Oro 
( Aiwara ) ,  Orogaivarara , Orop oa , Poneyalavava , 
2 
P oruava , Porue tavava , Se na , Sopu , Tap i na , Tarai , 
Tatup i t i , Tawuni , Tura ta ,
l 







; Steinkraus and 
Pence ( 19 6 4 ) ,  Dutton ( 19 7 1d ) .  
Ear lier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as p art 
of TAUADE . 
( M . B . D . ,  Baniara , Go ode nough Bay Inland , 2 2 ) ;  
GINUMAN/GWEDENA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Boku dialect ) .  
? diale c t  o f  Wedau . 
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , North Eas t  Coas t , 2 1 ) ;  WEDAU 
( Taupota dialec t ? ) .  
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , North Eas t Coas t , 2 1 ) ;  WEDAU 
( Taup ota dialect ? ) .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Balawaia diale c t ) .  
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a , Binandere , 2 7 ) ;  BINANDERE . 
? dialect of KEHELALA . 
( N . D . , Popondet ta , Binandere , 2 7 ) ;  BINANDERE . 
Earlier name for what i s  now regarded as part o f  
of KEHELALA . 
l
E i t h e r  TAUADE or FUYUGE . 
2
E i t h e r  TAUAD E or KUN IMAI PA . 
3 
I f  former ly N a i a i v e  t h e n  KUN I / TAUAD E ( St e i nkr aus and P e n c e ( 1 9 6 4 : 1 ) ) .  
Tawuni 
Te gerauna 
Te ni aru 
Te s t e  I .  
Tet e b i l 
Tevi 
Tewa tewa I8 . 
Tob aroka 
Tob iri 













Ts i a  
T s i ri a  
Tsivilo 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Kataip a ,  19 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( M . B . D . , S amarai , S amarai I s . , 2 1 ) ; KEHELALA . 
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s on , 2 9 ) ; KORAFE . 
= Wari I . , TUBETUBE . 
( N . D . , K okoda , Wawonga , 2 8 ) ; MTN KOI ARI . 
E arl i e r  re fe rence to what i s  now regarde d as p art 
of GWEDENA .  
( M . B . D . ; Samarai , S amarai I s . , 2 1 ) ; TUBETUBE? 
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( C . D . , Ri go , Mari a ,  15 ) ;  S INAGORO ( Tubulamo diale c t ) . 
= Gos i s i ,  MTN KOI ARI . 
( N . D . , P op ondett a ,  North Coas t , 2 7 ) ; AMBAS I . 
( N . D . , P op onde t t a ,  S ohe-Pop onde t t a , 2 7 ) ;  OROKAIVA . 
( N . D . , P op onde tt a ,  Oro B ay , 2 8 ) ;  MANAGALAS I .  
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a ,  Managalase , 2 8 ) ; BARIJI . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Obre e , 16 ) ;  DOROMU . 
( C . D . , Goilala , L ower Kunimai p a ,  1 9 ) ; K UNIMAI PA . 
( C . D . , Abau , Amazon Bay , 15 ) ;  MAGI? 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Daga , 2 2 ) ; DAGA . 
( M . B ; D . , Milne Bay , North East Co as t ,  2 1 ) ; WEDAU 
( Taupot a diale ct ? ) .  S ame name also used for the 
di ale ct of WEDAU centre d  around this vil lage . 
( N . D . , P op onde t t a ,  S aiho , 2 8 ) ; OROKAIVA . 
( C . D . , Goi l al a ,  Loloip a ,  19 ) ;  KUNIMAIPA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Upp e r  Kunimai p a ,  1 9 ) ; KUNIMA I P A .  
Earlier re ference t o  what i s  now re garded as p art 
of BARUG A .  
A lt ernat i ve spelli n g  for Z I A .  
( C . D . , Kai ruku , Roro , 1 7 ) ; RORO . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Ve t ap u ,  1 8 ) ; FUYUGE . 
l
A l s o  c al l e d  T e d eb e de . 
2
I n c lude d w i t h  E v i auw a .  
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TUBETUBE 























AN/I I I ;  27? dialects as y e t  unstudied but prob ab ly 
inc luding Engineer I s . and Wari I .  as s ep arate 
dialect s ;  ( Engi neer I .  ( = S lade I . , Tub etub e ) ,  
Wari I .  ( =Teste I .  » ;  Anagu s a  I . , Daw s on I . , 
Kw araiwa , Ske leton I . , Tewatewa I . , Tub etub e  I . , 
Ware I . ; Cap e l l  ( 19 4 3 ) ,  Dutton ( 19 7 1e ) .  
( M . B . D . " Samarai , Samarai I s . ,  2 1 ) ;  TUBETU BE . 
Marked on most map s as Engineer I .  
( N . D . , �op ondet t a ,  B inandere , 2 7 ) ;  BINANDERE . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Nara , 1 8 ) ; NARA . 
? dialect of SINAGORO . 
( N . D . , Tufi , C .  Ne l s on , 29 ) ;  KORAFE . 
( N . D . ,  Tufi , C .  Ne l s on ,  2 9 ) ;  ARIFAMA-MINIAF IA . 
( N . D . , Tufi , Dyke Ackland Bay , 29 ) ;  KORAFE . 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a , Sohe- Poponde t t a , 2 7 ) ;  OROKA IVA . 
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Saih o , 2 8 ) ;  OROKA IVA ? 
( C . D . , Pt . Moresb y , Boot l e s s  Bay , 17 ) ;  MOTU /KO ITA . 
( C . D . , G o i lala , Chir ima , 19 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
( C . D . , G O i lala , Auga , 1 8 ) ;  TAUADE? 
( M . B . D . , Baniar a ,  Goodenough Bay Inland , 2 2 ) ;  SONA . 
( C . D . , Ab au , C loudy Bay , 15 ) ;  DOMU . 
A now app arently extinct dialect of BARA I . 
Vab ari , MTN KOIAR I . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 16 ) ;  SINAGORO ( Wiga dialect ) .  
( C . D . , Pt . Moresb y , Mt . Koiar i , 16 ) ;  MTN KOIAR I . 
Earlier reference to what is now regarded as part 
of MTN KO IARI . 
NA/V I I I ; 2 dialects - Ub ir , Kub ir i ; ( Kwagi la ) ;  
Kewansesap , Komab u n ,  Kwagila , Rainu ; Capell ( 1 9 4 3 ) , 
Dutton ( l9 7 1a ) . 
Dialect of UBIR . 
Earlier reference to what i s  now re garded as p art 
o f  DAGA . 
D i alect of MAR IA . 
Ufia 
ugal 
Uh i ta 
Uiaku 





Umuw i tu 
Umwate 
Uni 
Uni No . 1  






Uri g o  
Urio 
Urun 





( N . D . , Popondet t a , Managalas e , 2 8 ) ; BARA l .  
( M . B . D . ,  Baniar a ,  Goodenough Bay Cqas t a l , 2 2 ) ;  
BOlANAKl . 
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Saiho , 2 8 ) ; OROKA lVA ? 
( N . D . ,  Tufi , C o l l ingwood Bay , 2 9 ) ;  MA l S lN . Same 
name also used for the dialect of MA l S lN centred 
around this v i l lage . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Wawonga , 2 8 ) ;  BARA l/MTN KO lA Rl . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Kab ad i , 1 7 ) ;  KABAD l .  
( C . D . , G o i lala , Loloipa , 19 ) ;  KUNlMA lPA? 
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as part 
o f  GWEDENA . 
( N . D . , Popondet ta , Managalas e ,  2 8 ) ;  BARA l .  
( C . D . , G o i lala , Upper Kunimaipa , 19 ) ;  KUNlMA l PA .  
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Managalas e , 2 8 ) ;  BARA l . 
( M . B . D . , Bani ara , Daga , 2 2 ) ;  DAGA . 
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( C . D . , Goi lala , L ower Kunimaipa , 19 ) ;  KUNlMA l PA . 
( C . D . , G o i l al a ,  Lower Kunimaipa , 19 ) ;  KUNlMA lPA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mar i a , 15 ) ;  SlNAGORO ( Kub uli dialect ) .  
( N . D . , Pop ondet t a ,  Managalas e ,  2 8 ) ;  MANAGALA S l . 
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  War i a ,  2 7 ) ;  GUHU- SAMANE . 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a , S ohe-Popondet t a ,  2 7 ) ;  OROKA lVA . 
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Saiho , 2 8 ) ;  OROKA lVA ? 
( C . D . , Rigo , Ormond , 1 5 ) ;  ? 
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Oro Bay , 2 8 ) ;  OROKA lVA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Ve tapu , 1 8 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  KWALE . 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a , Aiga , 2 7 ) ;  AEKA . 
( N . D . , Pop onde t t a , A i ga , 2 7 ) ;  AEKA . 
( N . D . , Tuf i , C .  N e l s o n ,  2 9 ) ;  ARlFAMA-MlNlAF lA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 16 ) ;  MARIA . 
l
O r i g i n ally spoke a d i al e c t  o f  B O I ANAKI c a l l e d  Y EWU DU ( Dut t o n  ( 19 7 l a : 3 l » . 
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*Uwe 
Vab ari ( or 
Uaribari ) 
*Vab ukori 
Vadu l ogo 
Vaiagai 
Vaivai 
Va � e  No . 1  
Va �e N o . 2 
Va � e  No . 3  
Va � e  N o . 4 
Vanuamai 
Vanuavamona 
Vas agab ila 
Veia 
Ve lavela 
V e s i l ogo 
Vidia 
Virio l o  





Wab a z e ira 
Wab ubu 
Wabul'a i ka 
Wadanda 
( N . D . , Tufi , C o l l ingw ood Bay , 29 ) ;  MA I S I N/AR IFAMA­
MINlAFlA . 
Earlier reference to what is now regarded as part 
of MTN KOlAR I . 
( C . D . , Pt . More sby , Urb an More sb y ,  1 7 ) ;  MOTU/KO ITA . 
( C . D . , Pt . Moresb y , Mt . KOiar i , 16 ) ;  MTN KOIAR I . 
( C . D . , Pt . Mor e sby , S ogeri , 16 ) ;  KOIAR I . 
( C . D . , p.t . More sb y ,  Boot l e s s  Bay , 1 7 ) ;  KO IARI . 
( C . D . , Kairuku , Kuni , 1 7 ) ;  KUNI ?  
( C . D . , Kairuku , Kuni , 17 ) ;  KUNI ?  
( C . D . , Kairuku , Kuni , 1 7 ) ;  KUN I ?  
( C . D . , Kairuku , Kuni , 17 ) ;  KUN I ?  
( C . D . , Kairuku , Nar a , 1 8 ) ;  NARA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Ormond , 1 5 ) ; SINAGORO ( Kwaibo dialect ) .  
( C . D . , Pt . More sby , Vanapa R . , 1 7 ) ;  DOURA . 
( C . D . , Pt . More sby , Vanapa R . , 1 7 ) ;  DOURA . 
Earlier reference to what is now regarded as part 
of BAUWAKI . 
( C . D . , Pt . More sby , Sogeri , 1 7 ) ;  KOIARl . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Goodenough Bay C oastal , 2 2 ) ;  
BOlANAKI . 
( C . D . , Ab au , Marshall Lagoon , 1 5 ) ;  KEAPARA . Same 
as Kapar i . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Vetapu , 1 8 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
D iale ct of SINAGORO . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mari a ,  1 5 ) ;  S lNAGORO (Vora Dialect ) .  
Ear lier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as p art 
of FUYUGE . 
( C . D . , Gol1 ala , Chirima , 19 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
( M . D . , Lae , Morob e , North C oas t , 9 4 ) ;  SUENA . 
( M . B . D . , Bani ara ,  B i n1 guni-C . Voge l ,  2 2 ) ;  MUKAWA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brown , 16 ) ;  MARIA? 


















Wai ' e  







Ear l i er reference to what is now regarded as part 
o f  SONA . 
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Binandere , 2 7 ) ;  B lNANDERE . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Goodenough Bay , C oastal , 2 2 ) ;  
BOlANAKl . 
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( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  B inandere , 2 7 ) ;  BlNANDERE . 
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , �orth Eas t Coas t ,  2 1 ) ;  KEHELALA . 
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , Ealab a ,  2 1 ) ;  WAGAWAGA . 
AN/V l ; ? dialec t s ; ( ? ) ; Dai o , Dawadawa , G amadoudou , 
Gib ara , Gwaw i l i , Lamhaga , Wagawaga ;  C ap e l l  ( 19 4 3 ;  
19 6 2 ) ,  Dutton ( 19 7 1e ) .  
( C . D . , Pt . Moresb y , S ogeri , 1 7 ) ;  KOlAR l . 
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , Tavara , 2 1 ) ;  KEHELALA ( Tavara 
dialec t ? ) .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Obre e , 16 ) ;  BARA l . 
Alt ernat ive name for RORO . 
( M . D . , Lae , Lower Wari a  and Morob e S outh C oas t , 9 4 ) ;  
Z lA .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  SlNAGORO ( Boku dialect ) .  
( C . D . , Abau , Marshall Lagoon , 1 5 ) ;  KEAPARA ( Wanige la 
dialect ) .  
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo y 16 ) ;  SlNAGORO ? 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  KEAPARA ( Maopa dialect ) .  
( N . D . , Popondett a ,  Oro Bay , 2 8 ) ;  NOTU ? 
( N . D . , Poponde t t a , Binandere , 2 7 ) ;  B lNANDERE . 
( N . D . , Popondet t a ,  Oro Bay , 2 8 ) ;  GA lNA . 
( N . D . , Kokoda , Huj ara ,  2 8 ) ;  HUNJARA . 
l s o l e c t  of MANAGALA S l . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Bini guni-C . Voge l ,  2 2 ) ;  J lMAJ lMA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  SlNA GORO ( Bab agarupu dialect ) .  
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , Tavara , 2 1 ) ;  KEHALALA . 
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as part 
o f  MTN KOlAR I .  
I 
C e nsus  p o i nt f o r  small unl i s t e d  v i l l a g e s /ham l e t s  a r ound S i r i numu D am 
on the S o g e r i  Plat eau . 









Ware Is . 
Was eda 
Was e t a  No . 1  








I n c l ude s I ruone . 
2
Al s o  c al l e d  S or i . 
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , North Eas t Coas t ,  2 1 ) ; WEDAU 
( Taupota dialect ? ) .  
( M . B . D . ,  Baniara , Goodenough Bay Coas tal , 2 2 ) ;  
WEDAU . 
( M . B . D . ,  Baniara , Go odenough Bay Inland , 2 2 ) ;  
DAWAWA . 
( C . D . , Ab au , Mars hall Lagoon , 1 5 ) ;  KEAPARA ( Wanige la 
dialec t ) .  Same name als o u s ed for the dialect o f  
KEAPARA �entred around this v i l lage . 
( C . D . , Ab au , Marshall Lagoon , 1 5 ) ;  KEAPARA ( A loma 
dialect ) .  
( M . B . D . , Baniar a ,  Bini guni-C . Voge l ,  2 2 ) ;  MA IWA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , P i li t u , 18 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Goodenough Bay Inland , 2 2 ) ;  SONA . 
( M . B . D . , Samarai , Samarai I s . ,  2 1 ) ; TUBETUBE . 
S omet imes r eferred to as Wari I .  or Teste I .  Same 
name als o used for the ? dialect of TUBETUBE 
c entred around this is land . 
( C . D . , Ab au , Marshall Lagoon , 15 ) ;  KEAPARA ( Maopa 
diale c t ) . 
Ear li e r  reference to what is now regarded as part 
o f  OROKAIVA . 
( N . D . , Pop ondet t a ,  Saih o , 2 8 ) ;  OROKAIVA . 
( N . D . , Poponde tta , Saih o , 2 8 ) ;  OROKAIVA . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Rigo , 16 ) ;  KWALE . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Aiwara , 1 8 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , Buhutu , 2 1 ) ; BUHUTU . 
( M . B . D . , Mi lne Bay , Tavara ,  2 1 ) ;  KEHELALA ( Tavara 
diale c t ? ) . 
( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Ob re e , 16 ) ;  BARA I . 
= Wowonga , q v .  
( M . B . D . , Baniara , Goodenough Bay Coas t al , 2 2 ) ;  WEDAU . 
Same name also u s ed for the dialect of WEDAU c entred 
around this village . 
WEDAU 
Wib e goro 
Wiga 
Woitap e  




Yam i ng a  
Yarani 
YAREBA 
NA/V I I ; 3 ?  dialects as yet uns tudied b u t  p rob ab ly 
inc luding Awalama , Taup ota and Wedau ; ( Awalama 
( =Awaiama ) ,  Topura , Taupot a ) ; Awai ama , D ivari , 
Garuai , lapoa No . 1 ,  lapoa No . 2 ,  Lavora , Taup ota 
No . 1 , Taup ota No . 2 ,  Topura , Wamawaman a ,  Wamir a ,  
Wedau ; Cap e l l  ( 19 4 3 ) ,  Dutt on ( 19 7 1a ; 19 7 1e ) .  
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( C . D . , Rigo , Mt . Brow n ,  16 ) ;  S l NAGORO ( Wi ga dialect ) .  
Dialect o f  SINAGORO . 
( C . D . , Gbi lal a ,  Vetap u ,  1 8 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
( C . D . , Ab au , Ama zon Bay , 15 ) ;  MAG I .  
Term cus t omar i ly app l i e d  t o  a l l  peoples living i n  
t h e  headwaters o f  t h e  Kumus i River . C overs s peakers 
of the three Koiarian language s ;  AOMIE , BARA I , and 
MTN KOIAR l . Wowonga ( or Wawanga , Wavanga ) i s  the 
Orokaiva pronunc i at i on o f  F avag a ,  one o f  the MTN 
KOlAR I s e c ti ons in the val ley ; Dutton ( 19 6 9 : 5 8 ) .  
( M . D . , Lae , Lower Wari a  and Morob e South C oas t , 
9 4 ) ;  Z IA .  
( C . D . ,  G o i lala , D i lawa , 1 8 ) ;  FUYUGE . 
( M . D . , Lae , Lower Waria and Morob e South C oas t ,  
9 4 ) ; ? 
Earlier reference to what i s  now regarded as part 
of GUHU- SAMANE . 
NAN/Yareb an ; ? dialec t s ; ( Boli ( =Bori ) ,  Dib ogi , 
O ' oku ? l ) ;  Aiare , Avakaro , Bib ira No . 1 ,  Bib ira No . 2 ,  
D omara , Gobera , Moro , Namud i ,  Ob e i a ,  Safia No . 1 , 
Safia No . 2 ,  Sib ia ;  Dut t on ( 19 7 1e ) .  
YEGA 2 NAN/Bi nanderean ; ? dialec t s ; ( Okena ( =Oke i na ) ) ;  
Ako , 3 Bep oro ; Dakeyne ( 19 6 6 ) ,  Wi ls on ( 19 6 8 ) , 
Dut t on ( 1 9 7 1 c ) .  
Yega ( or Mokorua ) Dialect o f  KORAFE .  
YEKORA NAN/Binanderean ; ? diale c t s ; ( ? ) ,  Ana , Pos e i , 
Sap a ;  Wi l s on ( 19 6 8 ) ,  Dutton ( 19 7 1c ) .  
l
S e e  Dutton ( 19 7 1b ) f or l at e s t  d i s c u s s i o n .  
2
S e e  Dakeyne ( 1 9 6 6 ) for d i s c u s s i o n  and map s . 
3
Wrongly s h own as NOTU i n  Dut t o n  ( 19 7 1 a : 3 3 ) .  














Zhe vi y amai 
Z lA 
Z i a  proper 
Z inab a 
Zuwad za 
Earlier reference t o  what i s  now regarded as part 
of SUENA . 
( C . D .  , Goi lala , Chirima , 19 ) ; FUYUGE . 
( C . D .  , Kairuku , Kuni , 17 ) ; KUNl? . 
( C . D .  , Goi lala , Auga , 1 8 )  ; TAUADE? . 
( C .  D .  , Gqi lala , Auga , 1 8 )  ; TAUADE? 
( C . D .  , Goi lal a ,  Upper Kunimaipa , 19 ) ; KUNlMA lPA . 
( C . D .  , G o i lala , Karuama , 19 ) ; KUNlMA lPA . 
( C . D .  , Goi lala , Pi l1tu , 18 ) ;  TAUADE . 
( M . D . , Lae , Lower War i a  and Morob e South C oas t ,  9 4 ) ; 
Z lA .  
Section of MULAHA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Upper Kunimai p a ,  19 ) ;  KUNlMA lPA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , P i l i tu , 1 8 ) ;  KUNlMA l PA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Lower Kunimaip a ,  19 ) ;  KUNlMA l PA . 
( C . D . , Goi lala , Upper Kunimaipa ,  19 ) ;  KUNlMA l PA . 
NAN/Binanderean ; 2 ?  dialects - Z i a  prope r ,  Mawai ; 
( Mawai , Tsi a ) ; Agut ami , Ains i , Auno , Bau , D ona , 
Eia , Gob e ,  Gomena , lema , Kob o ,  Perna , Popo i , 
Wai ns oduna , Wuwu , Yami nga , Zare ; Wi lson ( 19 6 8 ) ,  
Hooley and McElhanon ( 19 70 ) ,  Dutton ( 19 7 1c ) . 
Dialect of Z lA .  
( M . D . , Lae , Morob e North C oas t ,  9 4 ) ;  GUHU- SAMANE . 
D i ale c t  of AOMlE . 
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No . 9 NGUYEN DANG L lEM , A .  Tran Huong Mai , and Dav id W .  De l linger 
Pap e46 in South Ea6 t A6 ian Ling ui6 tic6 No . 1 .  1 9 6 7 ; 
iv + 4 3  pp . + 3 0 tables + 3 chart tables + 2 7  chart s . Re -
printed 1 9 7 0 . I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 1 4  0 
$ 1 . 5 0 
$ 1 . 7 5 
$ 2 . 5 0 
$ 1 . 2 5  
$ 2 . 5 0 
2 
PAC I F I C  L I N G U I ST I C S  
O c c a s i o n a l  P a p e r s  - continued 
No . 1 0 GLASGOW , D.  and K . , Jean F .  Kirton , W . J .  Oa tes , and B . A .  and 
E . G . Sommer Pap e�� in Au� t�alian Ling ui� tic� No . 1 . 1 9 6 7 ; 
v + 5 9  pp . Reprinted 1 9 7 2 .  I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 1 5  9 
$ 1 . 5 0  
No . 1 1 VON BRANDENSTE IN , C . G . , A .  Cape l l , and K .  Hale Pap e�� in $ 2 . 5 0 
Au� tAalian Ling ui� tic� No . 2 .  1 9 6 7 ; i i i  + 7 3  pp . + 7 map s . 
Reprinted 1 9 7 1 . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 1 6  7 
No . 1 2 McELHANON , K . A .  and G .  Renck Pape�� in New Gui n ea Lingui� t�c� $ 1 . 2 5 
No . 6 .  1 9 6 7 ; iv + 4 8  pp . Repr inted 1 9 7 1 .  I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 1 7  5 
No . 1 3 GODDARD , J .  and K . J .  Franklin Pape�� in New Guin ea Lingui� ­
tiC4 No . 7 .  1 9 6 7 ; iv + 5 9  pp . Re printed 1 9 7 1 .  
I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 1 8  3 
No . 1 4 AGUAS , E . F .  and D . T .  Tryon Pape�4 in Au�t�alian Ling ui4 tic� 
No . 3 . 1 9 6 8 ; iii + 46 pp . + 1 map . Reprinted 1 9 7 1 .  
I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 1 9  
No . 1S CAPELL , A . , G . J .  Parker , and A . J .  S chut z  Pap e�� in Ling ui6 -
tiC4 0 6  M elane4ia No . 1 .  1 9 6 8 ; i i i  + 5 2  pp . + 1 map . Re-
printed 1 9 7 1 .  I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 2 0  5 
No . 1 6 VOORHOEVE , C . L . , K . J .  Franklin , and G .  Scott Pap e�6 in New 
Guinea Ling ui4 tic� No . 8 .  1 9 6 8 ; iv + 6 2  pp . ;  2 map s . Re­
printed 1 9 7 1 .  I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 2 1 3 
$ 1 . 5 0 
$ 1 . 2 5  
$ 1 . 5 0 
$ 1 . 5 0  
No . 17 KINSLOW HARRIS ,  J . , S . A .  Wurm , and D . C .  Laycock Pape�� in $ 2 . 5 0 
Au� t�alian Ling ui� tic� No . 4 .  1 9 6 9 ;  vi + 9 7  pp . ;  3 map s .  Re-
printed 1 9 7 1 . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  022 I 
No . 1 S CAPELL , A . i A .  Healey , A .  I soroembo , and M .  Chitt 1eborough i $ 2 . 5 0 
No . 1 9 
and D . B .  Wil son Pape�� in New Guinea Ling ui� tic� No . 9 .  � 9 6 9 ;  
vi + 1 1 0  pp . ;  1 map . Reprinted 1 9 7 1 .  I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 2 3  � 
MILLE R ,  J .  and H . W .  Miller 
No . 2 .  1 9 6 9 ; i i i  + 32 pp . 
Pap e�6 in Philippine Ling ui4 tic6 
Reprinted 1 9 7 1 . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 2 4  8 
No . 2 0 PRENTICE , D . J .  Pap e�6 in 80�neo Ling ui� tic� No . 1 .  1 9 6 9 ; 
iv + 4 1  pp . Reprinted 1 9 7 1 .  I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 2 5  6 
No . 2 1 CAPELL , A . , A .  Chowning , and S . A .  Wurm Pape�4 in Ling ui6 tic� 
06 Melane4 ia No . 2 .  1 9 7 0 ;  v + 105 pp . ;  5 map s . 
I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 0 2  7 
$ 1 . 2 5 
$ 1 . 2 5  
$ 2 . 5 0 
3 
PAC I F I C  L I N G U I S T I C S  
O c c a s i o n a l  P a p e r s  - c o n t i nued 
No . 2 2 LAYCOCK ,  D . C . , Richard G .  L loyd , and P h i l i p  Staalsen 
�n New Gu�nea L�ng u�� t�c� No . 1 0 .  1 9 6 9 ; v + 84 pp . 
I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 2 6  4 
Pap e.lt� $ 2 . 5 0 
No . 2 3 BUNN , G .  and R . ; Alan Pence , E laine Geary , and Dor i s  Bj orkman ; $ 2 . 5 0 
H .  and N .  Weime r ;  and O . R .  Claassen and K . A .  McElhanon Pap e.lt� 
�n New Gu�nea L�ng u�� t�c� No . ll .  1 9 7 0 ;  v + 7 8 pp . ;  1 map . 
I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 0 1 9 
No . 2 4 ABRAMS , N . , J .  Fors ter , and R .  Bri choux 
L�ng u�� t�c� No . 3 .  1 9 7 0 ; vi + 7 7  pp . 
Pap e.lt� �n Ph�.t�pp�ne 
I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 0 0  0 
No . 2 5 VOORHOEVE , C . L . , K . A .  McElhanon , and Bruce L .  and Ruth Blowers 
Pape.lt� �n New Gu�nea L�ngu��t�c� No . 1 2 .  1 9 7 0 ; iv + 6 0  pp . + 
1 map . I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 2 7  2 
No . 2 6 BLOWERS , B . L . , Margi e  Gri ff i n , and K . A .  McE 1hanon 
New G u�nea L�ng u�� t�c� No . 1 3 .  1 9 7 0 ; iv + 48 pp . 
I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 2 8  0 
Pap e.lt� �n 
No . 2 7 KIRTON , Jean F .  Pap e.lt� �n Au� t.lta.t�an L�ng u�� t�c� No . 5 .  1 9 7 1 ;  
i v  + 7 0  pp . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 2 9  9 
No . 2 8 DUTTON , T . , C . L .  Voorhoeve , and S . A .  Wurm Pap e.lt� �n New 
Gu�nea L�ng u�� t�c� No . 14 .  1 9 7 1 ; vi + 1 7 2  pp . ;  8 map s . 
I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 3 0  2 
No . 2 9 GLOVER ,  Warren W. , Mar i a  Har i , and E . R .  Hope Pap e.lt� �n S o ut h  
Ea� t A��an L�ng u�� t�c� No . 2 .  1 9 7 1 ; iv + 7 8 pp . ; 1 map .  
I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 3 1 0 
$ 2 . 5 0 
$ 1 .  5 0  
$ 1 .  5 0  
$ 1 .  7 5  
$ 4 . 0 0 
$ 2 . 5 0 
No . 3 1 LEWI S , R . K . , Sandra C .  Lewi s , Shirley Litteral , and P .  Staalsen $ 1 . 7 5 
Pap e.lt� �n N ew Gu�nea L�ngu�� t�c� No . 1 5 .  1 9 7 2 ; v + 6 9  pp . 
I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 3 2  9 
No . 3 2 HOHULIN , R . M .  and Lou Hohulin Pape.lt� �n Ph�.t�pp�n e  Ung u�� - $1 . 2 5  
t�c� No . 4 .  1 9 7 1 ;  iv + 3 2  pp . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 3 3  7 
No . 3 4 ALLEN , Jan i ce and M .  Lawrence Pap e.lt� �n New Gu�nea L�ng u�� - $ 1 . 5 0  
t�c� No . 1 6 .  1 9 7 2 ;  i i i  + 4 6  pp . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 8 1 7 
No . 3 5 BEAUMONT , C .  , D . T .  Tryon , and S . A .  Wurm Pape.lt� �n Ungu�� t�c� $ 2 . 5 0 
0 6  M e.tan e��a No . 3 .  1 9 7 2 ; v i i  + 1 1 3  pp . + 6 maps . 
I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 8 3  3 
4 
P AC I F I C  L I N G U I S T I C S  
O c c a s i o n a l  P a p e r s  i n  p r e p a r a t i o n 
No . 3 0 DELLINGE R ,  D . W . , E . R .  Hope , Makio Katsur a ,  and Tatsuo Nishida Pap e�� 
�n Sou�h Ea� � A��an L�ngu�� ��e� No . 3  
No . 3 3 COURT , C .  and D . J .  Prentice Pap e�� �n Bo�neo L�ng u�� ��e� No . 2  
No . 3 6 FURBY , Chris tine E .  and B .  Schebeck Pap e�� �n Au� ��ai�an L�ng u����e� 
No . 6  
No . 3 7 HERCUS , Lui se A .  and I s obe l M .  White ; and Lui s e  A .  Hercus Pap e�� �n 
Au���ai�an L�ng u�� ��e� No . 7  
No . 3 8 HOLZKNECHT , K . G .  and D . J .  Phi llips Pape�� �n N ew Gu�nea L�ng u�� ��e� 
No . 17 
S E R I ES B - MONOG RAPHS 
No. 1 WURM , S . A .  and J . B .  Harris PO L I C E  MOTU , A n  �n��o due�� o n  �o 
�he T�ade Languag e 0 6  Papua ( New Gu�nea ) 6 0� an�h�op oiogi� �� 
and o�he� 6�eldwo�k�� . 19 6 3 ;  vi + 81 pp . Reprinted 1 9 6 4 , 
1 9 6 5 , 1 9 6 6 ,  1 9 6 7 ,  1 9 6 9 , 1 9 7 0 , 1 9 7 1 .  I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 3 4  5 
No . 2 WURM , S . A .  Pho noiog �eai Viv e��i6iea�ion in Au� ��ai�an New 
Gu�nea H�g hland� Languag e� . 1 9 6 4 ; i i i  + 8 7 pp . ;  1 map . 
Reprinted 1 9 7 1 .  I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 3 5  3 
No . 3 HEALEY , Alan Tele 6 0l Pho nolo g y .  1 9 6 4 ;  i i i  + 1 f i gure + 
5 3  pp . + 5 table s .  Re printed 1 97 2 . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 3 6  I 
No . 4 HEALEY , Phylli s M .  Tel e 6 0 i  Noun Ph�a� e� . 1 9 6 5 ;  i i i  + 5 1  pp . 
Reprint ed 1 9 7 2 . I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 3 7  X 
No . 5 HEALEY , Phy l l i s  M .  L ev el� and C ha�n�ng � n  Tel e 6 0 i  S en�enee� . 
1 9 6 6 ; iv + 6 4  pp . Repr inted 1 9 7 1 . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 3 8  8 
No . 6 TRYON , Darr e ll T .  Neng o n e  G�amllla� . 1 9 6 7 ;  x + 9 1  pp . Re -
printed 1 9 7 1 .  I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 3 9  6 
No . 7 TRYON , Darre l l  T .  Vehu G�amma� . 1 9 6 8 ;  ix + 111  pp . Reprinted 
1 9 7 1 .  I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 4 0  X 
No . S TRYON , Darre l l  T .  I ai G�amma� . 1 9 6 8 ; xi i + 1 2 5  pp . Repri nt ed 
1 9 7 1 .  I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 4 1 8 
No . 9 DUTTON , T . E .  The Peo pUng 0 6  C e n��al Papua : Some P�elimina�y 
O b� e�v ati o n� . 1 9 6 9 ;  v i i i  + 1 8 2  pp . Re printed 1 9 7 0 , 1 9 7 1 .  
I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 4 2  6 
$ 2 . 5 0 
$ 2 . 5 0  
$ 1 .  5 0  
$ 1 .  5 0  
$ 1 . 7 5  
$ 2 . 5 0 
$ 3 . 0 0 
$ 3 . 5 0 
$ 4 . 0 0 
5 
PAC I F I C  L I N G U I ST I C S  
Mono g r a p h s  - c o n t i nued 
No . 1 0 FRANKLIN , K . J .  Th e V�aleet� 0 6  Kewa . 1 9 6 8 ;  i v  + 7 2  pp . ; 
2 0  map s . Reprinted 1 9 7 1 . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 4 3  4 
No . l l SOMMER ,  B . A .  Kunj en Pho nolo g y :  Syneh�on�e and V�aeh�on�e . 
1 9 6 9 ; iv + 7 2  p p . ; 3 map s .  I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 4 4  2 
No . 1 2 KLOKE I D , T . J .  Tha�g a�� Phonolo g y  and Mo�pholog y .  1 9 6 9 ;  
v i i i  + 5 6  pp . ; 1 map . I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 4 5  0 
No . 1 3 TREFRY , D .  A Compa�at� v e  Stu d y  0 6  Kuman and Pawa�an . 1 9 6 9 ;  
iv + 9 4  pp . ;  1 map . I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 4 6  9 
No . 1 4 McELHANON , K . A .  Selepet Phonolo g y .  1 9 7 0 ;  v + 4 7  pp . ; 1 ma� . 
I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 0 3  5 
No . l S TRYON , D . T .  An 1 nt�oduet�o n to Ma�anu n g ku ( No�the�n Au� -
t�al�a ) .  1 9 7 0 ;  vi + I I I  pp . ;  1 map . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 4 7  7 
No . 1 6 McELHANON , K . A .  and C . L .  Voorhoeve The T�an� - New Gu�nea 
Phylum : E xplo�at� o n� �n V e e p - l e v el G enet�e R elat�o n� h�p� . 
1 9 7 0 ; v + 1 0 7  pp . ;  4 map s . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 4 8  5 
No . 1 7 KUKI , H iroshi Tuamotuan Phon olog y .  1 9 7 0 ;  i x  + 1 1 9  p p . ; 
2 map s . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 4 9  3 
No . 18 YOUNG , R . A .  The Ve�b �n B e na - B ena : �t� Fo�m and Funet� o n .  
1 9 7 1 ;  v + 6 8  p p . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3 0 5 0  7 
No . 1 9 PATON , W . F . Am b�ym ( L o nwolwol ) G�amma�.  1 9 7 1 ; xi + 1 2 8  pp . 
I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 5 1 5 
No . 2 0 CAPEL L ,  A .  A�o�� G�amma� . 1 9 7 1 ; iv + 9 0  pp . ;  1 map . 
I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 5 2  3 
No . 2 1 McELHANON , K . A .  S elepet G�amma� . Pa�t 1 :  F�om R o ot to Ph�a� e .  
1 9 7 2 ; vi + 1 1 6  pp . I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 8 5  X a n d  I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 8 6  8 
No . 2 3 SCOTT , Graham H�g h e� L ev el� 0 6  Fo�e G�amma� , edited by Robert 
E .  Longacre . 1 9 7 3 ;  x + 88 pp . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3 0 8 8  4 
$ 3 . 0 0 
$ 2 . 5 0 
$ 1 .  5 0  
$ 2 . 5 0 
$ 1 .  5 0  
$ 3 . 0 0 
$ 3 . 0 0 
$ 3 . 0 0 
$ 1 .  7 5  
$ 3 . 5 0 
$ 2 . 5 0 
$ 3 . 0 0 
$ 3 . 0 0 
No . 2 4 DUTTON , T . E .  A C hee kl�� t 0 6  Lang uag e� and P� e� ent - da y  V�llag e� $ 2 . 0 0 
0 6  C ent�al a nd S o ut h - Ea� t Ma�nland Papua . 1 9 7 3 ;  iv + 8 u  p p . ; 
1 map . I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 9 0  6 
No . 2 S LAYCOCK , D . C .  S ep�k Lang uag e� : C h ee kl�� t and P�el�m�na� y  Cla� - $ 3 . 5 0  
� � 6 � eat�o n .  1 9 7 3 ; i i i  + 1 2 9  pp . ;  1 map .  I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 8 4  I 
6 
P AC I F I C L I N G U I ST I C S 
M o n o g r a p h s  i n  p re p a r a t i o n  
No . 2 2 McELHANON , K . A .  Towa�d4 a Typolog y 0 6  t h e  Fini4 t e��e- Huo n Lang uag e4 , 
New Guinea 
S E R I E S C - BOO KS 
No . 1 LAYCOCK , D . C .  T h e  Ndu Languag e Family ( S epi� Vi4 t�ict , New 
Guinea ) .  1 9 6 5 ; xi + 2 2 4  pp . ;  1 map . I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3 0 5 3  
No . 3 NGUYEN DANG LIEM Engli4 h G�amma� ( A  C o nt�a4 tiv e  Anal Y4 i4 0 6  
Engli4 h and Vietname4 e vo 1 . 1 ) . 1 9 6 6 ; xliv + 1 7 7  p p . Repr inted 
1 9 7 0 .  I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 5 4  X a n d  I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 5 5  8 
$ 5 . 5 0 
$ 5 . 5 0 
No . 4 NGUYEN DANG LIEM Vietname4 e G�amma� ( A  C o nt�a4 tiv e  A nalY4i4 $ 6 . 0 0 
0 6  Engli4 h and Vietname4 e vo 1 . 2 ) . 1 9 6 9 ; xli i i  + 2 0 9  pp . 
I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 5 4  X a n d  I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 5 6  6 
No . 5 NGUYEN DANG LIEM A Co nt�a4 tiv e  G�ammatical AnalY4i4 0 6  E ng li4 h $ 4 . 0 0 
and Vietname4 e ( A  C o nt�a4tiv e  AnalY4 i4 0 6  Engli� h and Vi et-
name4 e vo1 . 3 ) . 1 9 6 7 ;  xv + 151 pp . Repr inced 1 9 7 1 . 
I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 5 4  X a n d  I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 5 7  4 
No . 6 TRYON , Darre l l  T .  V ehu - Eng li4 h Victio na� y .  1 9 6 7 ;  v + 1 3 7  pp . $ 3 . 5 0  
Reprinted 1 9 7 1 . I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 5 8  2 
No . 7 TRYON , Darre ll T .  Eng li4 h - V ehu Victio na� y .  1 9 6 7 ; $ 4 . 0 0 
i i i  + 1 6 2  pp . Reprinted 1 9 7 1 . I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 5 9  0 
No . 8 NGUYEN DANG LIEM A C o nt�a4 tiv e  Phonological A naly� i� 0 6  $ 6 . 0 0 
No . 9 
Engli4 h and Vi etnam e4 e  ( A  C o nt�a4 tiv e  AnalY4i4 0 6  E ng li� h and 
Vietnam e4 e  vo1 . 4 ) . 1 9 7 0 ; xv + 2 0 6  pp . I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 5 4  X a n d  
I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 0 4  3 
TRYON , D . T .  and M . -J .  Dubo i s  
Neng o ne - Eng li4 h .  1 9 6 9 ; v i i  + 
I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 6 1 2 
Neng o n e  Victio na�y . Pa�t 1 :  
4 4 5  pp . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 6 0  4 a n d  
No . 10 OATES , w .  and L .  Oates Kapau Pedagogical G�amma� . 1 9 6 8 ; 
v + 1 7 8  pp . Reprinted 1 9 7 1 . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 6 2  0 
No . 1 1 FOX , C . E .  A�o � i - E ng li� h Victi o na� y .  1 9 7 0 ;  iv + 4 0 6  pp . ;  
1 map . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 6 3  9 
$ 1 0 . 0 0 
$ 4 . 5 0 
$ 9 . 5 0 
7 
PA C I F I C  L I N G U I ST I C S  
B o o k s  - aontinued 
No . 13 WURM , S . A .  and D . C .  Laycock , 
�n Honou� 0 6  A�thu� Capell . 
1 photograph . I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  
eds . Pae� 6�e L�ng u�6 t�e Stud�e6 
1 9 7 0 ;  v i i i  + 1 2 9 2 pp . ;  2 5  maps ; 
0 0 5  I 
Art i c l e s  authore d , or co-authored , by : 
B . W .  Bender , Catherine M .  Berndt , R . M .  Berndt , H .  Bluhme , 
J . E .  Bolt , C . G .  von Brande nste in , tC . D .  Chretien , J . R .  
Cleverl y , C .  Court , R . M . W .  Dixon , W . H .  Dougl a s , T . E .  Dut ton , 
I .  Dyen , S . H .  Elbert , A . P .  Elkin , E . H .  Flint , K . J .  Frankli n , 
Marie Godfrey , G . W .  Grac e , K .  Hale , Joy Harri s ,  A .  Healey , 
H .  Hershberger , Ruth Hershberg er , W . G .  Hodd ino t , P . W . Hohepa , 
N . M . Holmer , B . A .  Hooley , Dorothy J .  Jame s , H .  Kahler , Susan 
Kaldor , H .  Kerr , Jean F .  Kirton , D . C .  Laycock , Nguyen Dang 
Liem , K . A .  McE lhanon , H .  McKaughan , G . N .  O ' Grady , A .  Pawl ey , 
Eunice V .  Pike , R .  Pittman , D . J .  Prent ice , A . J .  Schlit z ,  M . C .  
Sharp e , tW . E .  Smythe , A . J .  Taylor , D . T .  Tryon , E . M . Uhlen­
beck , C . F .  Voege lin , F . M .  Voege lin , C . L . Voorhoe ve , S . A .  Wurm , 
J .  Z ' Graggen . 
No . 1 4 GEERTS , P .  ' A� e ' a� e  V�et� o na� y . 1 9 7 0 ;  iv + 1 8 5 pp . ; 1 map . 
I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 6 4  7 
No . l S McELHANON , K . A .  and N . A .  S elepet - Engl�6 h V�et�o na� y .  1 9 7 0 ;  
No . 1 6 
xxi + 1 4 4  pp . I S BN 0 8 5 8 83 0 6 5  5 
FRANKLI N ,  K . J .  
i x  + 1 3 8  pp . 
A G�amma� 0 6  Kewa , New Gu�nea . 
I S BN 0 8 58 8 3  0 6 6  3 
1 9 7 1 ; 
$ 2 6 . 0 0 
$ 4 . 5 0 
$ 4 . 5 0 
$ 3 . 5 0 
No . 1 7 PARKER ,  G . J .  S o uthea6t Amb� ym V�e� o na�y . 1 9 7 1 ; xiii + 6 0  pp . $ 1 . 7 5  
I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 6 7  I 
No . lS PRENTICE , D . J .  The Mu�ut Languag e6 0 6  Sabah.  1 9 7 1 ;  
xi + 3 1 1 pp . ; 1 map . I S BN 0 8 58 8 3  0 6 8  X 
No . 1 9 Z ' GRAGGEN , J . A .  Cla6 6 �6�eato�y and Typolo g�eal Stud�e6 in 
L ang uag e6 0 6  the  Madang V�6 t��et . 1 9 7 1 ; viii + 1 7 9  p p . ;  
4 map s . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 6 9  8 
No . 2 2 LONGACRE , Robert E . , ed . Ph�l�pp�n e  V�6 eo u�6 e and Pa�ag�aph 
Stud�e6 �n Memo�y 06 B etty M e L aehl�n . 1 9 7 1 ; xv + 3 6 6  pp . ; 
No . 2 3 
1 photograph . I S BN 0 8 58 8 3  0 7 0  I 
Art i c l e s  authored by : tBetty McLachl in and Barbara Black burn , 
Ha z e l  Wriggle sworth , Claudia Whit tle , Charl e s  Wa lton . 
TRYON , D . T .  and M . -J .  Dubo i s  
Eng l�6 h- Neng o n e .  1 9 7 1 ; i i i  + 
a n d  I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 7 1 X 
Neng o ne V�et�o na� y .  Pa�t I I :  
2 0 2  pp . I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 6 0  4 
No . 2 4 ELBERT , Samue l H .  Puluwat V�et� o na� y .  1 9 7 2 ; ix + 4 0 1  pp . 
I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 8 2  5 
$ 7 . 0 0 
$ 4 . 5 0 
$ 8 . 5 0  
$ 6 . 0 0 
$ 9 . 5 0 
8 
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B o o k s  - con t i nued 
No . 2 a WEST , Dorothy Wo j o � �6 0  S �nz�nc � ,  Pa�ag�ap h ,  and Vi6 COU�6 � 
AnalY6 i6 . Edited by Robert E .  Longacre . 1 9 7 3 ;  x + 1 8 1  pp . 
I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 8 9  2 
I n  preparat i o n : 
No . 2 WURM, S . A .  Hand b o o �  0 6  N �w Guin�a Pidgin 
$ 5 . 0 0 
No . 1 2 LAYCOCK , D . C .  Ba6i c  Maz ��ial6 in Buin : G�amma� , T �XZ6 , a nd Viczio na�y 
N o . 2 0  LANG , Adrianne Enga Viczi o na�y wizh Engli6 h I nd � x  
No . 2 1 PATON , W . F .  Am b�ym ( Lo nwolwol ) Viczi o na�y 
No . 2 5 FOX , C . E .  Lau Viczio na� y  
No . 2 6 FRANKLIN , Karl , ed . , i n  c ooperation with M .  Brown , T .  Dutton , R .  Lloyd , 
G .  McDonald , D .  Shaw , C .  Voorhoeve , S .  Wurm Th� Ling ui6zic Sizuazio n  
in z h �  Gul6 Vi6 Z�icz a n d  A djac �nz A��a6 , Papua N�w Guin�a 
No . 2 7 SCHEBECK , B .  A z Y n Yama�a�a G�amma� and T �XZ6 
No . 2 9 HO-MIN SOHN An Ouzlin� 0 6  Ulizhian G�amma� 
No . 3 0 HEADLAND , Thomas N .  and Janet D .  Ca6 ig u�an - Vumagat Victi o na� y ,  wizh 
G�ammatical I nz�oductio n  
No . 3 1 DUTTON , T . E . , ed . Szudi�6 i n  Lang uag �6 0 6  C �nt�al and Souzh- Ea6t 
Papua . 
A c o l lect ion of i l lustrative sketche s of many hitherto unde scribed 
languages of Central and South-Ea st Papua by J. Aust ing , R .  Cooper , 
T . E .  Dutton , R .  Garland , J .  Henderson , S .  Lawson , J .  Lynch , M .  Olsen , 
J .  Parr , A . J .  Taylor , N .  Thomson , and others . 
No . 3 2 LOVING , R .  and A .  Awa Viczio na�y 
No . 3 3 ELBERT , Samuel H. Puluwaz G�amma� 
No . 3 4 NGUYEN DANG LIEM, ed . Souzh- Ea6z A6ian Ling ui6zic Szudi�6 . 
Art icle s authored by : Soenj ono Dard j owid j o j o ,  Arthur G .  Cri s f i e ld , 
Phi l i p  N .  Jenner , Marybeth C lark , Nguyen Dang Liem .  
No . 3 5 CAPELL , A .  Fuzuna Viczio na�y 
No . 3 6 TRYON , D . T .  Valy Family Lang uag �6 , AU6 z�alia 
S ER I ES D - S P E C I A L PUBL I CAT I ONS 
( B u l l e t i n s , a r c h i v a l  m a t e r i a l s a n d  o t h e r p u b l i c a t i o n s ) 
No . 1 Bull�Zin No . 1 .  1 9 6 4 ; 9 pp . I S BN 0 8 58 8 3  0 7 2  8 
No . 2 Bull�zi n  No . 2 . 1 9 6 5 ; 8 4  p p . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 7 3  6 
$ 0 . 2 5 
$ 1 . 5 0 
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No . 3 WURM , S . A .  N ew Gu�nea H�g hland� P�dg �n : C o u4� e Ma�e4�al� . 
1 9 7 1 ; v i i  + 1 7 5  pp . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 7 4  4 
No . 4 WURM , S . A .  Languag e Map o n  � h e  Ea� �e4n, We� t e4n and S o uthe4n 
H�g hland� , Te44��04Y on  Papua and N ew Gu�nea . In 1 4  colour s . 
1 9 6 1 .  I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3 0 7 5  2 
No . S LAYCOCK , Don Ma�e4�al� �n N ew Gu�nea P�dg�n ( C o a� tal a n d  Low-
land� ) .  1 9 7 0 ;  xxxvi i  + 6 2  pp . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 7 6  0 
No . 6 NGUYEN DANG LIEM Fou4 - S ylla ble I d�oma��c E xp4 e� � �o n� �n V� et-
name� e .  1 9 7 0 ; v + 60 pp . I S B N  0 8 5 8 8 3  0 7 7  9 
No . 7 ELBERT , S . H .  Th4 e e  L eg end� o n  Puluwat and a B�t O n  Tal k .  
1 9 7 1 ; v i i i  + 8 5  pp . ;  1 map ; 1 photograph . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 7 8  7 
No . a LANG , A . , K . E . W .  Mather , and M . L . 
R et4� eva.l :  a V�c.��o nci.4 Y  P40 j ec� . 
I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 8 7  6 
Rose I n n 04mat� o n  S�0 4ag e and 
1 9 7 3 ;  v i i  + 1 5 1  pp . 
No . 9 I nd e x  t o  Pac� n�c L�ng u�� ��c� , S e4�e� A - V ,  a� at t h e  end O n  
1 9 7 0 .  1 9 7 1 ;  iv + 7 5  pp . I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 7 9  5 
No . 1 0 PATON , W . F .  Tal e� 0 6  Am b4ym . 1 9 7 1 ;  xiii + 8 2  pp . 
I S BN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 8 0  9 
In p r eparat ion : 
No . ll PATON , W . F .  Cu��om� 0 6  Amb4ym ( Tex�� , S o ng � , Game� and V4aw�ng� ) 
No . 12 DUTTON , T . E .  C o n v e4� at�o nal New Gu� n ea P�dg�n 
No . 1 3 PAWLEY , A.  and T . E .  Dutton ( e ds . )  Ba� � c  Voca bula4Y L�� �� 0 6  
A u� t4 0 ne��an Lang uag e� o n  C ent4al Papua 
No . 1 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Au��4 0 n e� �an Languag e� On Ma�nland S o uth- Ea�� Papua 
No . lS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - Ba��c Vocabula4Y L�� �� O n  
AU��40 n e� �an L angu ag e� 0 6  I n� ulM S ou�h- Ea� �  Papua 
No . 1 6 DUTTON , T . E .  and A. Pawley (eds . )  Ba��c Vo cabula4Y L�� �� 0 6  N o n ­
AU� �40 ne��an Lang uag e� O n  C en�4al Papua 
No . 17 --------------------------------
No . l a --------------------------------
Au� t4o n e� �a n  Lang uag e� On N04the4n Papua 
$ 4 . 0 0 
$ 0 . 5 0  
$ 3 . 0 0 
$ 1 . 7 5  
$ 2 . 5 0 
$ 4 . 0 0  
$ 2 . 5 0 
$ 2 . 5 0  
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No . 1 9 CAPELL , A .  A Voea buia4 Y 06  6 0 0  W04d� in F 0 4ty N04th Au� t4ai�an 
L anguag e� 
Dutton, T.E. A checklist of languages and present-day villages of central and south-east mainland Papua. 
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